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Ever since it was founded in 1972, Came Cancelli 
Automatici, Came leads the way in the design, the 
development and the manufacturing of entry-point 
operators. 
 
With over forty years' experience, Came Group has built 
up a global network of partners in this sector.
Came S.p.A., the world-renown group in Home & 
Building Automation, is your global choice for managing 
homes, public venues and urban design. It provides 
integrated solutions for parking systems, people flow-rate 
management and security.

A great group - represented by the Came Safety & 
Comfort trademark - designs, makes and markets 
with the brands Came, Bpt and Domino LED and GO, 
entrance operators, home-automation, burglar-poof 
systems and video-entry, thermostat control and LED 
lighting solutions for both buildings and industry.



EXPO MILANO 2015
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ALL OF CAME'S KNOW-HOW TO 
SERVE EXPO 
MILANO'S 2015 
DIGITAL SMART CITY.
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CAME OFFICIAL 
PARTNER OF 
EXPO MILANO 
2015

The global offer, the innovative drive and the
capacity to integrate the very latest technologies, won 
CAME's  appointment as technology partner for EXPO 
Milano 2015, for managing the access control of 21 
million visitors.

 

With the XVia access-control system, which was custom-
designed for EXPO Milano 2015, Came contributed, 
along with the event's other major tech-partners, to 
achieving the foremost Italian Digital Smart City project.  
A goal well-achieved in terms of innovation and 
modernization. This was also made possible by Came's 
100% made-in-Italy latest-generation technology.



CAMECONNECT

CAME CLOUD
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USER

A SINGLE SYSTEM REALLY 
LINKS UP THINGS AND 
PEOPLE

TURNSTILES AUTOMATIC PARKING OPERATORS AUTOMATIC
DOORS



CAME CLOUD
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INSTALLER

Came provides its Cloud service so that you
can benefit from all of the functionalities of the
devices you have installed. Not only locally, but also 
remotely, by using a simple safe and highly reliable 
connection.
Came Connect's innovative technology ensures that
your Came system links up to the Cloud, to provide 
total real-time control.

Installers' benefits  
By simply going online, you can completely diagnose 
your system and pinpoint any malfunctions, so as to 
intervene quickly and efficiently.
A remote assistance service - an added value for your 
customers and your business.  
 
Users' benefits.
With the right App, it only takes a few clicks to connect 
up securely, check the status of each room, view 
video-cam images, activate scenarios, manage utilities, 
interact with your home from a remote location, on your 
smartphone, tablet or PC.

HOME & BUILDING 
AUTOMATION

THERMOSTAT 
CONTROL

SECURITY VIDEO ENTRY CCTV



A SYSTEM  
DESIGNED FOR  
HARMONIOUS LIVING
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VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

STANDARD

SIMULTANEOUS CALL

The system can be programmed so that a call 
can be routed to more than one receiver 
simultaneously: in this case, all the receivers 
will emit the call tone and their monitors will 
switch on (for video systems). The call can be 
answered from any of the receivers; the 
remaining receivers will switch to "busy".

CALL

Calls can be made in one of two ways, depending 
on the type of entry panel: 
- by simply pressing one of the buttons;
- by calling a number, keying in the call code; 
When the call has been made, the entry panel 
gives the "call confirmed" tone, and the receiver 
gives the "call received" tone. In the case of a 
video entry system, the video signal from the 
entry panel appears simultaneously on the 
monitor of the receiver. The duration of the "call 
tone" is programmable; when the programmed 
time has elapsed, the system is deactivated and 
the monitor switches off.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF CONVERSATIONS

To ensure that conversations remain 
confidential, when a call is made from an entry 
panel to a receiver the conversation cannot be 
heard – and the entry panel video cannot be 
seen – from any of the other receivers. The 
conversation can be interrupted only by another 
call with a higher priority. The confidentiality of 
the conversation is also maintained in the case 
of self-connection of a receiver or a simultaneous 
call (including those from inside the same 
apartment).

DOOR LOCK RELEASE FROM RECEIVER

During the course of a call the user can press 
the button on the receiver in order to release 
the door lock corresponding to the entry 
panel. The door lock can be released either 
directly from the entry panel or using 
remote relay modules.

STAIR LANDING ENTRY PANEL

A receiver (or interconnected group of receivers) 
can also be connected to a dedicated entry panel 
which is not connected to the other receivers 
on the riser. The dedicated entry panel can 
feature the same functions as the main entry 
panel (audio/video communication with 
confidentiality of conversations and activation of 
the door lock). A call between the dedicated 
entry panel and the receiver to which it is 
connected does not block the main line, which 
therefore remains open for any calls from the 
main entry panel to the other receivers.

CALL FROM STAIR-LANDING

This function can be set up by connecting a 
standard button directly to the terminals of 
receivers designed for this feature. When this 
button is activated, the receiver emits a call tone 
which is different from that which sounds when 
a call is made from an entry panel; the monitor, 
however, does not switch on. The call will be 
heard only on the receiver the button is 
connected to.
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AUX
controllo

delle abitazioni
reportistica
di accesso

riconoscimento 
della persona

DOOR LOCK RELEASE FROM ENTRY PANEL

This function is available on digital entry panels 
or using dedicated access control modules. The 
door lock release can be activated using a 
numeric code or TAG/BADGE RFID.

SELF-CONNECTION

When the system is not in use (i.e. when no 
calls are in progress), press the "self-
connection" button on the receiver to activate 
video communication with the entry panel: the 
images from the entry panel will be displayed 
on the monitor of the receiver. If audio, too, is 
required, simply lift the handset or press the 
"hands free" button on the receiver.

CYCLIC OPERATION

If the system features more than one video entry 
panel, it is possible to view all the video images 
in sequence by pressing "self-connection" on 
the receiver repeatedly. Systems can also be set 
up to display not only video images from the 
individual "block", but also those of the "main" 
entry panels (i.e. those common to all "blocks"). 
When the system has been activated, if a call is 
received from an entry panel, press the "self-
connection" button to display the images from 
the remaining entry panels in the "block" from 
which the call is made. This operation terminates 
the call. The system remains activated until cut 
off by the timer.

AUXILIARY COMMANDS

All receivers feature at least two auxiliary 
commands (AUX) so that stair lighting, 
electrically-controlled gates etc. can be 
controlled by relay modules.

RING TONE DISABLEMENT/ADJUSTMENT

All the receivers have a new generation function 
to adjust the volume of the call over 2/3 levels 
with an exclude call option.
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VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

BUILDING
Only for receivers featuring these functions

PANIC ALARM

This function allows the user to send a silent 
alarm or emergency signal to the porter 
switchboard without activating an acoustic 
signal on the receiver. The porter switchboard 
will be alerted by an acoustic and luminous 
alarm signal which will be recorded in the 
events memory. The call takes priority over all 
others.

DO NOT DISTURB

The "privacy" function allows the user to 
disable the receiver and thus not to receive 
calls. This function is set by pressing the 
relevant key; in this mode, if called, the receiver 
doesn't emit any acoustic signal. 

EMERGENCY

This function, available only for receivers fitted 
with the corresponding terminals, makes it 
possible to connect a button to a generic "pulse 
generator" which, when activated, sends an 
emergency/alarm signal to the porter 
switchboard and activates a special alarm 
signal that lasts 10 seconds at the receiver. The 
porter switchboard will be alerted by an acoustic 
and luminous alarm signal which will be 
recorded in the events memory. The call takes 
priority over all others.
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INTERCOM
Only for receivers featuring these functions

INTERCOMMUNICATION BETWEEN 
RECEIVERS IN THE SAME APARTMENT

It is possible to make an audio call from one 
receiver to another by pressing one of the 
optional intercom buttons (from 2 to 10, 
depending on the model of the receiver). Calls 
between receivers maintain confidentiality of 
the conversation and have a duration of 60 
seconds. The call can be interrupted from either 
of the receivers by replacing the handset 
(for receivers with handset) or interrupting 
the call by pressing the relevant button (for 
hands-free models).

INTERCOMMUNICATION BETWEEN 
RECEIVERS IN DIFFERENT APARTMENTS

It is possible to make an audio call from one 
receiver to another by pressing one of the 
optional intercom buttons (from 2 to 10, 
depending on the model of the receiver). The 
call will utilise the main line (riser), which 
means that no other calls can be made between  
an entry panel and another receiver.  
Calls between receivers maintain the 
confidentiality of the conversation and have 
a duration of 60 seconds. The call can be 
interrupted from either of the receivers by 
replacing the handset (for receivers with 
handset) or ending the call by pressing the 
relevant button (for hands-free models).

CALL ALERT DURING A CONVERSATION 
BETWEEN RECEIVERS IN THE SAME 
APARTMENT

A call from an entry panel to a receiver which is 
already engaged in an intercom call with 
another receiver in the same apartment will 
generate a "beep". The video image from the 
entry panel making the call will be displayed on 
both the receivers engaged in the call. To 
respond to the call it is necessary to replace the 
handset (or press the hands-free "end call" 
button), and then answer when the normal call 
tone is heard. If it is preferred not to interrupt the 
intercom conversation, the door lock controlled 
by the calling entry panel can still be released. 
The entry panel sounds the "busy" signal while 
the "incoming call" signal is activated.

TRANSFER OF CALL 

If the system features an intercom function, 
a call from an entry panel can be transferred to 
a different receiver. Whether the receiver is in 
the same apartment or a different apartment, 
the procedure for transferring the call is the 
same. When the call is received from the entry 
panel, it is necessary to answer it as usual, then 
make the intercom call to the receiver the call is 
to be transferred to, wait until the receiver 
responds and finally end the call to the entry 
panel.

CALL ALERT DURING A CONVERSATION 
BETWEEN RECEIVERS IN DIFFERENT 
APARTMENTS

A call from an entry panel to a receiver which is 
already engaged in an intercom call with 
another receiver in a different apartment will 
generate a "beep". The video image from the 
entry panel making the call will be displayed 
only on the receiver being called; the receiver in 
the other apartment will receive no signal. To 
respond to the incoming call it is necessary to 
replace the handset (or press the hands-free 
"end call" button), and then respond when the 
normal call tone is heard. If it is preferred not to 
interrupt the intercom conversation, the door 
lock controlled by the calling entry panel can 
still be released. The entry panel sounds the 
"busy" signal while the "incoming call" signal is 
activated.
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

ACCESS CONTROL

QUALIFICATIONS CHECK

Following a request for access, the system 
checks the level of authorisation of the person 
identified (permitted) and allows, or does not 
allow, entry.

ACCESS REPORTING

Allowing or barring access are operations 
memorised by the system that can be 
extrapolated in the form of a report. Analysis of 
the access permitted, the time and the identity 
of the person admitted, is therefore possible.
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IP FUNCTIONS
Available for the XIP and IP360 system only.

CALL TO A MOBILE DEVICE 

Some systems have a setting for receiving 
audio/video calls from outside directly to a 
mobile device (iPhone®, smartphone, iPad®, 
tablet or Android, on which the dedicated XIP 
Mobile app has already been downloaded) and 
to manage it via a simple graphic interface. It is 
possible to carry out actions such as opening 
doors or switching on stair lights and managing 
lists of favourite contacts and calls received, 
missed, or declined.

TWO-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO 
INTERCOMMUNICATION

The function enables a device such as an 
iPhone® or Android smartphone to make audio/
video intercom calls to other mobile devices 
connected to the system. Both devices can 
prevent their own video flow (privacy video) or 
do a "camera rotation" between the front and 
rear camera of the mobile device.

CALL TO ANALOGUE OR  
GSM PHONES

Via suitable network devices that can be 
integrated with the BPT video entry system (SIP 
Gateway and SIP ATA) it is possible to send a call 
from the exterior to the (traditional or cordless) 
analogue phone or a GSM phone. This function 
is particularly useful in systems with a porter or 
where the video entry system needs to be 
interfaced with an existing phone system run by 
a PBX switchboard (e.g. tertiary).

INTEGRATION WITH IP PHONES. 

Big organisations are using IP switchboards to 
manage their phone traffic through the 
company's computer network increasingly 
frequently. A call from outside can reach an 
internal IP phone user via suitable settings on 
the video entry system server of the IP 
switchboard or on PSTN/GSM that is aligned 
with the switchboard.

INTEGRATION WITH THIRD-PARTY  
IP TERMINALS

Thanks to the support of SIP protocol, the XIP 
system can integrate IP terminals that can 
therefore receive and manage video entry 
system calls.
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CHOOSING A VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM
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- Small systems
- Single-/multi-family systems
- Single-multi entrance systems
- Single-riser systems

- Multiple-riser systems
- Systems with riser with simple wiring
- Systems with standalone access control
- Systems with porter

- Systems with numerous users and long distances
- Systems with porter 
- Systems with numerous residential blocks
- Systems with limited number of simultaneous calls
- Systems compatible with the use of fibre optics
- OSD and voice mail on conventional receivers

- Integration with hi-tech functions (home automation, CCTV, anti-intrusion)
- High number of simultaneous audio/video conversations 
- Remote control/operation via IP protocol
- OSD and voice mail on conventional receivers
- Hierarchy-based porter service
- Integration with VoIP telephone switchboards
- Systems with centralized access control

- Integration with hi-tech functions (home automation, CCTV, anti-intrusion)
- High number of simultaneous audio/video conversations 
- Remote control/operation via IP protocol
- OSD and video-entry system voice mail on IP receivers
- Hierarchy-based porter service
- Integration with VoIP telephone switchboards
- Systems with centralized access control
- IP internal receivers and entry panels
- System on fully IP networks

TE
C

H
N

IC
A

L 
C

H
A

R
A

CT
ER

IS
TI

C
S

Number of users

Maximum no. of internal receivers per busbar

Number of main/secondary entry panels

Maximum distance between entry panels and power supply (metres)

Maximum distance between power supply and receivers (metres)

Maximum distance between "blocks" (metres)

Type of wiring for connection of riser

Type of wiring for connection of entry panels

Porter switchboard

Integration with telephone switchboards

Integration with Came Domotic 3.0 home automation systems

Integration with Came CCTV systems

Colour / B&W

Integration with SIP device

Integration on pre-existing LAN networks

IP entry panels and receivers

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Call

Simultaneous call

Confidentiality of conversations

Call stair-landing from local entry panel

Access control functions

Self-connection

Do not disturb

Panic and emergency alarms

Intercom function between receivers in the same apartment 

Intercom function between receivers in different apartments

“Incoming call” signal during conversations between receivers in the same apartment 

“Incoming call” signal during conversations between receivers in different apartments

Transferring a call

App on smartphone and tablet

Integration with CAME CONNECT

FEATURES OF VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS

2000 100 2000 unlimited* unlimited*

108 108 108 108 unlimited*

10/80 3/0 64/256 unlimited* unlimited*

500 650
800 800 unlimited*

750 750 unlimited*

- - 750 unlimited* unlimited*

4 wires + coaxial cable +  
n (calls)

VCM/60 + n (calls)

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

UTP Cat 5

10 wires + coaxial cable +  
n (calls) 

VCM/130+n (calls)

twisted pair + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/2D

3 twisted pairs + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/4D

3 twisted pairs + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/4D

UTP Cat 5

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - - ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ - ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ (Came Connect Ready) ✓ (Came Connect Inside)

* up to the limits of the network.

IP
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- Small systems
- Single-/multi-family systems
- Single-multi entrance systems
- Single-riser systems

- Multiple-riser systems
- Systems with riser with simple wiring
- Systems with standalone access control
- Systems with porter

- Systems with numerous users and long distances
- Systems with porter 
- Systems with numerous residential blocks
- Systems with limited number of simultaneous calls
- Systems compatible with the use of fibre optics
- OSD and voice mail on conventional receivers

- Integration with hi-tech functions (home automation, CCTV, anti-intrusion)
- High number of simultaneous audio/video conversations 
- Remote control/operation via IP protocol
- OSD and voice mail on conventional receivers
- Hierarchy-based porter service
- Integration with VoIP telephone switchboards
- Systems with centralized access control

- Integration with hi-tech functions (home automation, CCTV, anti-intrusion)
- High number of simultaneous audio/video conversations 
- Remote control/operation via IP protocol
- OSD and video-entry system voice mail on IP receivers
- Hierarchy-based porter service
- Integration with VoIP telephone switchboards
- Systems with centralized access control
- IP internal receivers and entry panels
- System on fully IP networks

TE
C

H
N

IC
A

L 
C

H
A

R
A

CT
ER

IS
TI

C
S

Number of users

Maximum no. of internal receivers per busbar

Number of main/secondary entry panels

Maximum distance between entry panels and power supply (metres)

Maximum distance between power supply and receivers (metres)

Maximum distance between "blocks" (metres)

Type of wiring for connection of riser

Type of wiring for connection of entry panels

Porter switchboard

Integration with telephone switchboards

Integration with Came Domotic 3.0 home automation systems

Integration with Came CCTV systems

Colour / B&W

Integration with SIP device

Integration on pre-existing LAN networks

IP entry panels and receivers

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Call

Simultaneous call

Confidentiality of conversations

Call stair-landing from local entry panel

Access control functions

Self-connection

Do not disturb

Panic and emergency alarms

Intercom function between receivers in the same apartment 

Intercom function between receivers in different apartments

“Incoming call” signal during conversations between receivers in the same apartment 

“Incoming call” signal during conversations between receivers in different apartments

Transferring a call

App on smartphone and tablet

Integration with CAME CONNECT

FEATURES OF VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS

2000 100 2000 unlimited* unlimited*

108 108 108 108 unlimited*

10/80 3/0 64/256 unlimited* unlimited*

500 650
800 800 unlimited*

750 750 unlimited*

- - 750 unlimited* unlimited*

4 wires + coaxial cable +  
n (calls)

VCM/60 + n (calls)

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

twisted pair 
UTP Cat 5 
- VCM/1D

UTP Cat 5

10 wires + coaxial cable +  
n (calls) 

VCM/130+n (calls)

twisted pair + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/2D

3 twisted pairs + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/4D

3 twisted pairs + power supply
UTP Cat 5
- VCM/4D

UTP Cat 5

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - - ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- ✓ - ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ ✓
- - - ✓ (Came Connect Ready) ✓ (Came Connect Inside)

* up to the limits of the network. 17
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CHOOSING THE RECEIVERS
D

ES
C

R
IP

TI
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N

VIDEO RECEIVERS VIDEO RECEIVERS

AGATA BASIC AGATA BUILDING PERLA FUTURA FUTURA IP OPALE MITHO VC

Colour or B&W video receiver with 
handset audio, 3.5” LCD display, 4:3 
format.
Colour: white.

Colour video receiver with handset 
audio, 3.5" LCD display, 4:3 format. 
Colour: white.

Colour video receiver with hands-free 
audio, 3.5” LCD display, 4:3 format. 
Colour: Ice white and Fusion black.

Hands-free colour video receiver 
with 7” LCD display. Soft touch 
buttons. Available in black or white.

Hands-free colour video receiver 
with 7” LCD display. Soft touch 
buttons. Available in black or white.

Colour video receiver with hands-
free audio, 4.3" (Opale Wide) LCD 
display,16:9 format and 3.5" (Opale) 
LCD display, 4:3 format. Colour: Ice 
white and Fusion black.

Colour video receiver with 
integrated handset and hands-free 
audio functions, 4.3" LCD touch 
screen, 16:9 format.
Colour: Ice white and Fusion black.

IN
S

TA
LL

AT
IO

N

Wall-mounted ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recessed - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ -

Table-top ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AC
CE

SS
OR

IES Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support

S
YS

TE
M

S
C

O
N

TR
O

LS

Door lock release ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic door lock release - - - - - ✓ (Opale Wide) -

Cycling operation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Auxiliary commands ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ ∞ ✓ 10 ✓ 2

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Melodies ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Intercom - ✓ 5 (for 200)
✓ 8 (for X1, 300, XIP) ✓ 8 ✓ 8 ✓ ∞ ✓ 8 ✓ 10

Building - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mute in conversation - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ring tone disabling ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic answering - - - - ✓ ✓ (Opale Wide) ✓

Zoom - - - - ✓ ✓ ✓
Audio video answering 
machine - - - ✓ (Picture storage in X2 version) ✓ ✓ (Opale Wide) ✓

SE
TT

IN
GS

Ringtone volume adjustment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Brightness control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓

Contrast control ✓ (only for B&W version ) ✓ - - - - -

Colour control ✓ (only for colour version) ✓ ✓ ✓ (solo nella versione X2) - ✓ ✓

The Agata, Opale or Perla video receivers are also available in a version with an interface for connection to type "T" magnetic induction 
devices for the hearing impaired .

All the video entry system receivers can provide entry to a call from the stair landing 
18
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VIDEO RECEIVERS VIDEO RECEIVERS

AGATA BASIC AGATA BUILDING PERLA FUTURA FUTURA IP OPALE MITHO VC

Colour or B&W video receiver with 
handset audio, 3.5” LCD display, 4:3 
format.
Colour: white.

Colour video receiver with handset 
audio, 3.5" LCD display, 4:3 format. 
Colour: white.

Colour video receiver with hands-free 
audio, 3.5” LCD display, 4:3 format. 
Colour: Ice white and Fusion black.

Hands-free colour video receiver 
with 7” LCD display. Soft touch 
buttons. Available in black or white.

Hands-free colour video receiver 
with 7” LCD display. Soft touch 
buttons. Available in black or white.

Colour video receiver with hands-
free audio, 4.3" (Opale Wide) LCD 
display,16:9 format and 3.5" (Opale) 
LCD display, 4:3 format. Colour: Ice 
white and Fusion black.

Colour video receiver with 
integrated handset and hands-free 
audio functions, 4.3" LCD touch 
screen, 16:9 format.
Colour: Ice white and Fusion black.

IN
S

TA
LL

AT
IO

N

Wall-mounted ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recessed - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ -

Table-top ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AC
CE

SS
OR

IES Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support Table-top support

S
YS

TE
M

S
C

O
N

TR
O

LS

Door lock release ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic door lock release - - - - - ✓ (Opale Wide) -

Cycling operation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Auxiliary commands ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ 2 ✓ ∞ ✓ 10 ✓ 2

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Melodies ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Intercom - ✓ 5 (for 200)
✓ 8 (for X1, 300, XIP) ✓ 8 ✓ 8 ✓ ∞ ✓ 8 ✓ 10

Building - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mute in conversation - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ring tone disabling ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic answering - - - - ✓ ✓ (Opale Wide) ✓

Zoom - - - - ✓ ✓ ✓
Audio video answering 
machine - - - ✓ (Picture storage in X2 version) ✓ ✓ (Opale Wide) ✓

SE
TT

IN
GS

Ringtone volume adjustment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Brightness control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓

Contrast control ✓ (only for B&W version ) ✓ - - - - -

Colour control ✓ (only for colour version) ✓ ✓ ✓ (solo nella versione X2) - ✓ ✓

The Agata, Opale or Perla video receivers are also available in a version with an interface for connection to type "T" magnetic induction 
devices for the hearing impaired .

All the video entry system receivers can provide entry to a call from the stair landing 
19
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CHOOSING THE RECEIVERS
D

ES
C

R
IP

TI
O

N

AUDIO RECEIVERS

                

AGATA BASIC AGATA BUILDING PERLA NOVA 

Audio receiver with handset
Colour: white.

Audio receiver with handset
Colour: white.

Audio receiver with hands 
free
Colour: Ice white and Fusion 
black.

Audio receiver with hands 
free
Colours: Anthracite grey, 
white, silver.

IN
S

TA
LL

AT
IO

N Wall-mounted ✓ ✓ ✓ -

Recessed - - - ✓

Table-top ✓ ✓ ✓ -

S
YS

TE
M

S
C

O
N

TR
O

LS

Door lock release ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Automatic door lock 
release - - - -

Cycling operation - - - -

Auxiliary commands
✓ 1 (with Agata P1 for 

system 200) 
1 (included for X1, 300, XIP)

✓ 1 ✓ 2 ✓ 1

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Melodies ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ (not for version 200) ✓ -

Intercom - ✓ 6 (for 200)
✓ 10 (for X1, 300, XIP) ✓ 2 (with AUX 1/2 buttons) -

Building - ✓ ✓ -

Mute in conversation - - - -

Ring tone disabling Only in Agata C F version ✓ ✓ -

Automatic answering - - - -

S
ET

TI
N

G
S

Ringtone volume 
adjustment Only in Agata C F version ✓ ✓ ✓

The Agata, Opale or Perla video receivers are also available in a version with an interface for connection to type "T" magnetic induction 
devices for the hearing impaired .

All the X1 video entry system receivers can provide entry to a call from the stair landing
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CHOOSING APPLICATIONS
S

YS
TE

M
S

SOFT RECEIVER APP XIP MOBILE

XIP XIP

C
O

N
TR

O
LS

Door lock release ✓ ✓

Declining an in-coming call ✓ ✓

Cycling operation ✓ ✓

Auxiliary commands ✓ 2 ✓ 10

FU
N

CT
IO

N
S

Audio/video intercom ✓ ✓

Mute in conversation - ✓

Call waiting ✓ ✓

Camera rotation - ✓

Dual line management ✓ -

Transferring a call ✓ -

Blocking an incoming call ✓ -

TO
O

LS

Contacts list ✓ ✓

Favourites list ✓ ✓

Calls made list - ✓

Calls missed list ✓ ✓

Calls received list - ✓
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CHOOSING THE ENTRY PANELS
D

ES
C

R
IP

TI
O

N

PUSHBUTTON PANELS AUDIO/VIDEO DEVICES VANDAL-PROOF GSM DIGITAL PANELS

LITHOS THANGRAM IP THANGRAM TARGHA THANGRAM 
MODULES TARGA VR TARGHA GSM VR DIGITHA TARGHA

Monolithic audio and 
colour video entry panel 
created for the X1 
two-wires system.
Available with brushed 
stainless steel finish. 

Colour IP audio or video 
modular entry panel; 
standard wall-mounted 
fitting or recessed 
installation with 
optional box and frame; 
entry panels can be 
fitted vertically or 
horizontally alongside. 
Central body Metal 
finish; plates in different 
colour variants. Audible 
and visual status 
signalling.

Modular entry panel 
(audio only or colour 
video); standard wall-
mounted or recessed 
installation with optional 
embedding boxes and 
horizontal and/or vertical 
panel alignment.
Finishes: central section 
in Greyhound grey or 
Metal and décor panels in 
a choice of colours. 
Acoustic and visual 
status signals.

Modular entry panel, 
audio only or colour or 
B&W video. Standard 
wall-mount or recessed 
installation with optional 
embedding boxes and 
horizontal and/or vertical 
panel alignment.
Finishes: Greyhound grey 
with décor panel in 
semi-matt Aluminium 
grey or Anthracite grey 
with décor panel in 
polished Aluminium grey.

Audio and colour 
video receivers for X1 
systems and XIP 
systems. Permit 
maximum installation 
flexibility as they 
allow the use of 
personalised non Bpt 
panels.
Acoustic and visual 
status signals.

Range of vandal-proof 
front plates available 
in Audio and Video, 
Standard or Digital 
versions, with a 
brushed stainless 
steel or brass finish, 
the range lends itself 
to any requirement 
and living 
environment. To be 
used with Thangram 
devices.

Vandal-proof GSM audio 
entry panel, in version with 
call buttons only or also 
with keypad to enter 
access codes (digital 
version). Steel front plate 
with Zamak alloy finishes. 
Slot for internal micro SIM 
and storage of up to 5 
phone numbers for call 
button.
Equipped with GSM 
antenna with 3 m cable 
length.

Monolithic vandal-resistant 
audio or colour video entry 
panel in stainless steel, 
digital calls complete with 
alphanumeric keypad and 
address book with 128x128 
pixel 6-line LCD display; 
recessed or wall-mount 
installation using optional 
accessories.
Acoustic and visual status 
signals.

Modular entry panel, audio 
only or colour or B&W 
video, digital calls complete 
with alphanumeric keypad 
and address book with 
122x32 pixel 2-line graphic 
display; standard wall-
mount or recessed 
installation using optional 
embedding box.
Finishes: Greyhound with 
décor panel in matt 
aluminium or Anthracite 
grey with décor panel in 
polished Aluminium grey.

IN
S

TA
LL

AT
IO

N

Wall-mounted ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recessed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AC
CE

SS
OR

IE
S Single pushbuttons, 

double pushbuttons, 
double-height 
pushbutton, wall mount 
rain cover.

Single or double 
push buttons, double-
height pushbuttons, or 
access control modules 
with keypad and RFID 
reader.

Single or double push-
buttons, double-height 
pushbuttons, or access 
control modules with 
keypad and RFID reader.

Single and double 
pushbutton modules.

Wall-mounts support. Voice messages assist use 
of entry panel.

S
YS

TE
M

S
FE

AT
U

R
ES

Alphanumerical keypad - ✓ (optional) ✓ (optional) - ✓ (optional) ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models)

✓ (only numeric keypad in 
VR1K/VR2K version)

3400 calls
2000 door/gate aperture codes

2000 calls
2000 door/gate aperture codes

Graphic display - - - - - - - Status and functions activated 
signalling

Status and functions activated 
signalling

Volume control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ (adjustment via SMS) ✓ -

Back-lighting of keys BLUE LEDs  BLUE LEDs  BLUE LEDs  GREEN LEDs  - - BLUE LEDs WHITE LEDs   FROM 
RFID READER GREEN LEDs  

Connection, command 
and timing adjustment 
of door lock release 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models)

- ✓ ✓

Access control - ✓ (optional) ✓ (optional) - ✓ (optional) ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models) ✓ ✓ ✓

Functions for disabled 
people - ✓ ✓ - ✓ (only LED) - - ✓ -

Activation time 
adjustment ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS 300) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) - ✓ (settings via SMS) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS 300)

PoE power supply - ✓ - - - - - - -

Relay with programmable 
activation - ✓ - - - - ✓ (relay closing time via SMS) - -

Can be used with 
DCOMBO accessory - ✓ ✓ - - - - - -

Serverless use - ✓* - - - - - - -

* Available with software update 1st half of 2016
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PUSHBUTTON PANELS AUDIO/VIDEO DEVICES VANDAL-PROOF GSM DIGITAL PANELS

LITHOS THANGRAM IP THANGRAM TARGHA THANGRAM 
MODULES TARGA VR TARGHA GSM VR DIGITHA TARGHA

Monolithic audio and 
colour video entry panel 
created for the X1 
two-wires system.
Available with brushed 
stainless steel finish. 

Colour IP audio or video 
modular entry panel; 
standard wall-mounted 
fitting or recessed 
installation with 
optional box and frame; 
entry panels can be 
fitted vertically or 
horizontally alongside. 
Central body Metal 
finish; plates in different 
colour variants. Audible 
and visual status 
signalling.

Modular entry panel 
(audio only or colour 
video); standard wall-
mounted or recessed 
installation with optional 
embedding boxes and 
horizontal and/or vertical 
panel alignment.
Finishes: central section 
in Greyhound grey or 
Metal and décor panels in 
a choice of colours. 
Acoustic and visual 
status signals.

Modular entry panel, 
audio only or colour or 
B&W video. Standard 
wall-mount or recessed 
installation with optional 
embedding boxes and 
horizontal and/or vertical 
panel alignment.
Finishes: Greyhound grey 
with décor panel in 
semi-matt Aluminium 
grey or Anthracite grey 
with décor panel in 
polished Aluminium grey.

Audio and colour 
video receivers for X1 
systems and XIP 
systems. Permit 
maximum installation 
flexibility as they 
allow the use of 
personalised non Bpt 
panels.
Acoustic and visual 
status signals.

Range of vandal-proof 
front plates available 
in Audio and Video, 
Standard or Digital 
versions, with a 
brushed stainless 
steel or brass finish, 
the range lends itself 
to any requirement 
and living 
environment. To be 
used with Thangram 
devices.

Vandal-proof GSM audio 
entry panel, in version with 
call buttons only or also 
with keypad to enter 
access codes (digital 
version). Steel front plate 
with Zamak alloy finishes. 
Slot for internal micro SIM 
and storage of up to 5 
phone numbers for call 
button.
Equipped with GSM 
antenna with 3 m cable 
length.

Monolithic vandal-resistant 
audio or colour video entry 
panel in stainless steel, 
digital calls complete with 
alphanumeric keypad and 
address book with 128x128 
pixel 6-line LCD display; 
recessed or wall-mount 
installation using optional 
accessories.
Acoustic and visual status 
signals.

Modular entry panel, audio 
only or colour or B&W 
video, digital calls complete 
with alphanumeric keypad 
and address book with 
122x32 pixel 2-line graphic 
display; standard wall-
mount or recessed 
installation using optional 
embedding box.
Finishes: Greyhound with 
décor panel in matt 
aluminium or Anthracite 
grey with décor panel in 
polished Aluminium grey.

IN
S

TA
LL

AT
IO

N

Wall-mounted ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recessed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AC
CE

SS
OR

IE
S Single pushbuttons, 

double pushbuttons, 
double-height 
pushbutton, wall mount 
rain cover.

Single or double 
push buttons, double-
height pushbuttons, or 
access control modules 
with keypad and RFID 
reader.

Single or double push-
buttons, double-height 
pushbuttons, or access 
control modules with 
keypad and RFID reader.

Single and double 
pushbutton modules.

Wall-mounts support. Voice messages assist use 
of entry panel.

S
YS

TE
M

S
FE

AT
U

R
ES

Alphanumerical keypad - ✓ (optional) ✓ (opzionale) optional - ✓ (optional) ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models)

✓ (only numeric keypad in 
VR1K/VR2K version)

3400 calls
2000 door/gate aperture codes

2000 calls
2000 door/gate aperture codes

Graphic display - - - - - - - Status and functions activated 
signalling

Status and functions activated 
signalling

Volume control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ (adjustment via SMS) ✓ -

Back-lighting of keys BLUE LEDs  BLUE LEDs  BLUE LEDs  GREEN LEDs  - - BLUE LEDs WHITE LEDs   FROM 
RFID READER GREEN LEDs  

Connection, command 
and timing adjustment 
of door lock release 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models)

- ✓ ✓

Access control - ✓ (optional) ✓ (optional) - ✓ (optional) ✓ (only DIGI or K 
models) ✓ ✓ ✓

Functions for disabled 
people - ✓ ✓ - ✓ (only LED) - - ✓ -

Activation time 
adjustment ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS 300) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) - ✓ (settings via SMS) ✓ (by SW PCS XIP) ✓ (by SW PCS 300)

PoE power supply - ✓ - - - - - - -

Relay with programmable 
activation - ✓ - - - - ✓ (relay closing time via SMS) - -

Can be used with 
DCOMBO accessory - ✓ ✓ - - - - - -

Serverless use - ✓* - - - - - - -

* Available with software update 1st half of 2016
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DESIGNED  
TO IMPROVE  
YOUR LIFE
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OPALE 34

MITHO 36

ENTRY PANELS

LITHOS 38

THANGRAM IP 44

THANGRAM 50

MODULES FOR ENTRY PANELS WITH NON-BPT FRONT PLATES 68

TARGA VR 70
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DIGITHA 78
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X1 86

XIP 110
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AGATA 
Audio and video receivers with 
handset on wall

Agata is the line of new generation audio and video receivers with  
handset, in colour or B&W, with Basic or Building functions. All 
coupled with great ease of use, functionality, clarity of the lines 
of the design and continuity of style with the other Bpt new 
generation models. It takes just one look to see that Agata has all 
the qualities to win you over. 

 3.5" LCD display (colour or B&W) 

 Installation on the wall with special support

Models

Agata Basic

Agata Building

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol
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Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

AGATA V 62100460 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD B&W display, white.

AGATA VC 62100370 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD colour display, white.

AGATA VC/B 62100380 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD colour display, white, Building version.

AGATA V BF 62100480 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD B&W display, white. Special version for the hearing impaired.

AGATA VC BF 62100430 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD colour display, white. Special version for the hearing impaired.

AGATA VC/B BF 62100440 Video receiver with handset, 3.5" LCD colour display, white, Building version. Special version for the 
hearing impaired.

AGATA VC/B-L 62100580 Video receiver with handset, white. Building version with local power supply (X2 system).

AUDIO RECEIVER

AGATA C 60240050 Audio receiver with handset, white.

AGATA C/B 60240060 Audio receiver with handset, white, Building version.

AGATA C F 60240090 Audio receiver with handset, white, with lever to disable and adjust ringtone. (LED on when sound 
disabled).

ACCESSORIES

KT A 61800680 Table-top mounting supports for the Agata audio receiver (Systems X1 and 200).

KT V 62800550 Table-top mounting supports for the Agata video receiver (Systems X1 and 200).

Technical characteristics

Functions
 Door lock release 

 Self-connection of video from entry panels, with cyclic selection

 Ring tone disabling, with indicator light

 Video switching function (video version)

 Colour adjustment (colour video version)

 Contrast adjustment (B&W version)

 Brightness adjustment (video version)

 Ringtone volume adjustment

 2 controls for activating auxiliary functions

 Master/Slave Function

EXTRA FUNCTIONS IN BUILDING VERSION:
 8 intercom calls for version VC/B and 10 for version C/B

 “Panic” button to call the Porter for assistance 

In the case of simultaneous calls, the audio/video conversation is operative on the receiver 
from which the user replies to the call, whether this is the main (Master) or secondary 
(Slave) unit, without the need for a new power supply or supplementary wiring. 

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 170x190x30.9 mm video version

(WxHxD) 102x190x30.9 mm audio version

Models

Accessories
Agata is available in a table-top version thanks to the KT universal support, in the audio entry 
phone model (KT A), and in the video entry phone model (KT V). The support is made of 10 mm 
thick Perspex, supplied with a white RJ45 cable and with the terminals area covered by a grey 
painted metal Sheet.
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PERLA
Audio and video receivers

Perla is the line of wall-mounted hands-free video and audio re-
ceivers, a real jewel of sophisticated Made in Italy design and 
advanced technology. Perla stands out for its personality and 
elegance, with its soft curving lines and the central control panel on 
which the functions form a perfect circle. All only 31 mm thick.
In the video version the 3.5" LCD colour display and hands-free audio 
offers excellent audio-video quality with very low consumption.
Perla is available in the Ice white and Fusion black colourways 
that make it suitable for any living space.

  A soft, modern look

  Excellent audio and video quality

  Blue backlighting of luminous central panel

Models and colours

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

Colour video receivers

Ice white

Fusion black

Fusion black

Ice white

Audio receiver

2 wires

internet protocol
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Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

PEV BI 62100180 Colour video receiver with hands-free audio, 3.5" LCD display,  wall-mount installation. Mounting bracket included. 
Colour Ice white.

PEV NF 62100190 Colour video receiver with hands-free audio, 3.5" LCD display,  wall-mount installation. Mounting bracket included. 
Colour Fusion black.

PEV BI BF 62100230 Colour video receiver with hands-free audio, 3.5" LCD display,  wall-mount installation, Ice white, version for the 
hearing impaired. Mounting bracket included.

PEV NF BF 62100240 Colour video receiver with hands-free audio, 3.5" LCD display,  wall-mount installation, Fusion black, version for 
the hearing impaired. Mounting bracket included.

AUDIO RECEIVER

PEC BI 60540010 Hands-free audio receiver. Ring volume control over three levels, wall-mounted. Mounting bracket included. 
Colour Ice white.

PEC NF 60540020 Hands-free audio receiver. Ring volume control over three levels, wall-mounted. Mounting bracket included. 
Colour Fusion black.

ACCESSORIES

KT A 61800680 Table-top mounting supports for the Perla audio receiver (PEC).

KT V 62800550 Table-top mounting supports for the Perla video receiver (PEV).

Technical characteristics

Functions
  3.5” LCD colour display (only for Audio receiver)

  Hands-free audio

  Door release 

  Muting/reactivation of audio during conversation (disactivating 
conversation on audio version)

  Self-connection of video from entry panels, with cycling operation

 2 controls for activating auxiliary functions

 8 different lines for intercom calls (2 on audio version)

  “Panic” button to call the Porter for assistance (video version)

  Ring tone disabling, with indicator light

  Ring tone volume adjusts over three levels (low, medium, high or 
"barred" for audio version)

  Brightness adjustment (video version)

  Colour saturation adjustment (video version)

  Programmable melodies for calls from entry panel and stair landing

  Different melodies for calls from intercom and Porter

  Programmable number of rings for calls from entry panel

  Powersave video switching function switches between receivers      
connected simultaneously

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 145x170x31 mm video version

(WxHxD) 110x170x31 mm audio version

Accessories
Perla is available in a table-top version thanks to the KT universal support, in the audio entry 
phone model (KT A), and in the video entry phone model (KT V). The support is made of 10 mm 
thick Perspex, supplied with a white RJ45 cable and with the terminals area covered by a grey 
painted metal Sheet.
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Models and colours

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

Colour video receivers

2 wires

internet protocol

internet protocol

Colour 7” video receiver  
hands free 

Futura is Bpt’s innovative range of video receivers that feature a 
large 7” TFT LCD colour display and a simple, sophisticated design, 
which make them perfect for integration into any environment. 
The interface is extremely intuitive and easy to use, in line with the 
philosophy of Bpt’s latest generation products. “Futura is available 
in 3 different models: the X1, the intermediate X2 and the technolo-
gically advanced IP, the only one compatible with the IP360 system 
and capable of exchanging audio and video messages and infor-
mation with the connected systems.

 7” full colour TFT LCD display (800x480 pixel) 

 Hands-free audio

 Soft touch buttons

 Wall-mounted, recessed and used with table-top support Black

White
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Technical features

 IP ready

 Local power supply or Powered over Ethernet (PoE)

 Voice over IP with SIP protocol, H.264 video codec, G.711 audio codec

 Built-in web-server for configuration and management via browser

FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
 Door release

 Answering and hanging up

 Self-connection

 Mute in conversation / Disabling ringtone

 “Panic” button (SOS) to call the concierge for help

 Receiving calls from XIP entry panels

 Receiving audio/video calls from concierge

ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
 Advanced multilingual user interface

 Unlimited intercom calls to other Futura receivers or to smartphones and tablets  
(including remotely, connected via CAMEConnect)

 Video voice mail with option to record calls automatically and on demand 

 Customisable polyphonic ringtones

 Contacts directory

 AUX commands list

 Display of IP video cameras on the system

 Door status feedback

 Receiving broadcast text messages sent from the concierge

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 212x161x28 mm  wall-mounted  
(WxHxD) 212x161x10,5 mm  recessed

 IP
 video receiver

IP Version

Compatible with  
XIP digital system

Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

FUTURA IP WH 62100560 IP colour hands-free video receiver with 7” LCD display, equipped with User Graphics interface. 
Power Over Ethernet (PoE) power supply, built-in video voice mail function. Soft touch buttons. 
XIP System. Wall-mounted installation. Colour - white.

FUTURA IP BK 62100570 IP colour hands-free video receiver with 7” LCD display, equipped with User Graphics interface. 
Power Over Ethernet (PoE) power supply, built-in video voice mail function. Soft touch buttons. 
XIP System. Wall-mounted installation. Colour - black.

FUTURA-SI 62800560 Box for recessing complete with metal back-box.

KT VXL 62800570 Perspex table-top support, 10mm thick, complete with RJ45 cable and terminals area cover in grey 
PMMA laminate.
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Technical features

 Door release

 Answering and hanging up

 Video self-connection of entry panels with cyclic selection

 Ringtone volume level control

 Mute during call / Disabling ringtone with warning light

 Panic button (SOS) to call the concierge for help

 Video toggle function

 Master/Slave function

 Brightness level control

 Colour level control

 AUX1

 AUX2/call to concierge

 8 keys for intercom calls

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 212x161x28 mm  wall-mounted  
(WxHxD) 212x161x10,5 mm  recessed

 X1

Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

FUTURA X1 WH 62100520 Hands-free colour video receiver with 7" LCD display. Soft touch buttons. X1 system. Wall-mounted 
installation. Colour - white.

FUTURA X1 BK 62100530 Hands-free colour video receiver with 7" LCD display. Soft touch buttons. X1 system. Wall-mounted 
installation. Colour - black.

FUTURA-SI 62800560 Box for recessing complete with metal back-box.

KT VXL 62800570 Perspex table-top support, 10mm thick, complete with RJ45 cable and terminals area cover in grey 
PMMA laminate.

Video receiver powered by Bus

X1 Version

Compatible with X1 2-wired system.

Power supply by BUS or SEPARATE
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Technical features

 Door release

 Answering and hanging up

 Video self-connection of entry panels with cyclic selection

 Ringtone volume level control

 Mute during call / Disabling ringtone with warning light

 Panic button (SOS) to call the concierge for help

 Brightness level control

 Colour level control

 Contrast level control

 AUX1

 AUX2/call to concierge

 8 keys for intercom calls

 Picture Capture to save pictures coming in from the entry panel

 Settings via OSD

 4-wire input for one entry panel per floor

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 212x161x28 mm  wall-mounted  
(WxHxD) 212x161x10,5 mm  recessed

Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

FUTURA X2 WH 62100540 Hands-free colour video receiver, 7” LCD display equipped with “Picture Capture” function for saving 
images. Soft touch buttons. X1 system. Wall-mounted installation. Colour - white.

FUTURA X2 BK 62100550 Hands-free colour video receiver, 7” LCD display equipped with “Picture Capture” function for saving 
images. Soft touch buttons. X1 system. Wall-mounted installation. Colour - Black.

FUTURA-SI 62800560 Box for recessing complete with metal back-box.

KT VXL 62800570 Perspex table-top support, 10mm thick, complete with RJ45 cable and terminals area cover in grey 
PMMA laminate.

Video receiver with separate power supply 
 X2

X2 Version

Compatible with X1 2-wired system.

SEPARATE power supply
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OPALE
Hands-free intercom video receiv-
er for recessed installation

With the Opale line, Bpt enriches its range of video receivers, 
offering a model for recessed installation that is elegant and dis-
creet in any setting, The product of the style and design of the 
latest generation video receivers, the new line offers two differ-
ent models: Opale and Opale Wide, that differ in the size of their 
displays, of 4.3", 16:9 format or 3.5", 4:3 format, in their Touch 
Sensitive buttons that leave space on the Touch Screen with 
slide-away keys on the Wide model, and in some supplementary 
functions only available on the top model, like the video answer 
machine and the list of calls from the porter switchboard.

  A soft, modern look

  Image from outside in 16:9 format modifiable to 4:3   

(Wide model)

  Ease of use

Models and colours

Fusion black

Opale Wide

Opale

Fusion black

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

Ice white

Ice white

2 wires

internet protocol
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Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

OPALE W WHITE 62100250 Hands-free video receiver for recessed installation, colour display 4.3", 16:9 format Touch Screen, Ice 
white.

OPALE W BLACK 62100260 Hands-free video receiver for recessed installation, colour display 4.3", 16:9 format Touch Screen, 
Fusion black.

OPALE WHITE 62100270 Hands-free video receiver for recessed installation, colour display 3.5", 4:3 format Touch Screen, Ice white.

OPALE BLACK 62100280 Hands-free video receiver for recessed installation, colour display 3.5", 4:3 format Touch Screen, Fusion 
black.

ACCESSORIES

OPALEKP WHITE 62800360 Wall bracket, Ice white. 

OPALEKP BLACK 62800370 Wall bracket, Fusion black. 

OPALESI 62800380 Embedding box.

OPALE KP WH BF 62800390 Wall bracket, Ice white, version for the hearing impaired .

KT V 62800550 Table-top mounting supports for the Opale and Opale Wide video receivers.

Extra features
White décor panel for Ice white version, black for the Fusion black version (Opale Wide).

Opale is available in a table-top version thanks to the KT universal support in the video entry phone model (KT V).  
The support is made of 10 mm thick Perspex, supplied with a white RJ45 cable and with the terminals area 
covered by a grey painted metal Sheet.

Installation
The video receivers in the Opale line are designed to be installed in a recess with a special OPALESI box. The compact 
size and adaptability of the fitting bar for the most common embedding boxes (503, 506E or Ophera PHI embedding 
box) mean it can also be fitted to a wall using the OPALEKP bracket.

Technical characteristics

Functions
 Colour LCD display 4.3", 16.9 format (Opale Wide) or 3.5”, 4:3 format (Opale)

 Full-Duplex audio hands free (Opale Wide) or Half Duplex audio hands 
free (Opale)

 Door lock release

 Mute in conversation

 Self-connection from entry panels, with cycling operation

 2 controls for activating auxiliary functions

 Ring tone disabling, with indicator light

 8 intercom lines

 “Panic” button to call the Porter for assistance

 Programmable melodies

 Brightness, contrast and colour adjustment

 Video answer phone with 10 audio + snapshot messages   
(Opale Wide)

 Image zooming

 Automatic door release function with weekly programming (Opale Wide)

 Automatic answer function (Opale Wide)

 Call to Porter (Aux2)

 Switching between Master/Slave video receivers in a call at the same 
time (Opale)

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 158x138x9 mm recessed version

(WxHxD) 158x138x32 mm wall-mounted version
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MITHO
Colour touch screen video 
receiver, wall-mount installation.

Mitho is an innovative video receiver with a colour touch screen 
which offers a host of hi-tech features. The 4.3" LCD touch 
screen is in 16:9 widescreen format for full-screen navigation 
using menus that require no visible keys. Navigating through 
the various menus is simple and intuitive, using colour codes 
for immediate association of functions to different colours. 
Mitho is much more than just a video receiver: when connected 
to Bpt's "X1" two-wire system, Mitho provides a series of in-
novative functions including image zooming, voice/video mes-
saging and text messages (from the porter, for example) as 
well as integrated handset and hands-free audio functions.

  The world's first touchscreen video receiver

  Voice/video messaging mail

  Image zooming

  Porter switchboard

Colours
Ice whiteFusion black

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol
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Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

MITHO BI 62117500 Colour video receiver, 4.3" display in 16:9 format, touchscreen, integrated hands-free and handset audio, 
colour: Ice white.

MITHO NF 62117600 Colour video receiver, 4.3" display in 16:9 format, touchscreen, integrated hands-free and handset audio, 
colour: Fusion black.

MITHO SB BI 62940010 Table-top porter switchboard with 4.3” 16:9 touch screen, hands-free audio and handset, colour Ice white. 

MITHO SB NF 62940020 Table-top porter switchboard with 4.3” 16:9 touch screen, hands-free audio and handset, colour Fusion black. 

ACCESSORIES

VAS/100MH 67000701 Mitho power supply module.

MHKT BI 62800250 Mitho kit for table-top installation, colour: Ice white.

MHKT NF 62800260 Mitho kit for table-top installation, colour: Fusion black.

Technical characteristics

Functions
  4.3" widescreen LCD, 16:9 format, 480x272 pixels

  Touchscreen

  Hands-free integrated 2-channel audio

  Image zooming

  Voice/video mail – porter text messages

  9 polyphonic melodies

  Concealed stylus for navigation

  Building function

  Wall-mounted or table-top installation

  Available in Ice white and Fusion black

 10 intercom lines

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 203.5x108.4x30.8 mm 

Accessories
Mitho can also be installed on a table top using the MHKT support kit.   
The table-top support consists of an attractively shaped base in robust 3 mm steel and a plastic adapter 
in Ice white or Fusion black to match the two versions of the receiver.

Mitho SB: colour video porter switchboard
The Mitho SB is a colour video porter switchboard system for table-top installation, featur-
ing a 4.3" LCD touch screen in 16:9 format and available in Fusion black or Ice white.  
Like all the Mitho receivers, it offers simple, easy to learn browsing, based on colour coding 
that makes it easier to match the functions to the colours, and it has image zoom/pan func-
tions, a video answering machine and audio via a handset or hands free. It is supplied with 
the elegant, practical table-top support made up of an attractively shaped base in robust 3 
mm steel, whose design perfectly matches the receiver's, and an adapter that is available in 
Ice white or Fusion black.
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LITHOS
Monolithic video entry panel

Lithos is the colour video entry panel created  for the X1  two-
wires system. Compact and slim (30 mm thick on the wall), it is 
perfect for any environment, thanks to the design with soft lines 
and the elegant finish in brushed stainless steel. 
Lithos, which can either be wall-mounted or recessed and 
equipped with single or double buttons according to the type of 
system, has an intercom function without extra devices and can 
be used to create systems designed to handle up to 4 lines.

Versions

Video version Audio version

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires
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Technical characteristics

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 99x207x30 mm wall-mounted

(WxHxD) 135x243x6.5* mm recessed

*  Embedding box: depth 54.5 mm; protrusion from wall: 3.5 mm

Wall-mounted

Andrew Shore

Sarah Browns
135

99 30

3.5
6.5

24
320

7

135

99 30

3.5
6.5

24
320

7

Recessed
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Plus

Installation
The new Lithos entry panel can either be wall-mounted or recessed, of-
fering maximum adaptability to any type of setting and minimum protru-
sion. Thanks to the special embedding box, Lithos is only 6.5 mm thick, 
and its soft, curved lines transform it into a discreet but elegant decora-
tive item.

Unmatched video quality
With its ultra-modern sensors and built-in digital image-processing 
algorithms, Lithos guarantees superlative video quality in any ambient 
conditions, day or night.

The sophisticated light guide system, developed jointly with the Plast 
Optica Research Centre (a division of FIAT's research centre), guaran-
tees perfect night-time illumination. The latest digital sensors, together 
with sophisticated image-processing algorithms, guarantee superlative 
video quality in any ambient conditions.

wall-mounted recessed

Finishes
With its soft lines and finishes in brushed stainless steel, Lithos is a truly 
elegant and refined entry panel.

Impact-resistant and watertight
Lithos is built to last. With its incredibly robust construction and IP54 
protection rating.
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Plus

Wide viewing angle
Lithos features the “wide eye” system (angle of lens aperture: 77°), 
which makes it possible to use the camera to display a wide field of vi-
sion (for example, from a distance of 50 cm from the entry panel, the 
camera can capture an image 100 cm in width and 80 cm in height).

IT  - INSTALLAZIONE 
DA INCASSO
• Murare la scatola d’in-

casso all’altezza desiderata 
tenendo conto del posizio-

namento dell’obiettivo della 
telecamera (figura 3-A) e facendo 
preventivamente passare la tubazio-
ne con i conduttori d’impianto attra-
verso uno dei punti a rottura (figura 
3-B punto A).

 Nella messa in opera della scatola 
d’incasso si potranno evitare possibili 
deformazioni utilizzando l’apposito 
distanziale in dotazione (figura 3-B 
punto B).

• Tramite la chiave a brugola svitare le 
viti di bloccaggio e togliere la placca 
del posto esterno (figura 1-B).

• Introdurre i cavi di collegamento 
nell’apposito foro (figura 2-A) e fissa-
re il posto esterno sulla cornice come 
indicato in figura 4-B; estrarre il co-
primorsetto in plastica ed effettuare 
i collegamenti (figura 4-A).

• Una volta terminati i collegamenti 
reinserire i coprimorsetti.

• Per il montaggio degli accessori fare 
riferimento al capitolo “Montaggio 
Moduli Pulsante”.

• Effettuare le operazioni di program-
mazione e regolazioni del posto 
esterno secondo quanto descritto 
nel “Manuale Programmazione”.

• Montare la placca frontale (figura 
1-B).

EN  - RECESSED INSTALLATION 
• Install the recessed box at the desired 

height considering the position of 
the lens of the camera (figure 3-A), 
but in advance, run the hose with the 
system conductors through one of 
the breaking points (figure 3-B point 
A).

• During installation of the recessed 
box it is possible to avoid any de-
formation by using the provided 
spacer (figure 3-B point B).

• With the allen wrench unscrew the 
blocking screws and remove the 
entry panel plate (figure 1-B).

• Introduce the cable connections 
in the special hole (figure 2-A) and 
fix the entry panel on the frame as 
shown in figure 4-B; extract the plas-

tic terminal cover and wire the con-
nections (figura 4-A).

• Once the connections have been 
made and re-insert the terminal cov-
ers.

• For the installation of the accessories 
refer to the chapter “Button module 
Installation”.

• Perform the programming and ad-
justment operations of the entry 
panel as described in the “Program-
ming Manual”.

• Install the front plate (figure 1-B).

DE  - UNTERPUTZMONTAGE 
• Den Unterputzkasten unter Berück-

sichtigung der Objektivstellung der 
Fernsehkamera (Abbildung 3-A) in 
der gewünschten Höhe einbauen, 
zuvor die Rohrleitung mit den An-
lagenleitern durch einen der Aus-
brechpunkte (Abbildung 3-B Punkt 
A) ziehen.

 Beim Einsetzen des Unterputzkastens 
können Verformungen vermieden 
werden, wenn man den beiliegen-
den Abstandshalter (Abbildung 3-B 
Punkt B) benutzt.

• Mit dem Inbusschlüssel die Befesti-
gungsschrauben herausdrehen und 
das Tableau der Außenstation abneh-
men (Abbildung 1-B).

• Die Anschlusskabel durch die Aus-
sparung ziehen (Abbildung 2-A) 
und die Außenstation, wie in der 
Abbildung 4-B gezeigt, auf dem 
Abdeckrahmen festmachen; die 
Klemmenabdeckung aus Kunststoff 
herausziehen und die Anscxhlüsse 
ausführen (Abbildung 4-A).

• Nachdem die verbindungen zu ende 
gebracht sind, bitte klemmdeckun-
gen wieder einsetzen

• Für die Montage des Zubehörs im 
Kapitel “Montage Tastenmodule” 
nachlesen.

• Die Außenstation, wie im Handbuch 
“Programmierung Beschrieben”, pro-
grammieren und einstellen.

• Das vordere Tableau montieren (Ab-
bildung 1-B).

FR  - INSTALLATION À ENCASTRER
• Murer le boîtier à encastrer à la hau-

teur souhaitée en tenant compte du 
positionnement de l’objectif de la 
caméra (figure 3-A) et en faisant préa-
lablement passer la canalisation avec 
les conducteurs de l’installation à tra-
vers un des points de rupture (figure 
3-B point A).

 Lors de la mise en place du boîtier à 
encastrer, éviter de possibles défor-
mations en utilisant la douille fournie 
et prévue à cet effet (figure 3-B point 
B). 

• À l’aide de la clé à six pans, dévisser 
les vis de blocage et retirer la plaque 
du poste extérieur (figure 1-B).

• Introduire les câbles de branchement 
dans le trou prévu à cet effet (figure 
2-A), fixer le poste extérieur sur le 
cadre comme indiqué à la figure 4-B; 
extraire le cache-borne en plastique 
et effectuer les branchements (figure 
4-A).

• Une fois terminés les branchements 
et réinsérer les cache-bornes. 

• Pour le montage des accessoires, se 
référer au chapitre “Montage des mo-
dules bouton”.

• Effectuer les opérations de program-
mation et les réglages du poste exté-
rieur comme décrit dans la “Manuel 
Programmation”.

• Monter la plaque frontale (figure 1-B).

ES  - INSTALACIÓN EMPOTRADA
• Empotre la caja a la altura deseada 

teniendo en cuenta la colocación del 
objetivo de la cámara (figura 3-A), tras 
pasar el tubo con los conductores de 
la instalación a través de uno de los 
orificios precortados (figura 3-B pun-
to A).

 Durante la instalación de la caja em-
potrable se podrán evitar posibles 
deformaciones utilizando el distan-
ciador suministrado (figura 3-B punto 
B).

• Usando la llave Allen, desenrosque 
los tornillos de fijación y quite la placa 
de la placa externa (figura 1-B).

• Introduzca los cables de conexión 
por el orificio correspondiente (figura 
2-A) y fíjela la placa externa contra el 
marco, como se muestra en la figura 
4-B; quite el cubreborne de plástico y 
efectúe las conexiones (figura 4-A).

• Una vez concluidas las conexiones y 
vuelva a colocar los cubrebornes.

• Para el montaje de los accesorios, 
consulte el capítulo “Montaje de los 
módulos de botón”.

• Efectúe las operaciones de progra-
mación y ajustes de la placa externa 
según se describe en el “Manual Pro-
gramación”.

• Monte la placa frontal (figura 1-B).

PT  - INSTALAÇÃO DE EMBUTIR
• Monte a caixa de embutir na parede 

à altura desejada tendo em conta a 
posição da objectiva da câmara de 
vídeo (figura 3-A) e passando previa-
mente o tubo com os condutores de 
instalação através de um dos pontos 
de ruptura (figura 3-B ponto A).

 Ao instalar a caixa de embutir po-
dem-se evitar possíveis deformações 
utilizando o específico espaçador for-
necido (figura 3-B ponto B).

• Com a chave allen desaperte os pa-
rafusos de fixação e extraia a placa da 
placa botoneira (figura 1-B).

• Introduzir os cabos de ligação no furo 
(figura 2-A) apropriado e correção a 
placa botoneira externa na moldura 
como indicado na figura 4-B; extrair 
a cobertura do borne em plástico e 
efectuar as ligações (figura 4-A).

• Após ter terminado as ligações e rein-
sira as tampas dos bornes.

• Para a montagem dos acessórios 
consulte o capítulo “Montagem dos 
módulos botão”.

• Efectue as operações de programa-
ção e regulações da placa botoneira 
segundo o descrito no manual “Pro-
gramação”.

• Monte a placa frontal (figura 1-B).

Istruzioni generali di montaggio dei posti esterni
General instructions for assembly of the entry panels 
Allgemeine Montageanleitung für die Außenstationen 
Instructions générales de montage des postes extérieurs  
Instrucciones generales de montaje de las placas externas 
Instruções gerais de montagem das placas botoneiras 

LC01-LVC01

BPT S.p.A.
Via Cornia, 1
33079 Sesto al Reghena-PN-Italy
www.bpt.it-info@bpt.it 
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IT  - CONTENUTO DELL’IMBALLO
- Posto esterno citofonico/videocitofo-

nico a,
- Chiave a brugola b,
- 2 Tasselli e 2 viti con rosetta c. 

EN  - PACKAGING CONTENTS
- Audio/video entry control a,
-  Allen wrench b,
- 2 Plugs and 2 screws with washer c. 

DE   - PACKUNGSINHALT
- Außenstation Sprech-/Videosprech-

anlage a,
- Inbusschlüssel b,
- 2 Dübel und 2 Schrauben mit Unter-

legscheibe c. 

FR   - CONTENU DE L’EMBALLAGE
- Poste extérieur d’interphonie/

d’interphonie vidéo a,
- Clé à six pans b,
- 2 Chevilles et 2 vis avec rondelle c.

ES  - CONTENIDO DEL EMBALAJE
- Placa externa de portero/videoporte-

ro automático b,
- Llave Allen d,
- 2 Tacos y 2 tornillos con arandela c. 

PT  - CONTEÚDO DA EMBALAGEM
- Placa botoneira de porteiro/vídeo 

porteiro a,
- Chave allen b,
- 2 Buchas e 2 parafusos com anilha c. 

a

b

c

A

B

IT  - INSTALLAZIONE 
DA PARETE
• Tramite la chiave a brugola 

svitare le viti di bloccaggio e 
togliere la placca (figura 1-A).

• Fissare i tasselli in dotazione e 
avvitare il posto esterno (figura 2-A) 
all’altezza desiderata tenendo conto 
del posizionamento dell’obiettivo della 
telecamera (figura 3-A).
Far passare la tubazione con i condut-
tori d’impianto come indicato in figura 
2.-A 
• Estrarre il coprimorsetto in plastica ed 
effettuare i collegamenti (figura 4-A). 
• Una volta terminati i collegamenti 
reinserire i coprimorsetti.
• Per il montaggio degli accessori fare 
riferimento al capitolo “Montaggio mo-
duli pulsante”.
• Effettuare le operazioni di program-
mazione e regolazioni del posto ester-
no secondo quanto descritto nel “Ma-
nuale di programmazione “.
• Montare la placca frontale (figura 1-A).

EN  -WALL MOUNTING
• With the allen wrench unscrew the 
blocking screws and remove the plate 
(figure 1-A).
• Fix the given plugs and screw the 
entry panel (figure 2-A) at the desired 
height considering the position of the 
lens of the camera (figure 3-A).
Run the hose with the system conduct-
ors as shown in figure 2-A. 
• Extract the plastic terminal cover and 
wire the connections (figure 4-A). 
• Once all the connections have been 
made, re-insert the terminal covers.
• For the installation of the accessories 

refer to the chapter “Button module 
installation”.
• Perform the programming and adjust-
ment operations of the entry panel as 
described in the “Programming manu-
al”.
• Install the front plate (figure 1-A).

DE  - MONTAGE AUFPUTZGEHÄUSE
• Mit dem Inbusschlüssel die Befesti-
gungsschrauben herausdrehen und 
das Tableau abnehmen (Abbildung 
1-A).
• Die beiliegenden Dübel befestigen 
und die Außenstation unter Berück-
sichtigung der Objektivstellung der 
Fernsehkamera (Abbildung 3-A) in 
gewünschter Höhe anschrauben (Ab-
bildung 2-A).
Wie in Abbildung 2-A gezeigt, die Rohr--A gezeigt, die Rohr- gezeigt, die Rohr-
leitung mit den Anlagenleitern durch-
führen. 
• Die Kunststoff-Klemmenabdeckung 
entfernen und die Anschlüsse ausfüh-
ren (Abbildung 4-A). 
• Nach Abschluss der Anschlussarbei-
ten die Klemmenabdeckungen wieder 
einsetzen.
• Für die montage des zubehörs im 
kapitel “Montage tastenmodule” na-
chlesen.
• Die Außenstation, wie im Handbuch 
“Programmierung” beschrieben, pro-
grammieren und einstellen.
• Das vordere Tableau montieren (Ab-Das vordere Tableau montieren (Ab-
bildung 1-A).

FR  - INSTALLATION MURALE
• À l’aide de la clé à six pans, dévisser 
les vis de blocage et retirer la plaque 
(figure 1-A).

• Fixer les chevilles fournies et visser le 
poste extérieur (figure 2-A) à la hauteur 
souhaitée en tenant compte du posi-
tionnement de l’objectif de la caméra 
(figure 3-A).
Faire passer la canalisation avec les 
conducteurs de l’installation comme 
indiqué à la figure 2-A. 
• Extraire le cache-borne en plastique 
et effectuer les branchements (figure 
4-A). 
• Une fois les branchement terminés, 
réinsérer les cache-bornes.
• Pour le montage des accessoires, se 
référer au chapitre “Montage des mo-
dules bouton”.
• Effectuer les opérations de program-
mation et les réglages du poste exté-
rieur comme décrit dans la “Manuel 
Programmation”.

• Monter la plaque frontale (figure 1-A).

ES  -INSTALACIÓN SOBRE PARED
• Usando la llave Allen, desenrosque 
los tornillos de fijación y quite la placa 
(figura 1-A).
• Fije los tacos suministrados y atornille la 
placa externa (figura 2-A) a la altura de--A) a la altura de-) a la altura de-
seada, teniendo en cuenta la colocación 
del objetivo de la cámara (figura 3-A).
Pase el tubo con los conductores de 
la instalación como se muestra en la 
figura 2-A. 
• Extraiga el cubreborne de plástico y 
realice las conexiones (figura 4-A). 
• Una vez concluidas las conexiones, 
vuelva a colocar los cubrebornes.
• Para el montaje de los accesorios, con-
sulte el capítulo “Montaje de los módu-
los de botón”.

• Efectúe las operaciones de programa-
ción y ajustes de la placa externa según 
se describe en el manual “Programa-
ción”.
• Monte la placa frontal (figura 1-A).

PT  - INSTALAÇÃO DE PAREDE
• Com a chave allen desaperte os para-
fusos de fixação e extraia a placa (figura 
1-A).
• Fixe as buchas fornecidas e aparafuse a 
placa botoneira  (figura 2-A) à altura de--A) à altura de-) à altura de-
sejada tendo em conta a posição da ob-
jectiva da câmara de vídeo (figura 3-A).
Passe o tubo com os condutores da 
instalação como ilustrado na figura 2-A. 
• Extraia a tampa do borne de plástico e 
faça as ligações (figura 4-A). 
• Após ter terminado as ligações reinsira 
as tampas dos bornes.

• Para a montagem dos acessórios con-
sulte o capítulo “Montagem dos módu-
los botão”.
• Efectue as operações de programação 
e regulações da placa botoneira segun-
do o descrito no manual “Programação”.
• Monte a placa frontal (figura 1-A).

2-A 4-A
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3-B 4-B2-B

A

B

1-B

LC/01 LVC/01

Single or double pushbuttons
Lithos can come with single or double buttons according to the type of 
installation to be created (up to 4 lines). They can easily be replaced, for 
example to insert name tags.

Lithos with 1 button Lithos with 4 buttonsLithos with 2 buttons

Embedding box FrameDouble-height 
pushbutton

Double 
pushbutton

Single 
pushbutton

Wall rainshield

Accessories for audio or video entry 
panels
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Articles and codes
 ENTRY PANEL

LVC/01 62020070 Colour video entry panel
Thermoplastic body in stainless steel
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker. NTSC/PAL video camera, 
resolution 680x512 with built-in microprocessor for digital signal processing, horizontal 
angle of aperture 94°, vertical 77°, with digitally controlled zoom. Caller illumination using 
24 high-efficiency LEDS
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x207x30 mm
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Local 
command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons. Blue LEDS (4) for backlighting 
of keys with name label. Manual or software programming via PC.

LC/01 60090650 Audio entry panel
Thermoplastic body in stainless steel
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker.  
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x207x30 mm
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Local 
command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons. Blue LEDS (4) for backlighting 
of keys with name label. Manual or software programming via PC.
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 ACCESSORIES

DPS 61800030 Single pushbutton complete with support and external protective cover, transparent 
UV-resistant polycarbonate
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

DPH 61800040 Double-height pushbutton complete with support and external protective cover, 
transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x14 mm.

DPD 61800050 Double pushbutton complete with support and external protective cover, transparent 
UV-resistant polycarbonate
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

LTP 61800410 Wall rainshield
Rain cover in painted stainless steel to be used for audio entry panels (LC/01) and video entry 
panels (LVC/01).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 102.4x208.6x49.5 mm.

LCI 61800420 Frame for recessed installation in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic
To be used for any Lithos entry panel.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 135x243x35 mm.

LSI 60090640 Embedding box in plastic
To be used for any Lithos entry panel.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 127x235x54.5 mm.
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internet protocol

internet protocol

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

Versions

Audio version

THANGRAM IP
The first Full IP entry panel  
that can be directly connected 
within a LAN network

  Compatible with XIP and IP360 Systems

 PoE (Power over Ethernet) power supply

 Easy to set up via webpages

 Standard SIP video and VoIP protocols

 Recessed or wall-mounted installation

 Brushed chrome metal finish

SETTINGS VIA WEBPAGES:
 Network set-up and SIP set-up of device

 Display of contacts list

 Speaker and microphone volume adjustment

 Adjustment of push buttons‘ blue backlight

 Updating firmware

 Event logs

Video version
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Caratteristiche tecniche
H

L P

H

L

2

Wall-mounted Recessed

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 99x254x25 mm wall-mounted

(WxHxD) 127x281x2* mm recessed

*  Embedding box: depth 54.5 mm; protrusion from wall: 2 mm.

W

H

D

H

L P

H

L

2

W

H

Technical characteristics

 Colour surveillance camera with ¼” CMOS sensor with VGA resolution (640H x 480V)

 Angle of view 82° vertically, 100° horizontally

 LED illuminators for night vision

 Integrated speaker and microphone

 PoE and local power supply (12-24V DC)

 SIP Protocol

 H.264 video codec, G711 audio codec

 Integrated web server for set-up via webpages

 LED with pictograms for door opening, active call,  
 communication in progress and system busy messages

 Blue backlighting of button plates, that can be turned off or adjusted brightness

 Up to 208 calls with push buttons (adding DP/0 panels), up to 2600 calls with coded call  
 (with DNA ME, DCOMBO)

TERMINAL BOARDS/CONNECTORS:
 8 terminals for connecting UTP CAT5 cable. Terminal board/female RJ45 plug adaptor supplied  

 to connect to systems with pre-assigned plugs

 Terminals for local power supply (12-24V DC)

 Output for 12V solenoid lock

 Inputs and outputs contacts: door release button, door contact input, entry panel activation output

 NO-C-NC 24V/1A relay output

 CAN bus terminals (for future use)
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SYSTEM EXAMPLES

Diagram for installation with devices powered by PoE Switch
Maximum distance between PoE switch and Entry Panel with UTP CAT5, UTP CAT6 cable: 100m.

Diagram for installation with locally powered devices
With VAS/101 power supply: 1 DVC/IP, 100m cable with 1 mm2 section.

With VAS/100.30 power supply: up to 2 DVC/IP devices, 100m cable with 1 mm2 section.

2 WIRES

SWITCH POE

DVC/IP ME DVC/IP ME

FUTURA IP FUTURA IP

FUTURA IPFUTURA IP

ETI/MINISER XIP

VAS/100MH

2 x 1,5

UTP CAT5

VAS/101 VAS/101

2 WIRES

SWITCH

DVC/IP ME DVC/IP ME

FUTURA IPFUTURA IPVAS/101 VAS/101

VAS/101VAS/101

ETI/MINISER XIP

VAS/100MH

2 x 1,5

UTP CAT5

FUTURA IP FUTURA IP
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DCOMBO
Access control keypad with RFID 
and built-in display.

The DCOMBO module is an ALL-IN-ONE device from the Thangram 
series, able to perform video entry and access control functions. 
The module’s internal memory allows you to view up to 2600 na-
mes on the display.

 Digital call via alphanumeric keypad

 Lock opening connected to the entry panel  

 via numerical code or proximity key

 Username search via display

Technical characteristics

 Backlit LCD display with two lines (128x32 pixels)

 Alphanumeric keypad with soft touch buttons

 Built-in rfid reader with mifare technology for reading proximity keys (badges anddi Bpt tags)

 Capsense technology enables operation even in the presence of water droplets on the sensitive Surface
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Articles and codes

 ENTRY PANELS

DC/IP ME 60091030 Audio entry panel; technopolymer body with brushed 
chrome Metal finish   
Control board for IP360 system, microphone and speaker. IP54 protection rating. Front plate not 
supplied. Integrated web server, programming via software tools and/or web page. PoE or local  
12-24 V DC power supply.

DVC/IP ME 62020340 Video entry panel; technopolymer body with brushed  
chrome Metal finish   
Control board for IP360 system, microphone and speaker. ¼” CMOS video camera sensor, NTSC/PAL, 
resolution 640x480 pixels with built-in microprocessor for digital signal processing, horizontal opening 
angle 100° with digital zoom adjustment. Subject illumination using 4 white high-efficiency LEDs. 
IP54 protection rating. Front plate not supplied. Integrated web server, programming via software tools 
and/or web page. PoE or local 12-24 V DC power supply. 

 ACCESSORIES FOR INSTALLATION

DSI 60090050 Embedding box in plastic
With self-locking couplings and pre-formed push-out apertures for wiring conduits. Can be used 
with any entry panel and with the supplementary pushbutton panel (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x294x54.5 mm.

DCI ME 61800020 Frame for recessed installation in plastic with brushed chrome finish, Metal colour
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 127x280x30(1.2) mm.

DTP 61800390 Rain cover in painted stainless steel
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 103.8x252.8x45.5 mm.

DSM 60090630 Embedding box in galvanized stainless steel
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 115x269x47 mm.

 DÉCOR PANELS

DPF AL 60090060 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Aluminium, support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.

DPF NF 60090070 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Matt Black, support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.

DPF ME 60090530 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Metal and support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
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 SUPPLEMENTARY PUSHBUTTON PANEL, PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS

DP0 60090080 Supplementary pushbutton panel for audio and video entry panels, thermoplastic
Can be fitted with single or double pushbuttons (maximum 10) and double-height pushbuttons 
(maximum 5). Complete with 20 LEDs for backlighting of keys with name label. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.

DPS 61800030 Single pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate. 
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

DPH 61800040 Double-height pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate.
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x14 mm.

DPD 61800050 Double pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate. 
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

DTS ME 61800070 Single cover in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish
Colour: Metal. For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, 
DVC/08 ME) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x12 mm.

DTH ME 61800090 Double-height cover in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish
Colour: Metal. For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, 
DVC/08 ME) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x12 mm.

DMI 61800440 Information module for generic signals
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate.
Name window. To be used for audio entry panels (DC/01, DC/01 ME, DC/08, DC/08 ME), video entry 
panels (DVC/01, DVC/01 ME, DVC/08, DVC/08 ME) and DP0 push buttons panels. Not to be used as 
a call button.

 ACCESSORIES FOR COMPOSITION OF ENTRY PANELS WITH DIGITAL CALL AND/OR ACCESS CONTROL

DCOMBO 61800760 Access control keypad with RFID and built-in display

DRFID 61800290 Key proximity reader
Set of antenna and decoding circuit in polycarbonate. 
Can be used with any audio or video entry panel in the Thangram series (cannot be installed on DP0 
pushbutton panel). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x12 mm.

DNA ME 61800360 Keyboard in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish
With number keys (0 - 9) and two function keys for sending coded call and confirmation of access 
code. Can be used with any audio or video entry panel in the Thangram series (cannot be installed 
on DP0 pushbutton panel). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 60x60x14 mm.

DTAG5 61800470 Proximity key – keyring version
For use with entry panels fitted with optional DRFID proximity key reader (code 61800290).
Pack with 5 pieces. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 53x37x10 mm.

DBAD10 61800460 Proximity key – badge version
For use with entry panels fitted with optional DRFID proximity key reader (code 61800290).
Pack with 10 pieces. 
Dimensions (WxH): 85x54 mm.
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THANGRAM
Modular entry panels

Thangram is BPT'S line of modular entry panels: it is the first 
designed for use with the new IP digital technology system, and 
the only model that  offers such superlative-quality colour  video. 
The entry panels in the Thangram range are distinctive for their 
attractive, innovative styling, ultra-slim design, unparalleled per-
formance and the possibility of creating any type of entry panel by 
combining just 7 elements. A new generation of entry panels that 
are both beautiful and sophisticated.

Versions

Video version Audio version

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol
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Technical characteristics
H
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H

L

2

John Smith

Mary Jones

Wall-mounted Recessed

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 99x254x25 mm wall-mounted

(WxHxD) 127x281x2* mm recessed

*  Embedding box: depth 54.5 mm; protrusion from wall: 2 mm.

W
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H
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Plus

The only entry panel that's just 
25mm in thickness when wall-
mounted and 2 mm recessed
25 mm on the wall and 2 mm recessed: Thangram is the only super-slim 
entry panel that stands out for its elegance and not its protrusion. Capti-
vating design and slim look, the BPT entry panel cleverly combines 
being only a few millimetres thick with an elegant modern look. Thanks 
to efficient organisation of the internal and external spaces, Thangram 
gets noticed for its beauty without being intrusive, fitting smoothly into 
any environment.

wall-mounted recessed

Superb video quality, day and night
The entry panels in the Thangram range feature cutting-edge technology 
in the form of sensors that utilize sophisticated digital image processing 
algorithms to give superlative video quality in any ambient conditions. 
In addition, the sophisticated light guide system, developed jointly with 
the Plast Optica Research Centre (a division of FIAT's research centre), 
guarantees perfect night-time illumination.

External finish
The Thangram line of external entry panels is available in a Greyhound 
or Metal finish. Coloured LEDs with silk-screened symbols for immedi-
ate identification of each function.

MetalGreyhound
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Seven components, an infinity of combinations
An infinite number of combinations using a small number of parts. In Oriental culture, Tangram (in Chinese the "seven boards of skill") is a game 
that stimulates the imagination and intuition. Bpt takes inspiration from this traditional game, creating a unique and highly-original range of entry 
panels which can be combined in numerous ways: Thangram. The seven elements of the video entry system, a clever combination of age-old 
tradition and the technology of the future.

Plus

Colours for décor panels
Thangram offers décor panels in many different colours that can be 
interchanged to personalise the entry panel. Thangram doesn't like to 
live a black and white life.

Impact-resistant and watertight
The panels in the Thangram range are built to last. With their incredibly 
robust construction and IP54 protection rating. They fear nothing, day or 
night, summer or winter.
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Parts range

Video and audio entry panels

  
Thangram in the Greyhound version has an Aluminium finish front décor panel and can be personalised with all the available front décor 
panels. Thangram in the Metal version does not have a décor panel but can be personalised with all the available front décor panels.

Décor panels
Décor panels in many different colours are available that can be interchanged to personalise the Thangram entry panel.

Video entry panel 
Greyhound

Video entry panel MetalAudio entry panel 
Metal

Audio entry panel 
Metal

AVAILABLE ON THE PRICE LIST

SPECIAL DÉCOR PANELS (AVAILABLE ON REQUEST)

Red Brown

Metal Matt black Aluminium

Orange Yellow White Mint Turquoise Ocean BlueJet black
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Accessories

For audio receivers, video receivers and pushbutton panels

  The supplementary pushbutton panel does not have a décor panel but can be personalised with all the available front décor panels.

Supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Double-height 
pushbutton

Double 
pushbutton

Single 
pushbutton

Single cover 
Greyhound

Single cover 
Metal

Double cover 
Greyhound

Double cover 
Metal

Information 
module

Accessories for entry panels with digital call and/or access control

For recessed installation

RFID Reader Access control 
keypad Greyhound

Access control 
keypad Metal

RFID identifiers  
(keyring or badge versions)

Embedding box Frame 
Greyhound

Frame Metal Wall rainshield Embedding box 
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Examples of composition

Pushbutton entry panels

Maximum expandability

Depending on the type of pushbutton selected, systems 
with more than 100 users can be created. 

Double pushbuttons can be used to create extra-compact 
entry panels.

Type of pushbutton Maximum number of Calls

Double-height pushbuttons 52

Single pushbuttons 104

Double pushbuttons 108

Matching the front décor panels

Entry panels with Keypad access 
control

Entry panels with badge 
access control

Video entry panel  
with 14 buttons

Entry panels in Greyhound finish are fitted 
with décor panel in Aluminium

Audio entry 
panel

Audio entry panelVideo entry panel Video entry panel  
and supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Video entry panel  
and supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Audio entry panel  
with 7 buttons

Video entry panel  
with 28 buttons

Entry panels in Metal finish are supplied 
without the décor panel. Any décor panel 

from our range may be fitted
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Installation

The entry panels in the Thangram range can be wall-mounted or recessed into the wall. For recessed installation, the embedding box and the décor 
panel must be ordered separately.

Quick, simple wiring
Rubber protective covers protect the terminal blocks and related 
connections. Thanks to the assistance of the internal cable conduits, the 
cabling is quick and easy.

Horizontal and vertical composition
Whether to position the units horizontally or vertically (or both) is merely 
a question of aesthetics or dictated by the space available. Recessed in-
stallation is facilitated by self-locking embedding boxes, and the supple-
mentary pushbutton panels are connected simply using the pre-wired 
flat cables (supplied).

A

WALL-MOUNTED

Wall-mounted, thickness 25 mm.

RECESSED

Recessed, thickness 2 mm.

Flat-cableSelf-locking boxes

Quick plug-in modular system
Thanks to the exclusive “quick plug-in” system, assembling the various 
elements in Thangram is extremely simple: just insert the required mod-
ule into an unused compartment and click it into position.

DÉCOR PANEL
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Perfect colour in any condition
The sophisticated light guide system, developed jointly with the Plast Optica Re-
search Centre (a division of FIAT's research centre), guarantees perfect night-
time illumination.

The latest digital sensors, together with sophisticated image-processing algo-
rithms, guarantee superlative video quality in any ambient conditions.

Information by OSD
Using the OSD (On Screen Display), Thangram adds to the image from the entry 
panel a range of information such as door status (open / closed), the entry panel 
from which the call comes, etc. Information is available for any Bpt receiver . 

The function is activated simply by the programming tool (PCS/XIP).

Wide viewing angle and digital adjust-
ment of the angle of aperture
Thangram features the “wide eye” system (horizontal angle of lens aperture: 
100°), which makes it possible to use the camera to display a wide field of vision 
(for example, from a distance of 50 cm from the entry panel, the camera can cap-
ture an image 119 cm in width and 87 cm in height). At the moment of installation 
of the entry panel, the angle of aperture can be reduced to as little as 72° by digi-
tally adjusting the zoom, and the camera can be oriented in the desired direction.

Adjustment of brightness of area of entry 
panel
While programming the call buttons it is possible to adjust the brightness of the 
entry panel from any receiver so as to adapt it to any installation environment. 
This means an optimum view of the caller can always be obtained.

Excellent audio, acoustic and visual sta-
tus alarms
The audio signal processing guarantees excellent performance even in envi-
ronments with a lot of interference. Small details that make the product great: 
acoustic and visual signalling of the status and operation of the system make 
Thangram simple to use for the elderly and for those with problems of hearing 
or eyesight.

Access control
The level of security of the access point can be augmented in any configuration 
using the RFID reader or the keypad. Up to 500 different codes can be handled by 
manual programming, and up to 1,500 by programming with software tools. The 
access control keypad can also be used to make digital calls (numerical codes), 
which drastically reduces the dimensions of the external entry panel. 

The access control functions can only be carried out with VA/01 and VA/08 power 
supplies.

WXYZPQRS TUV

JKL MNO

ABC DEF

GHI

H

L P

Technical characteristics - external
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Technical characteristics - internal

Refined and elegant outside, clean and simple 
inside
Thangram is not merely sophisticated technology and Italian styling; it is also simplicity 
of installation and the internal layout of the components. The rational layout of all the 
components (potentiometers, terminals, microphone etc.) saves time during installation 
and set-up.

The circuit board is totally protected against atmospheric agents and possible damage 
during installation or maintenance.

Changing the name tag in two swift strokes
Changing the name tag is quick and easy with no need to remove the outer décor panel. 
The name tag can be replaced by using a screwdriver and lightly pressing on the push-
button cover.

Simple adjustments and ease of access
The volume of the microphone and the loudspeaker and the actioning time for the door 
lock release can be adjusted simply by removing the front panel and lifting up the rubber 
protective covers, and without having to access any electrical parts.

Quick, easy connections
The modularity is enhanced by the pre-assigned flat-cable connections supplied with 
the pushbutton panel. The audio/video entry system and the supplementary pushbutton 
panel are linked exclusively through a pre-laid cable so as to facilitate installation and 
shorten the installation times. The socket for the software programming tool and the DIP-
switches for adapting the line impedance (XIP version only) can be accessed by simply 
removing the protective rubber cover.

A complete range of functions for every 
requirement
Notwithstanding its greatly reduced size Thangram still retains the full functionality 
that has always characterised Bpt entry systems, at the same time taking ease of cabling 
to the maximum possible level. As well as the solenoid lock, the terminal block can be 
used to connect a door-release button, a door status signalling device and a switch con-
trolling any supplementary lighting points.
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Articles and codes
 AUDIO ENTRY PANELS

DC/01 60090010 Audio entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Greyhound Grey 
and décor panel in Aluminium  
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection using 
pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming with software 
tool. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status signalling devices, 
output connector for activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys with name 
label. LEDs for visual control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" 
LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.

DC/01 ME 60090020 Audio entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Metal-colour 
satin-finish chrome  
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Décor panel not included.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection 
using pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming 
with software tool. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door 
status signalling devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for 
backlighting of keys with name label. LEDs for visual control of the status of the system: Red "call 
connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.

DC/08 60090030 Audio entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Greyhound Grey 
and décor panel in Aluminium  
Circuit board for XIP system, microphone and loudspeaker.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection using 
pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming with software 
tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. Local command for door lock, inputs for 
door lock release buttons, door status signalling devices, output connector for activation of external 
cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys with name label. LEDs for visual control of the status 
of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue 
"system busy" LED.

DC/08 ME 60090040 Audio entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Metal-colour 
satin-finish chrome 
Circuit board for XIP system, microphone and loudspeaker.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Décor panel not included.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection 
using pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming with 
software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the. Dip-switch line impedance. Local command for 
door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status signalling devices, output connector for 
activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys with name label. LEDs for visual 
control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in 
progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
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 VIDEO ENTRY PANELS

DVC/01 62020010 Colour video entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Greyhound Grey 
and décor panel in Aluminium  
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker.
NTSC/PAL video camera, resolution 680x512 pixel with built-in microprocessor for digital signal 
processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally-controlled zoom. Caller illumination 
using 4 high-efficiency LEDs.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection 
using pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming 
with software tool. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status 
signalling devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting 
of keys with name label. LEDs for visual control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, 
green "door open" LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.

 

DVC/01 ME 62020020 Colour video entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Metal-colour 
satin-finish chrome  
Circuit board for X1 system, microphone and loudspeaker. NTSC/PAL video camera, resolution 
680x512 pixel with built-in microprocessor for digital signal processing, horizontal angle of 
aperture 100° with digitally-controlled zoom. Caller illumination using 4 high-efficiency LEDs.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Décor panel not included
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection using 
pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming with software 
tool. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status signalling 
devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys 
with name label. LEDs for visual control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green 
"door open" LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.

DVC/08 62020030 Colour video entry panel; thermoplastic body finished 
in Greyhound Grey and décor panel in Aluminium 
Circuit board for XIP system, microphone and loudspeaker.
NTSC/PAL video camera, resolution 680x512 pixel with built-in microprocessor for digital signal 
processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally-controlled zoom. Caller illumination 
using 4 high-efficiency LEDs.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection 
using pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming 
with software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. Local command for door 
lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status signalling devices, output connector for 
activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys with name label. LEDs 
for visual control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, 
yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.

DVC/08 ME 62020040 Colour video entry panel; thermoplastic body finished in Metal-colour 
satin-finish chrome 
Circuit board for XIP system, microphone and loudspeaker.
NTSC/PAL video camera, resolution 680x512 pixel with built-in microprocessor for digital signal 
processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally-controlled zoom. Caller illumination 
using 4 high-efficiency LEDs.
Protection rating IP54.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.
Décor panel not included
Adjustment of microphone/loudspeaker volume and door lock release time. Simple connection 
using pre-wired flat cables (supplied as standard) and mini USB connector for programming 
with software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. Local command for door 
lock, inputs for door lock release buttons, door status signalling devices, output connector for 
activation of external cameras. Blue LEDs (8) for backlighting of keys with name label. LEDs 
for visual control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, 
yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
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Articles and codes
 ACCESSORIES FOR INSTALLATION

DSI 60090050 Embedding box in plastic
With self-locking couplings and pre-formed push-out apertures for wiring conduits. Can be used 
with any entry panel and with the supplementary pushbutton panel (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x294x54.5 mm.

DCI 61800010 Frame for recessed installation in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01, DC/08), video entry panels (DVC/01, DVC/08) and 
supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 127x280x30(1.2) mm.

DCI ME 61800020 Frame for recessed installation in plastic with brushed chrome finish, Metal colour
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 127x280x30(1.2) mm.

DTP 61800390 Rain cover in painted stainless steel
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 103.8x252.8x45.5 mm.

DSM 60090630 Embedding box in galvanized stainless steel
For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, DVC/08 ME) 
and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 115x269x47 mm.
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 DÉCOR PANELS

DPF AL 60090060 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Aluminium, support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.

DPF NF 60090070 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Matt Black, support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.

DPF ME 60090530 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Metal and support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.

DPF AR 60090610 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Orange Yellow (RAL 2000), support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.

DPF BI 60090580 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour White, support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.

DPF BL 60090570 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Ocean Blue (RAL 5020), support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.

DPF NL 60090620 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour polished Jet Black (RAL 9005), support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.

DPF RS 60090560 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour Brown Red (RAL3011), support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.

DPF VD 60090590 Décor panel in anodized aluminium
For use with audio entry panels, video entry panels and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0), 
colour polished Mint Turquoise (RAL 6033), support in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x18 mm.
Available on request.
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Articles and codes
 SUPPLEMENTARY PUSHBUTTON PANEL, PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS

DP0 60090080 Supplementary pushbutton panel for audio and video entry panels, thermoplastic
Can be fitted with single or double pushbuttons (maximum 10) and double-height pushbuttons 
(maximum 5). Complete with 20 LEDs for backlighting of keys with name label. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 99x254x25 mm.

DPS 61800030 Single pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate. 
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

DPH 61800040 Double-height pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate.
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x14 mm.

DPD 61800050 Double pushbutton
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate. 
Name window.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x14 mm.

DTS 61800060 Single cover in PC/ABS thermoplastic
Colour: Greyhound Grey For use with audio entry panels (DC/01, DC/08), video entry panels (DVC/01, 
DVC/08) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x12 mm.

DTS ME 61800070 Single cover in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish 
Colour: Metal. For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, 
DVC/08 ME) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 20x60x12 mm.

DTH 61800080 Double-height cover in PC/ABS thermoplastic
Colour: Greyhound Grey For use with audio entry panels (DC/01, DC/08), video entry panels (DVC/01, 
DVC/08) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x12 mm.

DTH ME 61800090 Double-height cover in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish
Colour: Metal. For use with audio entry panels (DC/01 ME, DC/08 ME), video entry panels (DVC/01 ME, 
DVC/08 ME) and supplementary pushbutton panels (DP0).
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x12 mm.

DMI 61800440 Information module for generic signals
Complete with support and external protective cover, transparent UV-resistant polycarbonate.
Name window. To be used for audio entry panels (DC/01, DC/01 ME, DC/08, DC/08 ME), video entry 
panels (DVC/01, DVC/01 ME, DVC/08, DVC/08 ME) and DP0 push buttons panels. Not to be used as 
a call button.
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 ACCESSORIES FOR COMPOSITION OF ENTRY PANELS WITH DIGITAL CALL AND/OR ACCESS CONTROL

DCOMBO 61800760 Access control keypad with RFID and built-in display

DRFID 61800290 Key proximity reader
Set of antenna and decoding circuit in polycarbonate. 
Can be used with any audio or video entry panel in the Thangram series (cannot be installed on DP0 
pushbutton panel). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 40x60x12 mm.

DNA 61800320 Keypad in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic
With number keys (0 - 9) and two function keys for sending coded call and confirmation of access 
code.
Can be used with any audio or video entry panel in the Thangram series (cannot be installed on DP0 
pushbutton panel). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 60x60x14 mm.

DNA ME 61800360 Keyboard in plastic with brushed Metal chrome finish 
With number keys (0 - 9) and two function keys for sending coded call and confirmation of access 
code.
Can be used with any audio or video entry panel in the Thangram series (cannot be installed on DP0 
pushbutton panel). 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 60x60x14 mm.

DTAG5 61800470 Proximity key – keyring version
For use with entry panels fitted with optional DRFID proximity key reader (code 61800290).
Pack with 5 pieces. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 53x37x10 mm.

DBAD10 61800460 Proximity key – badge version
For use with entry panels fitted with optional DRFID proximity key reader (code 61800290).
Pack with 10 pieces. 
Dimensions (WxH): 85x54 mm.
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ENTRY PANELS: TABLE OF COMPONENTS

VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM ADDITIONAL PUSHBUTTONS

GREYHOUND METAL ENTRY PANELS WITH SINGLE 
PUSHBUTTONS

ENTRY PANELS WITH DOUBLE-HEIGHT 
PUSHBUTTONS ENTRY PANELS WITH DOUBLE PUSHBUTTONS

Video entry 
panel

Video entry 
panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of finishes

Supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of 

finishes
Pushbuttons Masking 

plates
Supplementary 

pushbutton panel
Décor panels  

in a choice of finishes Pushbuttons Masking 
plates

Supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of finishes Pushbuttons Masking 

plates
O

R + O
R

O
R

62020010 
DVC/01

62020030 
DVC/08

62020020 
DVC/01 ME

62020040 
DVC/08 ME

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530 
DPF ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800030 
DPS

61800060 
DTS

61800070 
DTS ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060 
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800040 
DPH

61800080 
DTH

61800090
DTH ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800050 
DPD

61800060 
DTS

61800070 
DTS ME

U
S

ER
S

 1 1 1 1 - - 1 3 - - 1 1 - - 1 3
 2 1 1 1 - - 2 2 - - 2 0 - - 1 3
 3 1 1 1 - - 3 1 1 1 3 4 - - 2 2
 4 1 1 1 - - 4 0 1 1 4 3 - - 2 2
 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 9 1 1 5 2 - - 3 1
 6 1 1 1 1 1 6 8 1 1 6 1 - - 3 1
 7 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 0 - - 4 0
 8 1 1 1 1 1 8 6 2 2 8 4 - - 4 0
 9 1 1 1 1 1 9 5 2 2 9 3 1 1 5 9
10 1 1 1 1 1 10 4 2 2 10 2 1 1 5 9
11 1 1 1 1 1 11 3 2 2 11 1 1 1 6 8
12 1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 12 0 1 1 6 8
13 1 1 1 1 1 13 1 3 3 13 4 1 1 7 7
14 1 1 1 1 1 14 0 3 3 14 3 1 1 7 7
15 1 1 1 2 2 15 9 3 3 15 2 1 1 8 6
16 1 1 1 2 2 16 8 3 3 16 1 1 1 8 6
17 1 1 1 2 2 17 7 3 3 17 0 1 1 9 5
18 1 1 1 2 2 18 6 4 4 18 4 1 1 9 5
19 1 1 1 2 2 19 5 4 4 19 3 1 1 10 4
20 1 1 1 2 2 20 4 4 4 20 2 1 1 10 4
21 1 1 1 2 2 21 3 4 4 21 1 1 1 11 3
22 1 1 1 2 2 22 2 4 4 22 0 1 1 11 3
23 1 1 1 2 2 23 1 5 5 23 4 1 1 12 2
24 1 1 1 2 2 24 0 5 5 24 3 1 1 12 2
25 1 1 1 3 3 25 9 5 5 25 2 1 1 13 1
26 1 1 1 3 3 26 8 5 5 26 1 1 1 13 1
27 1 1 1 3 3 27 7 5 5 27 0 1 1 14 0
28 1 1 1 3 3 28 6 6 6 28 4 1 1 14 0
29 1 1 1 3 3 29 5 6 6 29 3 2 2 15 9
30 1 1 1 3 3 30 4 6 6 30 2 2 2 15 9

FOR AUDIO SYSTEMS 
FOR RECESSED INSTALLATION:

for each entry panel and each 
supplementary pushbutton panel, add:

EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITION

Entry panel

O
R

Entry panel Embedding 
box

Embedding panels 
Greyhound

O
R

Embedding panels 
Metal

60090010 
DC/01

60090020 
DC/01 ME

60090050 
DSI

61800010 
DCI

61800020 
DCI ME

60090030 
DC/08

60090040 
DC/08 ME
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VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM ADDITIONAL PUSHBUTTONS

GREYHOUND METAL ENTRY PANELS WITH SINGLE 
PUSHBUTTONS

ENTRY PANELS WITH DOUBLE-HEIGHT 
PUSHBUTTONS ENTRY PANELS WITH DOUBLE PUSHBUTTONS

Video entry 
panel

Video entry 
panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of finishes

Supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of 

finishes
Pushbuttons Masking 

plates
Supplementary 

pushbutton panel
Décor panels  

in a choice of finishes Pushbuttons Masking 
plates

Supplementary 
pushbutton panel

Décor panels  
in a choice of finishes Pushbuttons Masking 

plates

O
R + O
R

O
R

62020010 
DVC/01

62020030 
DVC/08

62020020 
DVC/01 ME

62020040 
DVC/08 ME

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530 
DPF ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800030 
DPS

61800060 
DTS

61800070 
DTS ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060 
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800040 
DPH

61800080 
DTH

61800090
DTH ME

60090080 
DP/0

60090060
DPF AL

60090070
DPF NF

60090530
DPF ME

61800050 
DPD

61800060 
DTS

61800070 
DTS ME

U
S

ER
S

 1 1 1 1 - - 1 3 - - 1 1 - - 1 3
 2 1 1 1 - - 2 2 - - 2 0 - - 1 3
 3 1 1 1 - - 3 1 1 1 3 4 - - 2 2
 4 1 1 1 - - 4 0 1 1 4 3 - - 2 2
 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 9 1 1 5 2 - - 3 1
 6 1 1 1 1 1 6 8 1 1 6 1 - - 3 1
 7 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 0 - - 4 0
 8 1 1 1 1 1 8 6 2 2 8 4 - - 4 0
 9 1 1 1 1 1 9 5 2 2 9 3 1 1 5 9
10 1 1 1 1 1 10 4 2 2 10 2 1 1 5 9
11 1 1 1 1 1 11 3 2 2 11 1 1 1 6 8
12 1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 12 0 1 1 6 8
13 1 1 1 1 1 13 1 3 3 13 4 1 1 7 7
14 1 1 1 1 1 14 0 3 3 14 3 1 1 7 7
15 1 1 1 2 2 15 9 3 3 15 2 1 1 8 6
16 1 1 1 2 2 16 8 3 3 16 1 1 1 8 6
17 1 1 1 2 2 17 7 3 3 17 0 1 1 9 5
18 1 1 1 2 2 18 6 4 4 18 4 1 1 9 5
19 1 1 1 2 2 19 5 4 4 19 3 1 1 10 4
20 1 1 1 2 2 20 4 4 4 20 2 1 1 10 4
21 1 1 1 2 2 21 3 4 4 21 1 1 1 11 3
22 1 1 1 2 2 22 2 4 4 22 0 1 1 11 3
23 1 1 1 2 2 23 1 5 5 23 4 1 1 12 2
24 1 1 1 2 2 24 0 5 5 24 3 1 1 12 2
25 1 1 1 3 3 25 9 5 5 25 2 1 1 13 1
26 1 1 1 3 3 26 8 5 5 26 1 1 1 13 1
27 1 1 1 3 3 27 7 5 5 27 0 1 1 14 0
28 1 1 1 3 3 28 6 6 6 28 4 1 1 14 0
29 1 1 1 3 3 29 5 6 6 29 3 2 2 15 9
30 1 1 1 3 3 30 4 6 6 30 2 2 2 15 9

FOR AUDIO SYSTEMS 
FOR RECESSED INSTALLATION:

for each entry panel and each 
supplementary pushbutton panel, add:

EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITION

Entry panel

O
R

Entry panel Embedding 
box

Embedding panels 
Greyhound

O
R

Embedding panels 
Metal

60090010 
DC/01

60090020 
DC/01 ME

60090050 
DSI

61800010 
DCI

61800020 
DCI ME

60090030 
DC/08

60090040 
DC/08 ME
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AUDIO AND VIDEO DEVICES
for entry panels with VR or  
non-Bpt front plates

Applying many of the winning features of the Thangram series, Bpt 
now extends its range of entry panels with the addition of audio and 
colour video entry modules for the X1 and XIP systems. This de-
vice is extremely flexible in terms of installation, since personal-
ized non-Bpt metal front plates can be used to select the panel that 
meets the exact requirements of the user.

  Colour video with excellent image quality by day or night, 

thanks to an optimized lighting system

  Acoustic and visual status signalling 

  Connector for connection of the first four buttons (cable 

supplied as standard)

  Possibility of cascade connection of up to 11 VZS/308C call 

expansion modules

  Microphone with remote-control option

  Connector for general matrix keyboard for access control

Versions

DMC 
Audio entry system

DMVC 
Video entry system

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 95x130x35 mm

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol
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Articles and codes
AUDIO AND VIDEO MODULES

DMC/01 60090660 X1 system audio entry system module.
 

DMC/08 60090670 XIP system audio entry system module.
 

DMVC/01 62020080 X1 system audio/video entry system module.
 

DMVC/08 62020090 XIP system audio/video entry system module.
 

DMRFID 61800490 XIP system RFID module.
   

Simple adjustments and ease 
of access
The microphone and loudspeaker audio signal and the solenoid lock can 
be adjusted very simply by removing the rear panel – no need to access 
the electronic components.

Functions of the terminals
As well as the solenoid lock, the terminal block can be used to connect 
a door-release button, a door status signalling device and a switch con-
trolling any supplementary lighting points.

Installation
The DMVC and DMC modules can be easily installed in non-Bpt front 
plates, connecting the microphone or the camera lens (for video mod-
ules) and the call buttons and then securing the module to the front plate 
of the entry panel.

Digital adjustment of angle 
of aperture
The DMVC video module with the “wide eye” feature (angle of aperture: 
94° horizontal, 77° vertical) allows the camera to capture a very wide 
area (for example, at a distance of 50 cm from the entry panel, the field 
of vision is 108 cm in width and 80 cm in height). At the moment of instal-
lation of the entry panel, the angle of aperture can be reduced to as little 
as 70° by digitally adjusting the zoom,and the camera can be oriented in 
the desired direction.

MIC PUSH BUTTON KEYBOARD

VZS

RFID

MINI USB
PROG

LED
DATA

LED
PROG
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TARGA VR
Vandal-proof stainless steel 
monolithic front plates

The Targa VR range of vandal-proof front plates has been created 
to the highest operating standards. Available in Audio and Video, 
Standard or Digital versions, with a brushed stainless steel or 
brass finish, the range lends itself to any requirement and living 
environment. Wall-mounted or recessed, the VR monolithic range 
marks the final frontier of vandal-proofing in terms of strength 
and longevity. Each vandal-proof front plate must be used with an 
audio or audio/video device to make the entry panel. The DMC/01 
and DMC/08 audio models and DMVC/01 and DMVC/08 audio/vi-
deo models are available for systems X1 and XIP.

 Brushed stainless steel

 IP54 certification

 Breaking and entry proof screws and shatterproof buttons

Models

Video entry system 
version

Audio entry system 
version

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol
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Technical characteristics

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 225x120x48 mm        models (VRVX/1, VRVX/2, VRAX/1, VRAX/2, VRSH/1, BPAX/1, BPSH/1, BPVX/1)
(WxHxD) 225x120x68 mm         models (VRSH300/1, VRV300/1)
(WxHxD) 325x120x48 mm        models (VRVX/4, VRVX/6, VRAX/4, VRVKX/1, VRVKX/2, VRAKX/1, VRAKX/2, VRVX/DIGI, VRVX/DIGI-P, VRSH/2,  
   VRAX/DIGI, VRAX/DIGI-P)
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Brass model

Video with  
1 button

Audio with  
1 button

Alternatives with DIGI keypad

Video Audio

Alternatives with DIGI keypad  
for calls and access control

Video Audio

Alternatives with buttons for access control

Video with  
1 button

Video with  
2 buttons

Audio with  
1 button

Audio with  
2 buttons

Push-button alternatives

Video with  
1 button

Video with  
2 buttons

Video with  
4 buttons

Video with  
6 buttons

Audio with  
1 button

Audio with  
2 buttons

Audio with  
4 buttons

1

2
1



Plus

Practical and discreet 
The VR plate range has a simple, solid design, ideal for being easily adapted to 
any domestic and industrial, urban or out-of-town environment, Whether in the 
wall-mounted or recessed version the entry panel’s stainless steel finish, safety 
screws and shatterproof buttons guarantee maximum resistance to knocks and 
impacts, ensuring long life and operation.

Keypads for encoded calls and access control
The keypad included in the “K” models (e.g. VRVXK/1) guarantees up to 1000 access codes and allows up to three openings to be controlled via 
a similar number of relays. Programming is manual and it is extremely simple to configure: this all contributes to make the new VR vandal-
proof range with integrated keypad a good first level solution for access control.
If, on the other hand, more advanced access control is required, the keypad on the “DIGI” versions (e.g. VRVX/DIGI) is the right option.
This allows all BPT’s advanced access control functions, such as routes, times and days on which access is guaranteed, to be managed 
through devices DMVC and DMC. It is also possible to call the individual users by typing a keypad code.

Installation
Devices DVMC and DMC can easily be installed under the front plates in the 
vandal-proof range, and with just a few steps the microphone, video camera glass 
(for video devices) and call buttons can be connected and the device attached to 
the entry panel front plate.

Digital adjustment of angular aperture
The DMVC video device with the ”wide eye” system (angular apertures of the 
video camera: 94° horizontal, 77° vertical) allows a very extensive area to be 
viewed by the video camera (for example: from a distance of half a metre from 
the plate an area 108 cm wide and 80 cm high can be seen). When the entry 
panel is installed the angular aperture of the video camera can be narrowed to 
70° through digital adjustment of the zoom and the camera can be oriented in the 
optimum direction for the use anticipated.
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Articles and codes
FRONT PLATES

VRVX/1 62020190 Vandal-proof video front plate - 1 call button 1

VRVX/2 62020210 Vandal-proof video front plate - 2 call buttons 1

VRVX/4 62020220 Vandal-proof video front plate - 4 call buttons 2

VRVX/6 62020230 Vandal-proof video front plate - 6 call buttons 2

VRVKX/1 62020240 Vandal-proof video front plate with keypad for access control - 1 call button 2

VRVKX/2 62020250 Vandal-proof video front plate with keypad for access control - 2 call buttons 2

VRAX/1 60090770 Vandal-proof audio front plate - 1 call button 1

VRAX/2 60090780 Vandal-proof audio front plate - 2 call buttons 1

VRAX/4 60090790 Vandal-proof audio front plate - 4 call buttons 2

VRAKX/1 60090810 Vandal-proof audio front plate with keypad for access control - 1 call button 2

VRAKX/2 60090820 Vandal-proof audio front plate with keypad for access control - 2 call buttons 2

VRVX/DIGI 62020260 Vandal-proof video front plate with digital keypad for calls and access control without call button 2

VRVX/DIGI-P 62020270 Vandal-proof video front plate with digital keypad for calls and access control - 1 call button 2

VRAX/DIGI 60090830 Vandal-proof audio front plate with digital keypad for calls and access control without call button 2

VRAX/DIGI-P 60090840 Vandal-proof audio front plate with digital keypad for calls and access control - 1 call button 2

BPVX/1 62020330 Brass video front plate - 1 call button 1

BPAX/1 60090890 Brass audio front plate - 1 call button 1

VRV300/1* 62020320  Vandal-proof video front plate - 1 call button for 300 system                                                                         1

WALL-MOUNTING BRACKETS

VRSH/1 60090850 Wall-mounting bracket for front plate size 1

VRSH/2 60090860 Wall-mounting bracket for front plate size 2

BPSH/1 60090910 Brass wall-mounting bracket for front plate size 1

VRSH300/1 60090870 Wall mounting bracket for front plate H225 for 300 system
                                                                               

 

* Specific additional parts are needed to complete the entry panel with a VRV300/1 front plate. Contact Bpt’s technical service.

front plate  
size



TARGHA GSM VR
Telephone based door entry 
solution

The new GSM range from Bpt is a telephone based door entry
solution. Using GSM Mobile technology, this system is desi-
gned for applications where a hard wired door entry system 
cannot be installed.
Telephone based technology is ideal for use in environments
where there is an excessive distance between a gated en-
trance and the main building or applications where the entry 
panel needs to call a conventional or mobile phone.

 GSM Mobile technology

 Long distances

 Vandal resistant Entry Panel

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

system

Versions

Digital VR Analogic VR
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A vandal resistant low cost GSM entry solution

The Bpt GSM Entry range is a sleek and cost effective GSM solution, providing all of the basic functions of a GSM 
unit in a hard wearing entry panel. The steel front plate and zamak alloy surround, make the targha GSM unit 
both stilish and hard wearing.

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 99x207x45,5 mm          Wall-mounted
(WxHxD) 99x207x22 mm             Recessed
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Recessed Wall-mounted
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Technical characteristics

Features
 IP54 Rated

 GSM / GPRS Quad Band 900/1800 MHz

 MicroSIM card slot (Push-Push mode)

 SMS programming

 Two relays

 Configurable door opening time by SMS

 Up to 5 stored numbers (for each pushbutton)

 Relay Type: AC/DC dual use, Load Voltage (peak AC) 50V, Load current 500 mA

 Illuminated

 Wall-mounted

 Flush mount option (HTS)

Example of installation

TARGHA GSM
ENTRY

SECURE SIDE

VAS/101

MICRO SIM
REQUIRED
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Flexible relays
Each relay can be activated in 3 ways:

 During an active call by pressing asterisk or hash on the mobile keypad

 By telephone ring: the GSM module recognizes the incoming number and activates the relay 1 or 2 (upon programming)

 Sending an SMS text to the device

 
Just for the Digital versions, the relays can be activated by typing on the keypad the correct access code. 



Available with up to four buttons standard or two buttons with keypad

Audio Entry Panels

Articles and codes
AUDIO ENTRY PANELS

TARGHA GSMVR1 60090920 Targha VR GSM 1 Button, including the antenna (cable 3 m), Wall support,
SIM card not included.

TARGHA GSMVR2 60090930 Targha VR GSM 2 Buttons, including the antenna (cable 3 m), Wall support,
SIM card not included.

TARGHA GSMVR4 60090940 Targha VR GSM 4 Buttons, including the antenna (cable 3 m), Wall support,
SIM card not included.

TARGHA GSMVR1K 60090950 Targha VR with keypad GSM 1 Button, including the antenna (cable 3 m),
Wall support, SIM card not included.

TARGHA GSMVR2K 60090960 Targha VR with keypad GSM 2 Buttons, including the antenna (cable 3 m),
Wall support, SIM card not included.

ACCESSORIES

HTS VR 60096600 Reinforced vandal resistent embedding.

HTI 60099600 Embedding box, light grey.
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Accessories

Digital VR
1 botton

Analogic VR
2 bottons

Digital VR
2 bottons

Analogic VR
4 bottons

HTS VR HTI

Analogic VR
1 botton



DIGITHA
Digital entry panels

The Thangram range is completed by Digitha, a stainless steel 
entry panel that is particularly sturdy and highly functional. With 
Bpt's focus on making the best possible use of internal and ex-
ternal space, as well as the numerous features made possible by 
the digital pushbutton panel, Digitha offers unparalleled perfor-
mance and ultra-compact design, and the sophisticated XIP dig-
ital control system is the ideal solution for residential systems.  
Attractive and elegant, Digitha is pleasing to  the senses, with a 
dual finish – brushed and matt – that will delight both the eye 
and the touch. 
Digitha: the new generation of entry panels.

Versions

Audio version

VR ELU version 
audio entry system

VR ELU version 
video entry system

Video version

VR ME version 
video entry system

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

internet protocol
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Technical characteristics

Dimensions
(WxHxD) 145x363x4 mm wall-mounted
(WxHxD) 140x380x2 mm recessed
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DDSI VR-DDCI VR
DDSP VR

BPT S.p.A. a Socio Unico
Via Cornia, 1
33079 Sesto al Reghena-PN-Italy
www.bpt.it-info@bpt.it 

IT  - INSTALLAZIONE DDSI VR-
DDCI VR
• Eliminare uno o più punti di rottura a 
seconda della posizione prescelta per il 
passaggio dei cavi (figura 1). 
• Far passare la tubazione con i condutto-
ri d’impianto attraverso uno dei punti a 
rottura (figura 2) utilizzando il passacavo 
fornito in dotazione.
• Deformare le alette tirandole verso 
l’esterno (figura 2).
• Murare la scatola ad incasso all’altezza 
desiderata tenendo conto dell’indica-
zione ALTO  (figura 2) e del posizio-
namento dell’obiettivo della telecamera 
(figura 3).
• Nel caso si voglia installare il tettuccio 
antipioggia procedere come indicato in 
figura 4.

EN  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Eliminate one or more breaking points 
depending on the position selected for 
passing the cables (figure 1).  
• Run the hose with the system conduc-
tors through one of the breaking points 
(figure 2) using the provided cable pas-
sage.

• Deform the tabs by pulling them ou-
twards (figure 2).
• Install the recessed box at the desired 
height, considering the UP  (figure 2) 
indication and the positioning of the ca-
mera lens (figure 3).
• If you want to install a rain cover proce-
ed as shown in figure 4.

DE  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR 
• Je nach Position, die für den Kabeldur-
chlass gewählt wurde, einen oder meh-
rere Ausbrechpunkte öffnen (Abbildung  
1). 
• Die Rohrleitung mit den Anlagenlei-
tern mit Hilfe des beiliegenden Kabel-
durchlasses durch einen der Ausbre-
chpunkte führen (Abbildung 2).
• Die Flügel umbiegen, indem sie nach 
außen gezogen werden (Abbildung 2).
• Das Unterputzgehäuse in der gewün-
schten Höhe einmauern, dabei auf den 
Hinweis OBEN  (Abbildung 2) und die 
Positionierung der Telekamera achten 
(Abbildung 3).
• Möchte man das Regenschutzdach 
montieren, wie in Abbildung 4 vorge-
hen.

FR  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Briser un ou plusieurs points prédé-
coupés selon la position choisie pour le 
passage des câbles (figure 1). 
• Faire passer les tuyaux avec les con-
ducteurs d’installation à travers un des 
points prédécoupés (figure 2) en utili-
sant le passe-câble fourni en dotation.
• Déformer les ailettes en les tirant vers 
l’extérieur (figure 2).
• Murer le boîtier d’encastrement à la 
hauteur désirée en respectant l’indica-
tion HAUT  (figure 2) et le positionne-
ment de l’objectif de la caméra (figure 3).
• Pour installer la visière anti-pluie, pro-
céder comme indiqué figure 4.

ES  - INSTALACIÓN DDSI VR-DDCI VR
• Elimine uno o varios puntos de ro-
tura, dependiendo de la posición ele-
gida para el paso de los cables (figura 
1). 
• Pase la tubería con los conductores 
de la instalación a través de uno de los 
puntos de rotura (figura 2) utilizando el 
pasacables suministrado.
• Deforme las aletas tirando de ellas ha-
cia afuera (figura 2).

• Empotre la caja a la altura deseada te-
niendo en cuenta la indicación ALTO  
(figura 2) y la posición del objetivo de la 
cámara (figura 3).
• Si desea instalar la visera de protección 
contra lluvia siga las indicaciones de la 
figura 4.

PT  - INSTALAÇÃO DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Eliminar um ou mais pontos de ruptura 
conforme a posição pré-seleccionada 
para a passagem dos cabos (figura 1). 
• Fazer passar a tubagem com os con-
dutores do sistema através de um dos 
pontos de ruptura (figura 2) utilizando o 
passa-cabos fornecido.
• Deformar as abas puxando-as para fora 
(figura 2).
• Murar a caixa de encastre à altura de-
sejada tendo em consideração a indi-
cação ALTO  (figura 2) e o posiciona-
mento da objectiva da câmara (figura 3).
• Caso se deseje instalar o tecto de pro-
tecção de chuva proceder como indica-
do na figura 4.
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DDCI VR
• Eliminare uno o più punti di rottura a 
seconda della posizione prescelta per il 
passaggio dei cavi (figura 1). 
• Far passare la tubazione con i condutto-
ri d’impianto attraverso uno dei punti a 
rottura (figura 2) utilizzando il passacavo 
fornito in dotazione.
• Deformare le alette tirandole verso 
l’esterno (figura 2).
• Murare la scatola ad incasso all’altezza 
desiderata tenendo conto dell’indica-
zione ALTO  (figura 2) e del posizio-
namento dell’obiettivo della telecamera 
(figura 3).
• Nel caso si voglia installare il tettuccio 
antipioggia procedere come indicato in 
figura 4.

EN  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Eliminate one or more breaking points 
depending on the position selected for 
passing the cables (figure 1).  
• Run the hose with the system conduc-
tors through one of the breaking points 
(figure 2) using the provided cable pas-
sage.

• Deform the tabs by pulling them ou-
twards (figure 2).
• Install the recessed box at the desired 
height, considering the UP  (figure 2) 
indication and the positioning of the ca-
mera lens (figure 3).
• If you want to install a rain cover proce-
ed as shown in figure 4.

DE  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR 
• Je nach Position, die für den Kabeldur-
chlass gewählt wurde, einen oder meh-
rere Ausbrechpunkte öffnen (Abbildung  
1). 
• Die Rohrleitung mit den Anlagenlei-
tern mit Hilfe des beiliegenden Kabel-
durchlasses durch einen der Ausbre-
chpunkte führen (Abbildung 2).
• Die Flügel umbiegen, indem sie nach 
außen gezogen werden (Abbildung 2).
• Das Unterputzgehäuse in der gewün-
schten Höhe einmauern, dabei auf den 
Hinweis OBEN  (Abbildung 2) und die 
Positionierung der Telekamera achten 
(Abbildung 3).
• Möchte man das Regenschutzdach 
montieren, wie in Abbildung 4 vorge-
hen.

FR  - INSTALLATION DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Briser un ou plusieurs points prédé-
coupés selon la position choisie pour le 
passage des câbles (figure 1). 
• Faire passer les tuyaux avec les con-
ducteurs d’installation à travers un des 
points prédécoupés (figure 2) en utili-
sant le passe-câble fourni en dotation.
• Déformer les ailettes en les tirant vers 
l’extérieur (figure 2).
• Murer le boîtier d’encastrement à la 
hauteur désirée en respectant l’indica-
tion HAUT  (figure 2) et le positionne-
ment de l’objectif de la caméra (figure 3).
• Pour installer la visière anti-pluie, pro-
céder comme indiqué figure 4.

ES  - INSTALACIÓN DDSI VR-DDCI VR
• Elimine uno o varios puntos de ro-
tura, dependiendo de la posición ele-
gida para el paso de los cables (figura 
1). 
• Pase la tubería con los conductores 
de la instalación a través de uno de los 
puntos de rotura (figura 2) utilizando el 
pasacables suministrado.
• Deforme las aletas tirando de ellas ha-
cia afuera (figura 2).

• Empotre la caja a la altura deseada te-
niendo en cuenta la indicación ALTO  
(figura 2) y la posición del objetivo de la 
cámara (figura 3).
• Si desea instalar la visera de protección 
contra lluvia siga las indicaciones de la 
figura 4.

PT  - INSTALAÇÃO DDSI VR-DDCI 
VR
• Eliminar um ou mais pontos de ruptura 
conforme a posição pré-seleccionada 
para a passagem dos cabos (figura 1). 
• Fazer passar a tubagem com os con-
dutores do sistema através de um dos 
pontos de ruptura (figura 2) utilizando o 
passa-cabos fornecido.
• Deformar as abas puxando-as para fora 
(figura 2).
• Murar a caixa de encastre à altura de-
sejada tendo em consideração a indi-
cação ALTO  (figura 2) e o posiciona-
mento da objectiva da câmara (figura 3).
• Caso se deseje instalar o tecto de pro-
tecção de chuva proceder como indica-
do na figura 4.
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Plus

Elegance and discretion
Robust construction and a complete range of functions, without sacri-
ficing attractive styling. With its dual brushed/matt finish and compact 
size, Digitha will blend perfectly into any architectural setting.

Superb video quality, day and night
The entry panels in the Digitha range feature cutting-edge technology in 
the form of sensors that utilize sophisticated digital image processing 
algorithms to give superlative video quality in any ambient conditions. In 
addition, the light guide system, developed jointly with the Plast Optica 
Research Centre (a division of FIAT's research centre), guarantees 
perfect night-time illumination.

Vandal-resistant
Digitha is a blend of stylish design and extra-robust construction thanks 
to a dual-finish electro-polished front panel in stainless steel (AISI 304). 
Available for wall-mounting or recessed installation, Digitha combines 
security, elegance and ease of installation in an entry panel with a full 
range of functions.

For the disabled and the elderly
Digitha entry panels comply with all legislative requirements concerning 
utilization by the disabled and the elderly. The wide angle of vision and 
digital zoom control make it possible to install Digitha at a height easily 
accessible to the disabled. The audio signal is processed to assure 
enhanced performance even in the noisiest areas, and the central button 
features a raised mark so that the buttons on the keypad can be readily 
identified by the sight-impaired. The version with a Braille keypad, 
illuminated LEDs indicating the status of the system and large icons on 
the display panel, as well as the possibility of voice messaging, ensure 
that all the functions of Digitha can be used by persons with hearing and 
visual impediments.

Call sent Call in progress Door open System busy

LEDs YES YES YES YES

Symbols YES YES YES YES

Voice messages YES YES YES NO
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Components end accessories

Entry panels

Installation

Recessed Wall-mounted

Accessories for installation  

Digitha VR audio 
entry system

Digitha ELU 
audio entry 

system

Digitha ME1 
video entry 

system

Frame with raincover 
(only for recessed 

version)

Wall-mount 
support with rain 

cover

Digitha VR video 
entry system

Digitha ELU 
video entry 

system

Embedding box

Simple, straightforward installation and wiring
Digitha can be recessed into a wall, protruding by just 2mm, or installed externally (thickness 42 mm). 
For the recessed version, it is necessary to use the embedding box and frame with rain cover; for the 
externally-mounted version, the wall-mount support is already fitted with the rain cover.
A choice of installation methods means that Digitha will blend beautifully into any architectural setting.
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Technical characteristics - external

Perfect colour in any condition
The sophisticated light guide system, developed jointly with the Plast 
Optica Research Centre (a division of FIAT's research centre), guarantees 
perfect night-time illumination.
The latest digital sensor, together with sophisticated image-process-
ing algorithms, guarantee superlative video quality in any ambient con-
ditions.

Simple to use
The amply-dimensioned white backlit screen (128x128 pixels) is easy 
to read. Each command is explained directly on the display, clearly and 
simply.
All the function and alphanumeric keys can be selected by the lightest 
fingertip touch, and the absence of mechanical parts ensures robust 
construction, excellent reliability and long service life.

Security above all
The proximity key reader built into the Digitha entry panel is a supple-
mentary hi-tech tool which guarantees total security.

Settings
The volume of the microphone and the loudspeaker and the actioning 
time for the door lock release can be adjusted simply by removing the 
front panel and lifting up the rubber protective covers, and without hav-
ing to access any electrical parts.

WXYZPQRS TUV

JKL MNO

ABC DEF

GHI

H

L P

1 O
N2

4
3(*)

MINI USB
CN4
PROG

A
A

D

V

M1

M2

LED DATA
LED PROG
LED USB

Wide viewing angle and digital 
adjustment of the angle of aperture
Digitha features the “wide eye” system (angle of lens aperture: 100°), 
which makes it possible to use the camera to display a wide field of vi-
sion (for example, from a distance of 50 cm from the entry panel, the 
camera can capture an image 119 cm in width and 87 cm in height). 
At the moment of installation of the entry panel, the horizontal angle 
of aperture can be reduced to as little as 72° by digitally adjusting the 
zoom,and the camera can be oriented in the desired direction.
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Articles and codes
 ENTRY PANELS

DDC/08 VR 60080010 Audio entry panel
With front plate in stainless steel and dual-finish surface, circuit board for   
XIP system, RFID reader.
LCD graphic display, 128x128 pixels, with white backlit screen, 4 function keys for navigating 
user commands and lists, alphanumeric keypad, 2 function keys for sending coded calls and 
access code confirmation, built-in proximity key reader. “Quick Start” programming of all 
parameters using on-screen guided menus. Mini USB connector for programming using the 
software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. Local command for door 
lock, inputs for door lock release button, door status signalling devices, output connector for 
activation of external cameras. LEDs for visual control of the status of the system: red "call 
connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x380x2 mm.

DDVC/08 VR 62080010 Colour video entry panel
With front plate in AISI 304 stainless steel and dual-finish surface,  circuit  
board for XIP system, RFID reader.
NSTC/PAL camera, resolution 680x512 with built-in microprocessor for digital signal 
processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally controlled zoom. Caller 
illumination using 4 high-efficiency LEDs. LCD graphic display, 128x128 pixels, with white 
backlit screen, 4 function keys for navigating user commands and lists, alphanumeric keypad, 
2 function keys for sending coded calls and access code confirmation, built-in proximity key 
reader. “Quick Start” programming of all parameters using on-screen guided menus. Mini 
USB connector for programming using the software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of 
the line impedance. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release button, door 
status signalling devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. LEDs for visual 
control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow 
"call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x380x2 mm.

DDC/08 VR ELU 60080020 Audio entry panel
With front plate in electro-polished stainless steel AISI 304,  circuit board for 
XIP system, RFID reader.
LCD graphic display, 128x128 pixels, with white backlit screen, 4 function keys for 
navigating user commands and lists, alphanumeric keypad, 2 function keys for sending 
coded calls and access code confirmation, built-in proximity key reader. “Quick Start” 
programming of all parameters using on-screen guided menus. Mini USB connector for 
programming using the software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. 
Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release button, door status signalling 
devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. LEDs for visual control of 
the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in 
progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x380x2 mm.

DDVC/08 VR ELU 62080040 Colour video entry panel
With front plate in electro-polished stainless steel AISI 304,  circuit board for 
XIP system, RFID reader.
NSTC/PAL camera, resolution 680x512 with built-in microprocessor for digital signal 
processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally controlled zoom. Caller 
illumination using 4 high-efficiency LEDs. LCD graphic display, 128x128 pixels, with white 
backlit screen, 4 function keys for navigating user commands and lists, alphanumeric keypad, 
2 function keys for sending coded calls and access code confirmation, built-in proximity key 
reader. “Quick Start” programming of all parameters using on-screen guided menus. Mini 
USB connector for programming using the software tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of 
the line impedance. Local command for door lock, inputs for door lock release button, door 
status signalling devices, output connector for activation of external cameras. LEDs for visual 
control of the status of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow 
"call in progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x380x2 mm.
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Articles and codes
 ENTRY PANELS

DDVC/08 VR ME1 62080030 Colour video entry panel
With front plate in double finishing stainless steel AISI 304,  
anti-breach screws, circuit board for XIP system.
NSTC/PAL camera, resolution 680x512 with built-in microprocessor for digital 
signal processing, horizontal angle of aperture 100° with digitally-controlled zoom. 
Caller illumination using 4 high-efficiency LEDs. LCD graphic display, 128x128 
pixels, with white backlit screen, 4 function keys for navigating user commands 
and lists, alphanumeric keypad, 2 function keys for sending coded calls and 
access code confirmation. “Quick Start” programming of all parameters using on-
screen guided menus. Mini USB connector for programming using the software 
tool. DIP-switches for adjustment of the line impedance. Local command for door 
lock, inputs for door lock release button, door status signalling devices, output 
connector for activation of external cameras. LEDs for visual control of the status 
of the system: red "call connected" LED, green "door open" LED, yellow "call in 
progress" LED, blue "system busy" LED.
Protection rating IP54. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 140x380x2 mm.

 ACCESSORIES FOR INSTALLATION

DDSI VR 60090540 Embedding box for Digitha entry panels 
in brushed stainless steel 
With self-locking couplings and pre-formed push-out apertures for wiring 
conduits.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 127x367x45 mm.

DDCI VR 61800380 Frame with rain cover for Digitha entry panels 
in brushed stainless steel 
Only for recessed entry panels.
Dimensions (WxHxD): 145x383x20 mm.

DDSP VR 60090550 Wall-mount box for Digitha entry panels 
in brushed stainless steel 
With cable conduits, wall plugs and screws. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 145x383x42 (body), x64 (frame) mm.

DDSP VR ELU 60090690 Wall-mount box for Digitha entry panels 
in electro-polished stainless steel 
With cable conduits, wall plugs and screws. 
Dimensions (WxHxD): 145x383x42 (body), x64 (frame) mm.
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X1: EXPANDABLE  
TWO-WIRE VIDEO  
ENTRY SYSTEM

From a single home to a condominium. The X1 system can be expanded to meet 

any requirement – number of receivers, distances between the various parts of 

the system and control of the entry panels. The X1 system can be supplemented 

by installing auxiliary cameras, remote actuators and many other features. 

This is the most complete system available in terms of flexibility and control of 

all the parameters for the operation of the system, from the duration of the call 

tone to the customization of the auxiliary services for each individual receiver.
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X1: EXPANDABLE  
TWO-WIRE VIDEO  
ENTRY SYSTEM Performance and technical data

108

3
RECEIVERS

1POWER SUPPLY (12 DIN) 
TO RUN THE WHOLE SYSTEM

ENTRY PANELS CONNECTED 
IN 'STAR' CONFIGURATION

650 METRES BETWEEN ENTRY PANEL 
AND FURTHEST RECEIVER

8 ANALOGUE VIDEO CAMERAS  
FOR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

500 DIFFERENT ACCESS 
TO SYSTEM BADGES

500 DIFFERENT ACCESS 
CODES
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X1 SYSTEM. THE ADVANTAGES 
OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

2 non-polarized wires: unbeatable performance, long-distance coverage, 
reduced costs
A single non-polarized two-wire cable can connect up to 100 receivers: rapid installation and low cost.

Self-learning function: foolproof and versatile
The system is designed for simple, rapid programming without irritating DIP-switches or other configuration devices: no possibility of errors, no 
extra costs.

Intercom function: up to 10 monitors without additional conductor
One or more intercom receiver groups can be set up without modifying the riser.

Integration with CCTV and access control
The video entry system can be transformed into an active home security system.

X1 system: full-optional
 Audio/video conversation confidentiality

 Self-connection/scanning of entry panels and video cameras

 Door lock release with variable activation time

 Call from stair-landing

 Transferring a call

 Auxiliary devices

 System busy signal
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108 CALLS

2 NON-POLARIZED WIRES

PROGRAMMING 
VIA SOFTWARE

SELF-LEARNING

INTEGRATION WITH CCTV 
AND ACCESS CONTROL

INTERCOM BETWEEN 
UP TO 10 RECEIVERS

FULL OPTIONALS
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SYSTEMS X1 SINGLE LOCK
Mitho SB is the easy answer for porter services for X1 or XIP single lock systems, even with a limited number of users. Up to 2 porter switchboards 
can be installed for each system. The switchboard can intercept all direct calls to the system's users.

XDV/304

VA/01

DVC...

VAS/100MHVAS/100MH

VCM/2D

VCM/1D

MITHO SB MITHO SB

MITHO SB: THE PORTER SWITCHBOARD
The advanced solution for porter services

The Mitho SB is a colour video porter switchboard system for table-top installation, featuring a 4.3" LCD touch 
screen in 16:9 format and available in Fusion Black or Ice White.
Like all the Mitho receivers, it offers simple, easy to learn browsing, based on colour coding that makes it easier 
to match the functions to the colours, and it has image zoom/pan functions, a video answering machine and audio 
via a handset or hands free. It is supplied with the elegant, practical table-top support made up of an attractively 
shaped base in robust 3 mm steel, whose design perfectly matches the receiver's, and an adapter that is available 
in Ice White or Fusion Black.

The interface with Mitho SB has been specially designed to guarantee maximum ease of use.
The operator always has complete control of the status of the system and with simple touches of the screen can carry out the following activities:

Enable/Disable  
interception of calls

Scroll down the list of users  
to forward calls

Forward messages  
to individual receivers

Listen to the messages on the 
video answering machine

Call back the most 
frequent users with the 
"Favourites" menu

Check all the video 
cameras, including those 
at entry panels

Check the list of calls 
missed

Set up the profiles and 
weekly schedule

Activate the door release Enable/Disable the 
answering machine

Activate the stairs light command and auxiliary services
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When a call to a user is in course and a call from outside is waiting, the 
operator can:

  Transfer the call from the entry panel directly to the user

  Start a conversation with the user and then decide whether or not to 
transfer the call from the entry panel

By ending the call with the relevant button, the operator can go back to 
the waiting call, returning to the previous screen.

The system has two operating profiles: 

  Porter present

  Porter absent: all calls will be directed automatically to their 
recipients

Moving between the two profiles can be done manually, using the icon on 
the Home Page, or automatically, by setting up a weekly schedule.

When a call comes in from outside, the operator receives an incoming 
call alert via the customisable ring tone and the video from the entry 
panel. 

The operator can then:

  Allow access straightaway

  Open the audio link with the entry panel

  Transfer the call to another user

The transfer of the call takes place through a smart-sensitive search 
for the user; once selected, the call from the entry panel is put on hold 
and a call to the user is made.
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BPT CABLES
The X1 system by Bpt guarantees excellent performance and signal quality, irrespective of the transmission system used. The indications shown in the 
diagrams are the same for Thangram and Lithos entry panels.

VCM/2D cable
Cable with two 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs and two 1 mm 2 wires. 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70 mm twist pitch. Copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue 
for twisted pair - red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (±20%) (f = 1 mhz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). 
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment), CEI 20-11 (latest amendment), CEI 20-37. Supplied in 100 m or 
500 m coils.

 COLOUR OF WIRE THICKNESS TYPE OF CABLE

VCM/2D

Green 1,00 mm2

Power supply

Red 1,00 mm2

Light Blue 0,28 mm2

Bus

White/Light Blue 0,28 mm2

VCM/1D cable
Cable made up of twist pair composed of 2 wires, each 1 sq. mm. in cross-section.
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colour: RAL 9001 white and RAL 5015 
blue. Nominal impedance 100 ohm (±15%) (f = 1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C).
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment).
Supplied in 100 m or 500 m coils.

 COLOUR OF WIRE THICKNESS TYPE OF CABLE

VCM/1D
Light Blue 1,00 mm2

Bus/Power supply

White 1,00 mm2

RECOMMENDED WIRES FOR EACH TYPE OF CONNECTION

TYPE OF CONNECTION RECOMMENDED WIRE

Connection between entry panels and 
power supply modules

VA/01

DVC/01

VCM/2D

Distribution on riser

XDV/304 VCM/2D for X1 systems
with separate power supply for the receivers

XDV/304 VCM/1D for X1 systems
with receiver power via bus
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DISTANCES
The X1 system by Bpt guarantees excellent performance and signal quality, irrespective of the transmission system used. The indications shown in the 
diagrams are the same for Thangram and Lithos entry panels.

STANDARD SYSTEM

SYSTEM WITH LINE AMPLIFIER

(**)  The maximum distance between the entry panel and the receiver is increased by 250 metres (plus 1,000 metres total cable length) for each 
supplementary XAS/301.01 power supply module (maximum of 2 in cascade formation), on condition that no receivers are installed between 
the XAS/301.01 power supply modules or between the XAS/301.01 and the VA/01 modules, or if the receivers are powered locally. 

VAS/100MH

PEV

Optional

PEV PEV

Mitho

VA/01

XDV/304A

DVC... DVC... DVC...

XDV/304 XDV/304
VAS/100MHVAS/100MH

Mitho Mitho

VCM/2D UTP5

 m
150 60**

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/01

100 100 30**

Q = Total cable laid* 600 600 400

(*) The total length of the cable to be laid is based on the connections 
between the power supply and all the internal receivers + the longest 
branch (a, b or c) between the power supply module and the entry panel.

Total length of cable=(a) or (b) or (c)+d+e+f+g+h+i+...

(**) For the Agata receiver the distance is 100 metres.

Opale
XDV/304

Agata VC

VAS/100MH

PEV

Mitho

DVC... DVC...DVC...

VA/01

f g

h

e

a c

b

d

i

VCM/2D UTP5

 m
150** 60**/***

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/01

100** 100** 30**/***

Q = Total cable laid* 600** 600** 400**

(*)The total length of the cable to be laid is based on the connections 
between the power supply and all the internal receivers + the longest 
branch (a, b or c) between the power supply module and the entry panel.

Total length of cable=(a) or (b) or (c)+d+e+f+g+h+i+...

(***) For the Agata receiver the distance is 100 metres.

Opale Opale Opale

Agata VC Agata VC Agata VC

XAS/301.01

XAS/301.01
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PERFORMANCE
Thangram entry panels and VA/01 power supply

... it is possible to create systems with 3 separate entry 
panels connected in 'star' configuration and 100 receivers.

... an intercom system can be set up.

... or systems with cyclic selection of 4/8 video cameras 
that can be viewed from the receivers.

... access control with manual programming can be set up 
for small systems.

VA/01 VA/01

DVC... DVC...DVC...DVC... DVC...

A

C

B

D

VSC/01

VA/01

DVC/01 
DPH 
DTH

PEV

XDV/304

PEV

VA/01

DBAD

DTAG

DVC... + DRFID

GIVEN THE RISER, THE CHARACTERISTICS OF WHICH DO NOT CHANGE.

VCM/1D

COAX

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

USB

XDV/304

VAS/100MH

PEV

Mitho

Opale

Agata VC
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... using software programming via PC connected via USB to the power supply module.

... it is also possible to create programmed access control systems using programming via software for large residential complexes with 
numerous users and access permits.

...  Targha entry panels can be replaced without replacing the VA/301 
power supply ONLY in single-entry systems.

...  Targha entry panels can be replaced without replacing the VAS/100 
power supply ONLY in single-entry systems.

COMPATIBILITY OF THANGRAM ENTRY PANELS WITH EXISTING X1 SYSTEMS POWERED VIA THE BUS OR 

SEPARATELY

DVC...

VAS/100.30VCM/2D

DVC...

VA/301

DVC... + DRFID DVC... + DRFID DVC... + DRFID

VA/01

VA/01DVC...

THE NUMBER OF POWER SUPPLY MODULES REQUIRED DEPENDS ON THE NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS AND 

INTERNAL RECEIVERS IN THE AUDIO OR AUDIO-VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM

Systems without access control with VA/01 power supply as standard.

NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS
1 2 3

From 1 to 64 
receivers

0 0 1 x VAS/100.30 
or 1 x VAS/101

From 65 to 
108 receivers

Add one XAS/301.01 to the riser and one 
VAS/101 for entry panel no. 1 (video entry 
system) or one XAS/301.01 only to the riser 
(audio entry system)

Systems with access control with VA/01 power supply as standard.

NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS
1 2 3

From 1 to 64 
receivers

0 1 x VAS/100.30 
or 1 x VAS/101

2 x VAS/100.30 
or 2 x VAS/101

From 65 to 
108 receivers

Add one XAS/301.01 to the riser and one VAS/101 for 
entry panel no. 1 (video entry system) or one 
XAS/301.01 only to the riser (audio entry system)

E

F

DBAD

DTAG
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Single house system with intercom function
To create a single-home system with the intercomunicant function, it is sufficient to connect the receivers di-
rectly to the power supply module VA/01 or the entry panel LVC/01. In this case, no supplementary components 
are required. 
One-family video entry system kits are available with Lithos video entry panel or Thangram video entry panel 
combined different video receivers type. It is possible to buy the second receiver separately.

SYSTEM WITH LITHOS ENTRY PANEL

SYSTEM WITH THANGRAM ENTRY PANEL

 NOTE: The intercom function is a standard feature of the Mitho, Futura, Opale, Perla, Agata VC/B receivers. 
Using the XDV/304 permits “star” connection of the receivers: it is not necessary to use it if the receivers have a “daisy-chain” connection  

 (max 5).

VCM/1D

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

2 WIRES

VCM/1D

DVC/01 
DPH 
DTH

VAS/101

PEV

XDV/304

PEV

LVC/01 
DPH

XDV/304
PEV

VA/01

Opale
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Two-family house system without intercom function
For a two-family system without intercom, it is sufficient to connect the receivers directly to the power supply 
module VA/01or to the entry panel LVC/01. In this case, no supplementary components are required.
One-family video entry system kits are available with Lithos video entry panel or Thangram video entry panel 
combined different video receivers type. Purchase separately the second receiver and the additional buttons 
for the entry panel.

SYSTEM WITH LITHOS ENTRY PANEL

SYSTEM WITH THANGRAM ENTRY PANEL

2 WIRES

VCM/1D

 NOTE: Using the XDV/304 permits “star” connection of the receivers: it is not necessary to use it if the receivers have a “daisy-chain” connection 
(max 5).

VCM/1D

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

VAS/101

PEV

XDV/304

LVC/01 
2 x DPS

XDV/304
PEV

VA/01

DVC/01 ME 
2 x DPS 
2 x DTS 

DSI 
DCI ME 
DPF NF

Opale

Opale
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Two-family house with 2 intercom groups
For a two-family system with 2 intercom groups, it is sufficient to add a VSE/301.01 selector for each apart-
ment with Thangram system.
One-family video entry system kits are available with Lithos video entry panel or Thangram video entry panel  
combined different video receivers type. Additional receivers, the additional buttons for the entry panel and the 
VSE/301.01 intercom receiver selectors can be purchased separately.

SYSTEM WITH LITHOS ENTRY PANEL AND AGATA RECEIVER

SYSTEM WITH THANGRAM ENTRY PANEL

2 WIRES

VCM/1D

 
NOTE: The intercom function is a standard feature of the Mitho, Futura, Opale, Perla, Agata VC/B receivers.  
The XDV/304 using permits the “star” connection of the video receivers: in case it is possible the video receivers “daisy-chain” connection 
(max 5).

VCM/1D

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

 
NOTE: Bpt’s Agata VC/B receivers, if appropriately configured, can be used to set up two intercom call groups (as shown in the figure) without 
the use of VSE/301.01 selectors. In addition, these receivers offer the Master/Slave function: in the case of a simultaneous calls, the audio/
video link to the receiver will be activated on the Master receiver only. However, the call can also be answered from the Slave receiver, to which 
the video call will be transferred when the handset is lifted.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

XDV/304

VSE/301.01 

VSE/301.01 

PEV

PEV

PEV

PEV

VA/01

DVC/01 ME 
2 x DPS 
2 x DTS 

DSI 
DCI ME 
DPF NF

XDV/304

VSE/301.01 
Agata VC/B

Agata VC/B

Agata VC/B

Agata VC/B

VSE/301.01 

VAS/101
LVC/01  
2 x DPS
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Two-house system with access control and external 
video-surveillance
To add the access control function, it is sufficient to install an entry panel fitted with the DRFID proximity 
key reader or the DNA access control keypad. The proximity keys or the access codes can be programmed 
manually in just a few seconds. To add the external video-surveillance function, it is necessary to install the 
cyclic selector for 4 video cameras (VSC/01) and then to connect B&W cameras (video standard CCIR/EIA) 
or colour cameras (video standard PAL/NTSC). The images can be displayed manually in sequence from the 
receivers using the "self-connection" function.

SYSTEM WITH THANGRAM ENTRY PANEL

 NOTE: The access control functions are feasible only using the VA/01 power supply on the system.

VCM/1D

Coax

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

Alternative:
Thangram with DNA access control keypad

DVC/01 
DPD 
DNA

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

XDV/304

VAS/100MH

PEV

VA/01

DVC/01 
2 x DPS 
DRFID 
DTAG 
DBAD

VSC/01

Mitho
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Multi-family residential block with single entrance with 
intercom function
SYSTEM WITH RECEIVER POWERED VIA BUS
For this type of system, it is necessary to install the entry panel alongside one or more additional pushbutton 
panels depending on the number of lines that are required. For up to eight lines, it is sufficient to install a single 
video entry panel with double pushbuttons.

VCM/1D

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

XDV/304

XDV/304

VA/01

Mitho

VAS/100MH

VAS/100MH

PEV

PEV

Mitho

DVC/01 
4 x DPD

Opale

Opale

Agata VC

Agata VC
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Multi-family residential block with single entrance with 
intercom function
SYSTEM WITH RECEIVER POWERED SEPARATELY 
(WITHOUT VA01)
For this type of system, it is necessary to install the entry panel alongside one or more additional pushbutton 
panels depending on the number of lines that are required. For up to eight lines, it is sufficient to install a 
single video entry panel with double pushbuttons. The intercom function requires the installation of the 
VSE/301.01 selector downstream of the power supply module; this makes it possible to make confidential 
calls between all the apartments (up to a maximum of 6/8/10 apartments depending on the type of receiver). 
For distribution of the signals along the riser, and from the riser to the various apartments, it is necessary to 
install XFV/304 video signal distributors. Any of the receivers in the range may be used, with the exception of 
the Agata V, Agata VC and NVMKIT/.. versions.

 NOTE: The maximum number of intercom lines that can be managed is 8 for Agata (VC/B), Perla, Futura X1, Futura X2, Opale and Opale Wide, 10 for Agata (C/B) and Mitho.

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

Mitho

XDV/304

XDV/304

VSE/301.01

VAS/100MH

VAS/100MH

PEV
PEV

PEV

VAS/100.30

Mitho

DVC/01 
4 x DPD

Agata VC

Opale

Opale
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VCM/1D

VCM/2D

2 WIRES

Multi-family residential block with multiple 
entrances and porter switchboard
SYSTEM WITH RECEIVER POWERED VIA BUS 
For this type of system, it is necessary to install the entry panels (up to a maximum of three) 
and to fit one or more additional pushbutton panels depending on the number of lines that 
are required. For up to eight lines, it is sufficient to install a single video entry panel with 
double pushbuttons. During a call, the selector built into the power supply can automatically 
activate the audio/video channel and the lock control from/to the caller, putting the other 
entry panels into an engaged state. It is possible to install a porter switchboard; this can be 
programmed, based on times of day, to intercept direct calls to the receivers; it can also call 
the receivers and transfer any calls coming from outside.     
For distribution of the signals along the riser, and from the riser to the various apartments, it is 
necessary to install XFV/304 video signal distributors. Any of the receivers in our range may be 
selected for the apartments.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

VA/01

VAS/100MH

PEV

XDV/304

VAS/100MH

PEV

Mitho

Mitho

XDV/304

VAS/100MH
Mitho SB

DVC/01 
4 x DPS

DVC/01 
4 x DPS

DP/0 
DPF AL 
10 x DPS

DP/0 
DPF AL 
10 x DPS

VAS/100.30

XDV/304

Opale

Opale

Agata VC

Agata VC
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MANUAL PROGRAMMING
X1 is not simply a high-performance system that is simple to install; it is also extremely easy and quick to set up. Thanks to the self-learning function, 
programming can be carried out rapidly and is not prone to the errors and malfunctions that are typical of traditional systems with numerous jumpers 
and other configuration devices.

PROGRAMMING WITH SOFTWARE FOR PC
For more complex systems, Bpt has developed the PCS/XIP software for PCs. This software features an interface with intuitive graphics that makes 
programming quick and easy. The software can be used to read the monitor identifiers directly from the bus, to set up the pushbuttons on the entry 
panels (even if different models are installed) and to associate pushbuttons and receivers automatically. 
By simply connecting to the power supply module, it is possible to modify and configure the actioning time for the door lock release, the ring tone, and 
the system activation time, or to test the lines for correct operation etc. – all directly from the PC.
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X1 SYSTEMS COMPOSITION

Table of composition of systems from 1 to 30 apartments 
without porter switchboard  
EXAMPLE WITH AGATAKITVC01

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

KIT WALL-MOUNTED ENTRY PANEL FOR RECESSED 
ENTRY PANEL RECEIVER

PUSHBUTTON PANEL, BUTTONS AND COVERS EMBEDDING ACCESSORIES MONITOR

The kit 
is made up of: 
n.1 DVC/01 ME

n.1 DPF NF
n.1 DPS

n.3 DTS ME
n.1 DSI

n.1 DCI ME 
n.1 VA/01 

n.1 AGATA VC

+ + +

AGATAKITVC01 DP/0 DPF NF DPS DTS ME DSI DCI ME AGATA VC

62620760 60090080 60090070 61800030 61800070 60090050 61800020 62100370

1 1 - - - - - - -

2 1 - - 1 - - - 1

3 1 - - 2 - - - 2

4 1 - - 3 - - - 3

5 1 1 1 4 6 1 1 4

6 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 5

7 1 1 1 6 4 1 1 6

8 1 1 1 7 3 1 1 7

9 1 1 1 8 2 1 1 8

10 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 9

11 1 1 1 10 - 1 1 10

12 1 1 1 11 - 1 1 11

13 1 1 1 12 - 1 1 12

14 1 1 1 13 - 1 1 13

15 1 2 2 14 6 2 2 14

16 1 2 2 15 5 2 2 15

17 1 2 2 16 4 2 2 16

18 1 2 2 17 3 2 2 17

19 1 2 2 18 2 2 2 18

20 1 2 2 19 1 2 2 19

21 1 2 2 20 - 2 2 20

22 1 2 2 21 - 2 2 21

23 1 2 2 22 - 2 2 22

24 1 2 2 23 - 2 2 23

25 1 3 3 24 6 3 3 24

26 1 3 3 25 5 3 3 25

27 1 3 3 26 4 3 3 26

28 1 3 3 27 3 3 3 27

29 1 3 3 28 2 3 3 28

30 1 3 3 29 1 3 3 29

Note: use 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers and 1 XDV/300A for every 10 XDV/304.
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Table of composition of systems from 1 to 30 apartments with 
porter switchboard 
EXAMPLE WITH EVKITPEV01 AND MITHO SB BI PORTER

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

KIT WALL-MOUNTED ENTRY 
PANEL

FOR 
RECESSED 

ENTRY PANEL
RECEIVER PORTER  

SWITCHBOARD

PUSHBUTTON PANEL, BUTTONS AND 
COVERS

EMBEDDING 
ACCESSORIES MONITOR

The kit 
is made up of: 
n.1 DVC/01 ME

n.1 DPF NF
n.1 DPS

n.3 DTS ME
n.1 DSI

n.1 DCI ME 
n.1 VA/01 
n.1 PEV BI

+ + + +

EVKITPEV01 DP/0 DPF NF DPS DTS ME DSI DCI ME PEV BI MITHO SB BI VAS/100MH XDV/304

62620430 60090080 60090070 61800030 61800070 60090050 61800020 62100180 62940010 67000701 62821300

1 1 - - - - - - - 1 1 1

2 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1 1 1

3 1 - - 2 - - - 2 1 1 1

4 1 - - 3 - - - 3 1 1 1

5 1 1 1 4 6 1 1 4 1 1 1

6 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 1 1 1

7 1 1 1 6 4 1 1 6 1 1 1

8 1 1 1 7 3 1 1 7 1 1 1

9 1 1 1 8 2 1 1 8 1 1 1

10 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 9 1 1 1

11 1 1 1 10 - 1 1 10 1 1 1

12 1 1 1 11 - 1 1 11 1 1 1

13 1 1 1 12 - 1 1 12 1 1 1

14 1 1 1 13 - 1 1 13 1 1 1

15 1 2 2 14 6 2 2 14 1 1 1

16 1 2 2 15 5 2 2 15 1 1 1

17 1 2 2 16 4 2 2 16 1 1 1

18 1 2 2 17 3 2 2 17 1 1 1

19 1 2 2 18 2 2 2 18 1 1 1

20 1 2 2 19 1 2 2 19 1 1 1

21 1 2 2 20 - 2 2 20 1 1 1

22 1 2 2 21 - 2 2 21 1 1 1

23 1 2 2 22 - 2 2 22 1 1 1

24 1 2 2 23 - 2 2 23 1 1 1

25 1 3 3 24 6 3 3 24 1 1 1

26 1 3 3 25 5 3 3 25 1 1 1

27 1 3 3 26 4 3 3 26 1 1 1

28 1 3 3 27 3 3 3 27 1 1 1

29 1 3 3 28 2 3 3 28 1 1 1

30 1 3 3 29 1 3 3 29 1 1 1

Note: use 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers and 1 XDV/300A for every 10 XDV/304.
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Articles and codes of system devices

 POWER SUPPLY MODULES

VA/01 62700030 Video entry system power supply module for X1 systems
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022). 
Dimensions: 12 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Built-in intercom 
selector. Complete circuit board for control of entry panels (18V DC - 1.1 A max) and for 
control of the video entry system riser (20V DC - 0.8A max). Electronic circuit-breaker 
for protection against overloads/short-circuits. Terminals for control of riser bus and 
terminals for bus connection to 3 entry panels. Open-collector outputs for auxiliary 
functions (AUX1 and AUX2). Open-collector outputs for auxiliary functions (AUX1 and 
AUX2), RS232 serial ports (for future functions) and mini USB for programming from 
PC (with LED indicators for 'connection' and 'data being transferred'). Button to go into 
manual programming of the system with relative LED indicator. Jumper for access to 
programming of access control devices (cards and keys). Powered by mains circuit 
230V AC 50/60 Hz.

A/01 61400010 Audio entry system power supply unit for X1 systems
Manufactured in a plastic case to be installed on switchboards (EN50022). 
Dimensions 12 low DIN modules. IP30 Protection rating. Built-in intercom selector. 
Electronic circuit board to manage audio entry panels (18V DC - 1.1 A max) and to manage 
the audio busbar (20V DC - 0.8A max). Electronic overloads and short circuits protector.
Provided with terminals to manage the busbar and terminals to connect the bus 
for 3 entry panels. Open collector outputs for auxiliary functions (AUX1 and AUX2), 
RS232 serial outputs (for future use) and mini USB for programming by PC (with 
connection and data transfer in progress LED light). Button to go into manual system 
programming with related LED light. Link to go into access control devices (card and 
keys) programming. Power supply from mains 230V AC, 50/60 Hz.

VAS/101 62700011 Supplementary power supply
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022).  
Dimensions: 4 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete circuit 
board for power supply to entry panels and receivers (18V DC - 1 A max). Electronic 
circuit-breaker for protection against overloads/short-circuits. Fitted with terminals 
for connection of the device power supply modules. Powered by mains circuit 230V 
AC 50/60 Hz.

VAS/100.30 62703310 Supplementary power supply
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels  
(EN50022). Dimensions: 8 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Electronic 
circuit-breaker for protection against overloads/short-circuits. Complete with output 
terminals for power supply to devices (17.5V DC - 1.7 A max). Powered by mains 
circuit 230V AC 50/60 Hz. If used as the only power supply module for the system, 
RFID and DNA modules can not be used for access control.

XAS/301.01 62704701 Power supply module/repeater for audio, 
video and data signals  
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022). Dimensions: 
8 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete circuit board for device 
control (20V DC - 0.8 A max). Electronic circuit-breaker for protection against 
overloads/short-circuits. Complete with terminals for control of IN and OUT bus and 
9 switch for compensation of signal according to distance. 2 LEDs for confirmation 
of connection and data transfer.
Potentiometers for compensation of audio volume to and from the receiver. 
Powered by mains circuit 230V AC 50/60 Hz.
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 VIDEO SIGNAL DISTRIBUTORS

XDV/304 62821300 4-output video signal distributor
Miniaturized housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions  
60x44x16 mm) or electrical control panels (EN50022), dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN 
module. Complete with 8 input terminals for 4 twisted pairs from the receivers and 
4 terminals for IN/OUT connection from the riser. Line impedance closure jumper for each 
output except the first one. No power is necessary.

XDV/304A 62825800 4-output video signal distributor, amplified
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022),  
 dimensions 6 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete with 8 input 
terminals for 4 twisted pairs from the receivers and 4 terminals for IN/OUT connection 
from the riser. Line impedance closure jumper for each output. Requires power supply 
(14 - 18V DC, 60 mA).

 SELECTORS

VSE/301.01 62747401 Intercom function selector for X1 systems
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022).  
 Dimensions: 6 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete with 4 terminals 
for IN/OUT to the bus line, as well as two switches for access to programming and 
resetting of the data stored in memory. Powered by mains circuit 230V AC 50/60 Hz.

VSC/01 62740060 Manual cyclic selector for CCTV for X1 systems
Miniaturized housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions 
85.5x60x21 mm) or electrical control panels (EN50022), dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN 
module. Complete with 8 input terminals for video signal from 4 standard B&W or colour 
video cameras (standard CCIR/EIA or PAL/NTSC) and three switches for programming of 
the number of video cameras connected. Key for access to programming mode. 7 LEDs 
indicating "video camera connected" and programming/data status. Power supply module 
12V DC 0.09 A max.

 PORTER SWITCHBOARD

MITHO SB BI 62940010 Table-top porter switchboard 
Table-top porter switchboard with 4.3" 16:9 touch screen,  
 hands-free audio and handset, colour Ice White.

MITHO SB NF 62940020 Table-top porter switchboard 
Table-top porter switchboard with 4.3" 16:9 touch screen,   
hands-free and handset audio, Fusion Black, table-top support included. 
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 OTHER COMPONENTS

VLS/101M 62800580 Relay unit for auxiliary services (control of lights, 
openings, ringtones etc.)  
Relay unit for auxiliary services (control of lights, openings, ringtones etc.). Manufactured 
in a miniaturised case dimensions 85.5x60x21mm, can be installed on DIN rails (EN50022) 
inside switchboards. The relay includes pulse-type switching contacts to control the elec-
trical service requested (interruption power 5 A resistive - 2 A inductive, max voltage 250V 
AC) and can be controlled by direct/alternating currents from 10V to 24V, or by low-level 
electrical signals coming from the system. Power supply 10/24V AC/DC, Maximum con-
sumption 40 mA.

VLS/300 62825400 Relay unit for auxiliary devices (lights, apertures, 
acoustic alarms etc.)  
In plastic container for installation in switchboards (EN50022), dimensions 4 low DIN 
modules. Protection rating IP30. The unit features two relays with a switching contact, 
switching power 2 A resistive (1 A inductive) at a maximum voltage of 250V AC (excitation 
coil with power supply 10/14V AC or 14/18V DC - 50 mA). The two relays are associated 
by default to the door aperture and AUX2 commands. The unit also features 6 switch for 
programming of the command, one potentiometer for regulation of the activation time of 
relay 1 (door aperture) and one LED indicating the data reception status on the BUS line.

VLS/2 62800470 Relay unit for auxiliary devices (lights, apertures, 
acoustic alarms etc.)  
Miniaturized housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions 85.5x60x21 mm) 
or electrical control panels (EN50022), dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN module. The unit 
features two relays with a switching contact, with 5A resistive (2 A inductive) switching 
power at a maximum voltage of 250V AC. The two relays are associated by default to 
the door opening and AUX2 commands. 
The unit also features 8 switches for manual programming or by tools and for other 
adjustments, 1 potentiometer for regulation of the activation time of relay 1, and one LED for 
programming status. The power supply and the data are provided directly by the BUS line.

XDV/300A 62822000 Video signal regeneration device
Miniaturized housing for installation   
in junction boxes (dimensions 60x44x16 mm) or electrical control panels (EN50022), 
dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN module. Complete with IN/OUT terminals for video signal 
and two switches for compensation of the signals for the method of connection. Power 
supply directly from X1 bus, absorption 20 mA max.

KDIN12 61800350 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 12 modules
power supply  

KDIN8 61800480 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 8 modules
power supply  

KDIN6 61800450 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 6 modules
power supply  

KDIN4 61800430 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 4 modules
power supply  

Articles and codes of system devices
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 PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE

PCS/XIP 62800310 Programming software for X1/XIP systems for Windows 
XP (SP2) operating system (or later)  
System requirements: PC with PENTIUM III 700 MHz processor or better, 128 MB available 
RAM, minimum space on HD 40MB, XVGA video card. Contents of box: 4 m USB cable, 2 GB 
pen drive. Disk includes software and user manual.

PCS/PORTER 62800320 Licence for concierge’s switchboard
  

 CONNECTOR CABLES

VCM/1D 62828000 Cable with 1 mm2 twisted pair
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm.   
Colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colour: RAL 
9001 white and RAL 5015 blue. Nominal impedance 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 
50 pF (at 20°C).
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment).
Supplied in 100m coils.

VCM/1D/500 62828100 Cable with 1 mm2 twisted pair
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm.   
Colour: RAL 1021 yellow, twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colours: white and 
blue. Nominal impedance 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C).
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment).
Supplied in 500 m coils.

VCM/2D 62823300 Cable with two 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and two 1 mm2 wires  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70 mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue for twisted pair - 
red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (f=1 
MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C).
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment), CEI 
20-11 (latest amendment), CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 100m coils.

VCM/2D/500 62823400 Cable with two 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and two 1 mm2 wires  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70 mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue for twisted pair - 
red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (f=1 
MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with 
CEI 46-6 (latest amendment), CEI 20-11 (latest amendment), CEI 20-37.
Supplied in 500 m coils.
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THE NEW FRONTIERS OF THE 
XIP SYSTEM: FROM THE SINGLE 
HOUSE TO THE LARGE-SCALE 
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX
The new XIP system from Bpt uses an Ethernet distribution network as the main vehicle for com-

munications between all the gateways. This means that the system can be expanded almost infi-

nitely, while at the same time maintaining the traditional system of connection between the entry 

panels and the receivers. This structure makes installation of the system components simple. In 

addition, a wider range of models can be selected for installation at the various points in the sys-

tem. By utilising traditional cables to wire up the entry panels, it is possible to install long-distance 

connections as well as to connect points that the existing data networks cannot reach. The system 

also features the access control function, which supervises and controls all access points in the 

complex, as well as a range of porter services, which complete the functions provided by XIP.
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UTILISES THE X1 SYSTEM RECEIVERS  
AND RISERS

UNLIMITED WIRING 
DISTANCES

PORTER 
SWITCHBOARD

ACCESS CONTROL WITH 
ADVANCED FUNCTIONS

H.264 VIDEO 
COMPRESSION

DESIGNED FOR LARGE-SCALE 
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES

CAN BE MANAGED 
REMOTELY BY INTERNET

SUPPORTS FIBRE OPTICS, RADIO 
LINKS AND DEDICATED LINES

Features of the system

THE NEW FRONTIERS OF THE 
XIP SYSTEM: FROM THE SINGLE 
HOUSE TO THE LARGE-SCALE 
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX
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THE XIP SYSTEM. 
NEW FEATURES, EXTENDED FUNCTIONS

LAN NETWORK

THANGRAM

THANGRAM

ETI/SER XIP V2

DIGITHA

DIGITHA

ETI/XIP

ETI/XIP

VSC/08

VA/08

VA/08

FUNCTIONS

VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS
With XIP, the features offered by X1 are expanded to increase 
the possibility of communication between the various 
blocks. Ethernet provides an almost infinite number of 
simultaneous calls; thanks to IP, new and more powerful 
tools are now available: two-way video calls, re-routing and 
transfer of calls. A system with unprecedented flexibility.

CCTV 
The images from any of the entry panels and traditional or 
IP video cameras can be displayed on any receiver and at all 
the porter stations connected to the system. The The video 
cameras can be connected to the system power supply 
modules or directly to the gateways via dedicated selectors.

ACCESS CONTROL 
The system features sophisticated access control functions 
for a large number of users that can be programmed 
remotely via a simple internet interface. The access permits 
for the individual users can be reconfigured dynamically 
from the porters' stations, and historical events can be 
displayed. The BDDE support - a sophisticated dynamic 
replication procedure - ensures the integrity of the data 
even in the event of partial outages.

PORTER SERVICES 
All the functions of the system can be controlled via the porter 
services using software that can be installed on any standard PC. 
The porter services feature a simple interface (for touch panels 
also) with the following main functions:
• Two-way video call
• Interception of calls according to time profiles
• Porter group hierarchy
• Management of profile exceptions

IP FUNCTIONS
In the systems with this feature the IP function, available only for the XIP System, enables a call to be managed, received or made to 
receivers outside the system (latest-generation mobile phones, tablets, analogue or GSM phones, porter switchboards) as well as a whole 
series of basic services such as opening doors, switching on stairway lights, using the video privacy function, etc.
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PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

ENTRY PANELS COMPONENTS PORTER SOFTWARE

   

Power supply 
module for 
video entry 
panel VA/08

Network 
interface 
ETI/XIP

Network server 
ETI/SER XIP V2

 Thangram Digitha XIP/PORTER

VCM/4D

COAX
XIP/PORTER

THANGRAM

THANGRAM

DIGITHA

DIGITHA

ETI/XIP

VA/08

VA/08

FLAT CABLE

THANGRAM

ETI/XIP

VSC/08
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XIP: LAN NETWORKS WITHOUT SERVERS

Characteristics

EXTENSION The system can be expanded without any limitations using the Ethernet network with copper, 
fibre optic or radio transmission.

SCALABILITY
The modularity of the structure and the simplicity with which new "blocks" can be added make it 
possible to create scalable systems that can be developed as construction continues, so that full 
operation is guaranteed even in the intermediate stages. 

The ETI/XIP GATEWAY 
The ETI/XIP gateway can be used to develop powerful, sophisticated access control and video entry systems.
Each "block", controlled by a power supply module, is independent and thus can not only control all local communications between that block's 
entry panels and receivers, but also receive and transfer calls to and from other blocks.
The ETI/XIP gateway is supplied complete with a connector cable, which plugs into the VA/08 power supply module, and two Ethernet ports for 
connection to the local network.

LAN NETWORK
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FUNCTIONS

OSD Supplementary information concerning the status of the calls and the system can also be 
displayed on the "basic" X1 receivers.

ACCESS CONTROL Using one or more gateways, all the access control functions can be added to the system 
and synchronised between all the blocks to create a single system.

DUAL CALL
The gateway can handle two audio/video calls simultaneously: one from the entry panel 
towards the network, and one from the network to the riser, thus enhancing the power of 
the system.

REMOTE 
PROGRAMMING

Possibility of remote Internet access to the system programming function for remote 
assistance, updating and programming of the system.

USE OF EXISTING 
NETWORKS 

The gateways utilise the Ethernet 10/100 standard and can therefore be connected to any 
existing data network, thus reducing the costs of distribution.

VCM/4D

VCM/1D

LAN

FLAT CABLE
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XIP: LAN NETWORKS WITH SERVERS

VERSION 2.x XIP SYSTEM NEW FUNCTIONS
The XIP system is evolving with the introduction of the firmware 2.x versions of the main devices and software, offering new functions and 
enabling management of the system's inter-operation with third-party devices.
From today it is possible to use Multiserver architecture in an XIP system, particularly recommended where two or more sections are connected 
via a low bit rate connection (for example a radio link, VPN via Internet without guaranteed bandwidth, ADSL link). Each server manages the calls 
relating to its own subsystem, thus avoiding congestion on the line interconnecting the different sections, increasing the audio/video quality of 
the calls, and permitting a larger number of simultaneous calls.

With the introduction of the new 2.x version it is also possible for the system to work with third-party devices (SIP ATA and SIP Gateway), through 
which, for example, a call can be received from the entry panel on a traditional or cordless (useful for a building's porter) analogue phone, to 
transfer the calls from the XIP system to a local telephone network, e.g. of a company, or to the GSM or PSTN networks, 
In all these cases it is also possible to activate door opening or turn on a light with simple preset DTMF codes.
In addition to traditional telephones, from today XIP can be interfaced with third-party SIP phones and VoIP switchboards, devices that are 
becoming more widespread in the service sector as they provide a series of advanced functions that cannot be managed by traditional telephones. 
If allowed by the devices themselves, video calls from the entry panel can be made to the SIP phone, along with activations through DTMF tones.

THE ETI/SER XIP V2 SYSTEM XIP SERVER 
Allows software for porters, Soft Receivers on PC, video entry system Apps and third-party receivers to be used, and centralises the access 
control functions and the porter services. Is produced in a container 150x150x51 mm in size. IP40 Protection rating: The server includes an 
RJ45 connector for 10/100/1000BaseT Ethernet networks, a DVI connector to connect a digital monitor (just for diagnostics), 2 USB 2.0 ports for 
maintenance operations. The server has a default licence that can be used for the Porter software or the Soft-Receiver software. 12V DC power 
supply (power unit/transformer included).

ETI/XIP ETI/XIP

ETI/SER XIP V2

LAN

XIP/PORTER XIP/PORTER
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

PORTER SERVICES The server offers a porter service that includes the operating profiles and porter management 
software.

PORTER SOFTWARE
The porter management software can be installed on any PC and provides all the functions to 
manage the system. The porter can receive and dispatch all the system's calls and can also send 
the video from a locally connected webcam.

TWO-WAY 
VIDEO CALL

All the porters can communicate with each other by using the two-way video call function. 

OPERATING 
PROFILES

The porter services include the facility to intercept all calls from the entry panels and send them 
to the respective porters. The operating profiles include all the rules relating to the re-routing or 
transfer of all calls to receivers.

WEBCAM The porter can use a normal webcam to transmit images, including his/her own.

RE-ROUTING OF 
CALLS

The system can be set to re-route calls to the porter in certain conditions (line busy, no reply, 
privacy).

UNCONDITIONAL 
FORWARDING

It is possible to configure the system temporarily so that all calls are unconditionally re-routed to 
the porter.

ETI/XIP ETI/XIP

LAN

VCM/4DVCM/1D UTP CAT.5 FLAT CABLE

XIP/PORTER XIP/PORTER
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ETI/miniSER

ETI/miniSER is a device used in XIP small-medium sized systems, in which all the functions that can be managed by the ETI/SER XIP V2 server 
are not required, or else as an apartment interface in more extensive systems.
The server manages calls and transfers to analogue receivers and can centralise access control functions.
Includes 6 UNIVERSAL licences that can be configured as LIC/APP or LIC/GST (also in mixed mode) to allow interfacing with the system and 
management of communications from mobile devices with the  XIP/Mobile app or third-party devices.
The server is equipped with two Ethernet network 10/100 Mbits interfaces with RJ45 connectors that can be in a "switch" or "dual-network" 
configuration. 
The latter makes it possible to separate, for example, a domestic LAN network from a building LAN thus meaning a user who uses a smartphone 
is able to receive calls from the entry panel (through the common LAN) but at the same time is able to browse the Internet on the domestic 
network. This is all security protected, so that each apartment with an ETI/miniSER only sees its own local network and not those of the other 
tenants, only sharing the common LAN to receive calls from the main entry panel or from a porter in the block.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 2 10/100 Mbits Ethernet network interfaces

 USB for exporting event logs 

 12-24V DC power supply

 LED for different signals

 dimensions: 6 DIN 

Special FUNCTIONS

ACCESS CONTROL 

RE-ROUTING OF CALL 

MAX 10 SIMULTANEOUS CALLS TO VOIP 
DEVICES OR MIXED GROUPS X1-VOIP

MASTER FUNCTION FOR ETI/XIP

SUPPORT FOR MULTISERVER SYSTEMS
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VCM/4D

VCM/4D

VCM/1D

VCM/1D

UTP CAT.5

UTP CAT.5

FLAT CABLE

FLAT CABLE

ETI/XIPVA/08

VA/08

ADSL ROUTER
Default GW

ADSL ROUTER
Default GW

ADSL ROUTER
Default GW

HOME LAN

HOME LAN 1 HOME LAN 2

COMMON LAN

ETI/miniSER

IP Terminal

Opale

SINGLE FAMILY SCENARIO

Smartphone 
XIP Mobile

INTERNET NETWORK

ETI/XIP

Ethernet switch

Ethernet switch Ethernet switch

ETI/SER XIP V2

LAN

XIP/PORTER

ETI/miniSER ETI/miniSER

Opale Opale

MULTI-USER WITH PORTER AND MAIN SCENARIO

Smartphone 
XIP Mobile

Smartphone 
XIP Mobile

INTERNET NETWORK INTERNET NETWORK
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PORTER SERVICES
The software for porter services, which runs under the Windows operating system, can be used to supervise the entire system even in large-scale 
residential complexes. The interface has been developed specifically to give the operator full control of the system in the simplest and most practical 
way. Simple, intuitive commands and the possibility of using the software with a touch-screen PC are especially useful to operators who are accustomed 
to more traditional systems. A webcam can be connected directly for two-way contact between all the porters.

INTERFACE
The synoptic section displays all the devices in the system in three different ways that will facilitate the search function; coloured icons identify 
the status (free, busy etc.).

The display area comprises three different menus:
· Favourites: list of devices already programmed.
· System: structure with all the system's devices.
· Entry panels and video camera: structure with all the entry panels and video cameras that are in the system.

Aux 2 or porter call 

Switches on the lights on the stairway for the 
current call or on the programmed default stairway

Actions the door lock release for the current call 
or on the default lock

Automatically switches on the pre-programmed 
entry panels and/or video cameras

Reply to incoming call

Terminate the current call

Transfers the video image (not audio) from 
the entry panel to the receiver desired.

Transfers the current call to another user

The call area indicates the status of 
each of the two available 
communication channels

By pressing the “Auxiliary command” button it 
is possible to display the auxiliary commands 
list previously programmed.

The events log shows missed calls, 
“Panic” alarm calls or the list of 
messages, depending on which push 
button is pressed.
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INCOMING CALL - EXAMPLE

TECHNICAL DATA
MINIMUM PC 

REQUIREMENTS

CPU Pentium4 2GHz

screen 1024x768

RAM 1 GB

Hard disk 350 MB free

operating system Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

audio devices Microphone+loudspeaker

VIDEO CAMERA Built-in / external

required software Adobe Flash Player 10; Windows Explorer 7 

When a call is received, the image from the entry panel is 
displayed in full-screen mode on the porter's monitor; the 
image of the porter is shown in PIP (picture-in-picture) 
mode. If the call is transferred from the entry panel to a 
receiver, the external video image will be shown (with the 
porter in PIP mode) on the receiver.

If a second call is received while a call is in progress, the 
images will be displayed as shown in the diagram. One 
of the two calls can be placed on hold at the touch of a 
fingertip.

SIMULTANEOUS CALLS - EXAMPLE
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“SOFT RECEIVER" VIDEO RECEIVER FOR PC

The “Soft Receiver” software application enables you to install a true internal IP video receiver on your home or office PC. It integrates into Bpt's 
XIP system simply by connecting the PC to the network that controls the video entry system. 

Besides adding classic video entry functions using a graphic interface that's easy for the user to understand, Soft Receiver also offers a number 
of advanced functions that include audio/video intercom calling both to other Bpt Soft Receivers and to all X1 receivers (if the PC is equipped with 
a webcam). What's more, it enables the user to manage a list of missed calls, choose from favourite contacts, and run a dynamic search of the 
users and porters present in the XIP system.

Another important function consists of managing two audio/video lines: for example, a call can be received on one line while a call is in 
progress on the other line, which is put on hold while the call on the second line is answered and then ended. The user then returns to the 
call on the first line.
An audio/video call can even be transferred to another internal receiver. 

In order to operate, the Soft Receiver software requires a server in the ETI/SER XIP V2 system, which registers the program by validating its 
license for use.

 The software can only be installed on computers with the Windows operating system. System requirements: XP/VISTA/WIN7/WIN8.

ETI/XIP ETI/XIP

ETI/SER XIP V2

LAN

VCM/4D
UTP CAT.5

FLAT CABLE

XIP/PORTER XIP/PORTER

Ethernet  
switch

Ethernet 
switch

Ethernet 
switch

Ethernet 
switch

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft 
receiver

Soft 
receiver

Soft 
receiver

Soft 
receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver

Soft receiver
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SOME IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS

ANSWERING A CALL
To answer a call and activate the audio feed to the caller, press the "answer" button or the 
button for the line where the call is being handled.

OPEN DOOR While audio or audio/video communication with an external location is in progress, press the 
symbol to open the electric lock linked to the symbol.

AUXILIARY 
COMMANDS

The auxiliary buttons can be programmed to activate devices connected to the system, such 
as electric locks, gates, lights, etc.

CALL TRANSFER After placing a call on hold, the user to whom the call will be transferred is chosen from a list 
of users. A search window can be used to locate a user if necessary, and the call is then placed.

SELF-CONNECTION
Images are displayed from any external location or video camera selected from an internal 
list. By pressing the key  repeatedly, images from devices on the list can be displayed in 
circular sequence. Self-connection only activates video communication; to activate the audio, 
press the  button. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN SCREEN AND THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BUTTONS

Exits the application

Accesses the application setup 
function

Blocks incoming calls, which 
are recorded on the list of 
missed calls

AUX 2 Command
(configured by the installer)

AUX 1 command or stairway 
light 

Opens the door at the external 
location being displayed

Displays images from an exter-
nal location or selected video 
camera

Answers an incoming call or 
places a call

Terminate the current call

Transfers a call

Line

Call on hold

Incoming call

Outgoing call

Area where the callers and video cameras in the 
system are displayed

List of missed callsUser
Details on the calls 
being handledDisplaymethod

ICON DESCRIPTION 

External location

Video camera

Group of porters

Porters

ICON DESCRIPTION 

Group of users

User

User on IP line

User on analog line
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XIP MOBILE - IP HOME COMMUNICATION
The video entry system direct to your mobile device

XIP Mobile is the new Bpt App, developed for iPhone®, iPad®, smartphones and Android™ Tablets, which makes 
it possible to manage audio/video calls coming from elements of the XIP digital video entry system directly on 
the mobile device. They just need to be from inside the building. With XIP Mobile you can receive a call from 
the entry panel or the apartment block's porter, but also intercommunicate with other mobile devices or Bpt 
receivers connected to the same system. What's more, door opening or other functions can be activated through 
the auxiliary commands with a simple touch of a finger. 
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ACTIVATION AND CONFIGURATION
In order to work, the mobile device onto which the XIP Mobile app has been downloaded needs to be registered on the server of the 
ETI/SER XIP V2 server using the user licence LIC/APP. By setting up the SIP Account (unique code generated by the system during its programming) 
in the app's settings themselves, the mobile device is registered on the server, loads the contact list and the relevant part of the system and is 
able to work correctly. 

MAIN FUNCTIONS

MAKING A CALL
A call can be made by selecting the contact to be called from the "contacts" list or "favourites" list and pressing the call button. 
Two or more devices belonging to the same apartment can be called at the same time, and it can even contain a mixture of 
mobile receivers and analogue X1 receivers. Calls to individual devices are also possible.

MANAGING AN INCOMING CALL WITH CALLER PREVIEW
The preview video of a call coming from the entry panel or a porter who has a webcam is displayed on the device's screen. The 
user can answer by activating the audio to the caller or refuse the call. The video of the person being called can be seen by the 
caller (mobile or porter) but this can be suppressed by pressing the relevant icon if you do not want it.

SELF-CONNECTION OF AN ENTRY PANEL
From the list of doors you can choose the entry panel to self-connect and press the call button to see the images. By pressing 
on the relevant icon you can display in a cycle the images from the entry panels listed. 
The following operations can be carried out while a call is in progress: 

 open door
 auxiliary commands (up to 10 aux)
 turn on audio to entry panel

During any call further advanced functions are possible*:
 pause the call
 mute the outgoing audio
 turn off the outgoing video
 change the camera from front to rear view

* These functions may or may not be present depending on the type of device that is calling.

COMPATIBILITY

SMARTPHONES/ANDROID™ TABLETS iPhone®/iPad®

Version 2.3.3 or above Version iOS 4.3 or above

Display: 800 x 480 pixels or above

CPU clock frequency: 1 GHz or above

Architecture ARMv7 with NEON support

Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc. iPhone and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

KIT APP AGTVCB 62620950 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Agata in colour and THANGRAM 
entry panel.

KIT APP PEV WH 62620870 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Perla BI in colour and THANGRAM 
entry panel.

KIT APP PEV BK 62620880 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Perla NF in colour and THANGRAM 
entry panel.

KIT APP OPL WH 62620890 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Opale white in colour and 
THANGRAM entry panel.

KIT APP OPL BK 62620910 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Opale black in colour and 
THANGRAM entry panel.

KIT APP OPLW WH 62620920 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Opale Wide white in colour and 
THANGRAM entry panel.

KIT APP OPLW BK 62620930 Single family expandable video entry system kit. XIP System with Opale Wide black in colour and 
THANGRAM entry panel.

APP KIT 
The first kit for managing video entry systems directly on your mobile 
phone from inside the apartment

App Kit is Bpt's new feature created to manage the video entry system functions from 
inside the apartment directly from mobile devices. With App Kit even small homes, 
single or multifamily houses, can enjoy the convenience and technology of Bpt. 
App Kit uses VoIP SIP technology, developed by Bpt, on the XIP Mobile app and created 
for iPhone®, iPad®, and smartphones.

THE COMPONENTS 
Each video entry system kit is made up of one receiver to be chosen from the series PEV/OPALE/OPALE W/AGATA, one wall-mounted or recessed 
entry panel DVC/08-K ME complete with a double height button DPH, one double height cover DTH ME, a front panel in opaque black DPF NF, one 
embedding box DSI, one embedding frame DCI ME, one power supply VA/08-K and one gateway ETI/XIP APP.

ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF APP KIT
 ‘Plug and Play’ system
 Ease of installation
 Management of up to three mobile devices in the home
 Expandable system
 Available with all the X1 receivers

SYSTEM SETUP

VCM/4D

VCM/1D

LAN

FLAT CABLE

DVC/08-K ME

PEV / OPALE / OPALE W / AGATA
DEVICE 1 (iPad®)

DEVICE 2 (iPad mini®)

DEVICE 3 (iPhone®)

VA/08-K ETI/XIP APP

LAN
(LOCAL AREA 

NETWORK)
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SYSTEM SETUP

VCM/4D

LAN

POWER SUPPLY

DVC/08-K ME

DEVICE 1 (iPad®)

DEVICE 2 (iPad mini®)

DEVICE 3 (iPhone®)

VAS 100.30

ETI/XIP APP

LAN
(LOCAL AREA 

NETWORK)

Articles and codes
VIDEO RECEIVERS

KIT APP MOBILE 62621050    Expandable single-family video entry system kit for XIP system. Consisting of: DVC/08-K ME wall-
mounted or recessed entry panel complete with a DPH double height button, 1 DTH ME double height 
stopper, DPE NF front plate in matt black, DSI recessing back-box and DCI ME frame surround.
Equipped with ETI/XIP APP gateway and VAS/100.30 power supply unit.

MOBILE APP KIT
The first kit WITHOUT AN INTERNAL RECEIVER to manage the video entry 
system directly from a mobile device

To complete the range of video entry systems on mobile, Bpt is introducing the new expandable single-
family kit that lets you manage up to 3 mobile devices running the XIP Mobile video entry system App 
without there being any X1 receivers on the system. The kit is PRE-PROGRAMMED and ready to use to 
manage video calls from the entry panel directly to your smartphone or tablet.
Through the XIP MOBILE APP you can also display the images from any analogue video cameras on the 
system or carry out activations while sitting comfortably on your sofa at home.
For this to operate correctly, you must download, free of charge, the XIP MOBILE APP onto your device 
from the APP STORE or Google Play and the system must have a wi-fi router or access point to 
interconnect the ETI/XIP APP gateway with the mobile devices.
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ACCESS CONTROL FUNCTIONS

The access control function is designed to control access via the transit points 
controlled by the entry panels without the need to add any devices to the video entry 
system. The user is identified by an RFID Tag or by a numerical code; if the code is 
valid and enabled, the system will action the lock release at the transit point. The 
access control functions are implemented by the VA/01 and VA/08 power supply 
modules, and can therefore be used with extremely simple systems in which the entry 
panels feature an RFID reader module or a numeric keypad module. Programming 
can be carried out manually (though with certain limitations) or using the system 
configuration software to programme the badges and the codes assigned to each 
user and the access points which they are authorised to transit.
The ETI/XIP video entry system gateways add a series of advanced access control 
functions which can be configured by connecting directly to the interface via the data 
network and using a standard internet browser such as Internet Explorer. 
The advanced access control functions are associated with the access permits 
assigned to each group of users.

BDDE BY BPT GUARANTEE
To guarantee the security of the information saved and the integrity of that information in the event of a data network malfunction, the system 
uses BDDE (Bpt Dynamic Data Exchange), which enables it to replicate, on at least 2 gateways, all the configurations, logs and personal details. 
The BDDE system not only performs independent synchronisation of all the data; if a power supply module or an interface requires replacement, 
the system automatically transmits the configuration data and settings to the new devices so that full operation can be resumed without delay.

The security of the data and of its transitions via the local network is guaranteed between the interfaces and between the interface and the 
configuration PC by the SSL 128-bit encrypting protocol (the same system used in Home Banking software).

All information stored in the interface databases is encrypted using the MD5 algorithm for total security.

A

Example of access control with user enabled for a set permit:
- building A path
- time slot 8:30 AM - 11 PM
- weekly programme Mon - Fri
- holidays no B

C
D
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PERMITS
A combination of four parameters are used to define access permits:

IPPATHS A "path" is a set of transit points to which access is permitted.IP

TIME SLOTS Specific periods during the course of the day during which access is permitted.

IP

DAYS OF THE 
WEEK

Days of the week on which access is permitted.

IP

HOLIDAYS Days on which access is NOT permitted.

STAGE 1: GENERATION OF PERMIT

The four parameters combine to create the access permit. Access will only be granted when all 
four of these parameters are complied with.

For example:
1) the entry panel must be on the specified path;
2) the time must fall within the specified periods;
3) the day of the week must be among those selected;
4) the day must not be programmed as being a holiday

STAGE 2: COMBINATION OF PERMITS INTO GROUPS

The combination of one or more permits generates a "Group".

STAGE 3: CREATION OF USERS

Each user is assigned a numerical code and, where required, an RFID tag (badge); a "Group" is 
associated to each user.
When a user is identified by a badge or code and at least one of the access permits associated with 
his or her group is valid, access will be granted.

IPIPIPIP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP
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NEW RFID READERS WITH 
INTEGRATED KEYPAD
The Bpt access control system is being expanded with the introduction of new RFID readers with an integrated AC MR series numeric keypad. Based on 
Mifare technology, these allow accesses to buildings to be controlled through the swiping of badges or tags or the entering of numeric codes. Different 
modes of operation can be set for each reader according to the type of action that you want to have carried out: by way of example, accepting a badge 
or a code keyed into a reader can operate the door release on an entry panel to which it is associated, permit activation of a stairwell light, or allow a 
lift to be called to the correct floor. In addition, thanks to the 3 inputs that can be configured, the relays on the individual reader can be activated from 
internal receivers or from the concierge to trigger any kind of action. Thanks to the versatility of the XIP system, set-up options to create specific access 
control and other functions are almost limitless. The readers are fully compatible with the new XIP video entry systems and also with existing systems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2 on-board relays
3 configurable inputs
Integrated aerial for Mifare badges/tags
Reader frequency: 13.56 MHz
Blue backlit keypad
Power supply: 12 ÷ 24 V DC ~ 12 ÷ 24 V AC
IP65 Protection rating

Note: interfacing with the XIP (VA/08 or ETI/XIP) system takes place via the dedicated GCR/08 gateway that can manage up to 4 readers.

GCR/08
The device allows ACMR-VR/08 – ACMR-P/08 keypads to interface with the BPT video entry system BUS; the functions the device is to carry 
out must then be programmed using the PCS Xip software. The device can be installed on a DIN rail (EN 50022), wall-mounted or recessed in a  
water-tight box. 
- A maximum of 12 GCR/08 can be connected to the VA/08 power supply unit:
- A maximum of 12 GCR/08 can be connected to an ETI/Xip
- A maximum of 4 ACMR/08 keypads can be connected to each GCR/08
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Plastic version 
(ACMR-P/08)

ACMR-VR/08 ACMR-P/08
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STAND-ALONE KEYPADS
As well as the two versions built into the XIP system, the two models ACMR VR and ACMR P are avai-
lable, devices designed for stand-alone installation or that can control the completely independent 
opening of a door or window, without any additional devices being required. Manual programming 
makes them very simple to install and set up. The fact that there are two built-in relays makes it pos-
sible to differentiate between accesses on different doors or windows depending on the permissions 
assigned to the users by the installer.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2 on-board relays
Relay 1 management: up to 1000 passwords and/or card holders
Relay 2 management: up to 10 passwords OR card holders
Card access, code access and combined access (card+code)
Built-in pick-proof tamper feature
Automatic reset if no network
Door release inputs with buttons and door status detection

VCM/1D

BUS RS485

VCM/4D

2 WIRES

VCM/2D

XDV/304

VA/08

GCR/08

GCR/08

THANGRAM

AGATA VC AGATA VC

ACMR-VR/08

ACMR-VR/08 ACMR-VR/08

ACMR-P/08

ACMR-P/08 ACMR-P/08

VAS/100.30
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MANUAL PROGRAMMING
XIP is not simply a high-performance system that is simple to install; it is also extremely easy and quick to set up. Thanks to the self-learning function, 
programming can be carried out rapidly and is not prone to the errors and malfunctions that are typical of traditional systems with numerous jumpers 
and other configuration devices.

PROGRAMMING WITH SOFTWARE FOR PC
For more complex systems, Bpt has developed the PCS/XIP software for PCs. This software features an interface with intuitive graphics that makes 
programming quick and easy. The software can be used to read the monitor identifiers directly from the bus, to set up the pushbuttons on the entry 
panels (even if different models are installed) and to associate pushbuttons and receivers automatically. 
By simply connecting to the power supply module or the entry panel, it is possible to modify and configure the actioning time for the door lock release, 
the ring tone, and the system activation time, or to test the lines for correct operation etc. – all directly from the PC.
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CONFIGURATION OF THE NETWORK

DAISY-CHAIN CONNECTIONS 
The gateways can be interconnected in daisy-chain configuration (i.e. in series - see below) subject to a maximum distance between gateways of 
100 metres. Up to a maximum of 20 gateways can be connected in this way.
Using this type of configuration, the system can be installed without the use of other network devices.

CONFIGURATION OF THE NETWORK PARAMETERS
For configuration of the network parameters, it is sufficient to access the web interface and modify the parameters in the corresponding window. 
Once the IP address has been configured, the configuration tool can be used to set up the remaining devices.

STAR CONNECTION 
If the gateways are connected to a pre-existing network 
structure, different limitations are applicable. The system 
should be wired in star configuration (typical of Ethernet net-
works). The network can include not only the CAT 5, but also 
sections in fibre optics or radio links. Whichever solution is 
used, the bandwidth must be sufficient.

1 2 3 4
Max 100 mt Max 100 mt Max 100 mt
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XIP: RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS WITHOUT LANS

Systems for medium-sized residential complexes can be created using the backbone connecting the main entrance point(s) and the individual 
residential units (houses and/or blocks), using a normal non-polarised twisted pair (or, for maximum performance, it is possible to use Bpt's 
VCM/1D dedicated cable).
This cable can be routed through normal signal distributors placed in each block (daisy-chain connections), or by distributing a pair for each block 
directly to the main entrance (star connections). The activation of the system can be done directly via software for all the system's functions. Refer 
to the tables of characteristics for the correct method of utilisation and the technical performance data.

MITHO SB 
It is possible to create installations for residential complexes with main porters and separate porters for each block. Each porter switchboard 
may intercept calls made to users belonging to the corresponding block and then transfer them as required. The porter switchboard comprises a 
table-top audio/video terminal with a 4.3” touch screen. The terminals will be programmed using the programming tool and provided with a list 
of all the users served by the system. The terminals may display incoming calls and alarm messages.
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CAPACITY OF A SYSTEM WITHOUT LAN

BLOCK

- Up to 64 blocks (buildings)

- Up to 108 users per block

- Up to 2 entry panels per block

-  Distance between monitor and entry panel of block up to 150 
metres

-  Intercom service between all receivers in block without ad-
ditional wiring (max 10)

-  8 monitors in simultaneous call mode 

-  Self-connection, door release, 2 commands for auxiliary 
services and call privacy as standard

-  Up to 2 block porters to give a total of 128 block porters

- Up to 2 main porters

SYSTEM

-  Up to 2,000 total users

-  Up to 2,600 metres of cable in total between the main 
power supply unit and the block monitor

-  Up to 4 main entry panels

-  Up to 1,500 different access to the system badges 

VCM/2D

VCM/1D

VCM/4D

COAX
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MITHO SB: THE PORTER SWITCHBOARD
The advanced solution for porter services

The Mitho SB is a colour video porter switchboard system for table-top installation, featuring a 4.3" LCD touch 
screen in 16:9 format and available in Fusion Black or Ice White.
As with all terminals in the “Mitho” range, navigation of the numerous functions is simple and intuitive, using colour 
codes for immediate association between the various functions and the different colours. This range also offers im-
age zoom/pan functions, video-voicemail and audio using the handset or the hands-free option. It can be installed 
on an elegant and practical table-top support comprising a sturdy 3 mm steel base whose design perfectly comple-
ments the terminal, and an adapter in two colours: Ice White or Fusion Black.

SINGLE BLOCK XIP SYSTEMS
Mitho SB is the ideal solution for simple systems with porter services, both for X1 and XIP single-block installations, especially for a limited 
number of users. Up to two porter switchboards can be installed for each system. The porter switchboards can intercept all calls made to users 
of the system.

XIP SYSTEMS WITHOUT LAN
Mitho SB is a sophisticated solution for providing porter services in XIP systems in which LAN networks are not used. Up to two units can be 
installed for the main block, and another two for each of the secondary blocks, connecting the units immediately downstream of each VA/01 and 
VA/08 main unit. The Mitho SB audio/video switchboard can intercept all calls made from entry panels and passing along the riser to which the 
switchboard is connected.

VCM/1D

VCM/4D

XDV/304

MITHO SB MITHO SB

VA/08

DDVC...

VAS/100MHVAS/100MH

XIP

VCM/1D

VCM/4D

XDV/304

MITHO SB MITHO SB

VA/08

DDVC/08 VR

VAS/100MHVAS/100MH

VCM/2D

VAS/100MH VAS/100MH

XDV/304

MITHO SB MITHO SB

VA/01

DVC...

VAS/100MH

XDV/304
MITHO SB

VA/01

DVC...

XDV/304A
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The Mitho SB interface is specially designed for simplicity of operation.
The switchboard operator always maintains full control of the status of the system and can perform the following functions simply by touching the screen:

Enable /disable the 
interception of calls

Scroll through the list of Users 
to transfer calls.

Transfer messages to 
individual receivers

Listen to messages stored in 
the voicemail system

Call back the most frequently 
called users using the 
"Favourites" menu

Control all the video 
cameras, including the 
entry panels

Examine the list of 
unanswered calls

Enter operating 
profiles and weekly 
programming

Action the door release mechanism Enable/disable the 
voicemail function

Switch on stairwell lights and auxiliary services

During the call to the user, and with the call from the entry panel on hold, 
the operator can:

  Transfer the call from the entry panel directly to the user

  Start a conversation with the user and then decide whether or not to 
transfer the call from the entry panel.

After terminating the call by pressing the relative key, the operator re-
establishes communication with the conversation that was left on hold 
and the system returns to the preceding video page.

The system comprises two different operating profiles: 

  Porter present

  Porter absent: all calls are routed automatically to the receivers called.

Switching from one profile to the other can be carried out manually 
using the icon on the Home Page, or automatically using the weekly 
programming function.

When a call is received from one of the entry panels, the switchboard 
operator is advised by a customisable ringtone melody and receives 
the video image from the entry panel.    
At this point, the operator may:

  Allow the caller to enter immediately

  Open the audio channel with the entry panel

  Transfer the call to a different user

Transfer of the call takes place via a smart-sensitive user search. Once 
selected, the call from the entry panel is put on hold and a call is made 
to the user.
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BPT CABLES
The XIP system by Bpt guarantees excellent performance and signal quality, irrespective of the transmission system used. The maximum distances 
depend on the number of receivers connected and the maximum power absorption of the overall system.

VCM/4D cable
Cable with three 0.28 mm2 per wire twisted pairs and 2 wires (section 1.5 mm2). 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 11 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70 mm twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: blue/blue-white, brown/
brown-white, orange/orange-white for twisted pairs and red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pairs 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), 
capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable curvature 105 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-11 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 150 m or 500 m coils.

 COLOUR OF WIRE THICKNESS TYPE OF CABLE

VCM/4D

Green 1.5 mm2

Power supply

Red 1.5 mm2

Light Blue 0,28 mm2

Audio

White/Light Blue 0.28 mm2

Orange 0.28 mm2

Bus

White/Orange 0.28 mm2

Brown 0.28 mm2

Video

White/Brown 0.28 mm2

VCM/2D cable
Cable with two 0.28 mm2 per wire twisted pairs and two 1 mm2 wires. 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70 mm twist pitch. Copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue 
for twisted pair - red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (±20%) (f = 1 mhz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). 
Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment), CEI 20-11 (latest amendment), CEI 20-37.
Supplied in 100 m or 500 m coils.

 COLOUR OF WIRE THICKNESS TYPE OF CABLE

VCM/2D

Green 1.00 mm2

Power supply

Red 1.00 mm2

Light Blue 0.28 mm2

Bus

White/Light Blue 0.28 mm2

VCM/1D cable
Cable with 1 mm2 twisted pair. 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colour: RAL 9001 white and RAL 5015 
blue. Nominal impedance 100 ohm (±15%) (f = 1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 
(latest amendment).
Supplied in 100 m or 500 m coils.

 COLOUR OF WIRE THICKNESS TYPE OF CABLE

VCM/1D
Light Blue 1.00 mm2

Bus/Power supply

White 1.00 mm2
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RECOMMENDED WIRES FOR EACH TYPE OF CONNECTION

TYPE OF CONNECTION RECOMMENDED WIRE

Connection between entry panels and 
power supply modules

VA/08

DVC/08

VCM/4D

Distribution on riser

XDV/304 VCM/2D for X1 systems
with separate power supply for the receivers

XDV/304 VCM/1D for X1 systems
with receiver power via bus
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DVC... DVC... DVC... DVC...

DISTANCES

SYSTEM WITH LINE AMPLIFIER

STANDARD SYSTEM

(**)  For each additional power supply XAS/301.01 (Max no. two XAS/301.01 in daisy-chain configuration, the maximum distance from entry panel 
to receiver can increase by 250 m (plus the 1000 m of total cable laid), provided there is no receiver or the latter is locally supplied.

PEV PEV PEV

Mitho

VA/08

XDV/304A

XDV/304XDV/304 XDV/304

Mitho Mitho

VCM/4D UTP5

 m
VA/08

250 30

Q = Tot amount of 
cable laid 1000 120

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/08

 
100 100 100

Q = Tot amount of 
cable laid 1000 1000 400

XDV/304

PEV

Mitho

DVC... DVC... DVC...DVC...

VA/08

VCM/4D UTP5

 m
VA/08

250 30

Q = Tot amount of 
cable laid 1000 120

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/08

 
100** 100** 100**

Q = Tot amount of 
cable laid 1000** 1000** 400**

Opale

Opale Opale Opale

Agata VC

Agata VCAgata VCAgata VC

Optional**

VAS/100MH

VAS/100MH VAS/100MH
VAS/100MH

XAS/301.01

XAS/301.01
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(*) The total amount of cable laid refers to the wiring of all the receivers plus that of the entry panel of the furthest block. 
(*)  For each additional power supply XAS/301.01 (Max no. two XAS/301.01 in daisy-chain configuration), the maximum distance from entry panel 

to receiver can increase by 250 m (plus the 1000 m of total cable laid), provided there is no receiver or the latter is locally supplied.

DVC... DVC... DVC... DVC...

RESIDENTIAL SYSTEM

VAS/100MH

PEV PEV PEV

Mitho

VA/08

XDV/304A

XDV/304XDV/304 XDV/304

Mitho Mitho

VCM/2D UTP5

 m

 

150** 60**

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/01

 
100** 100** 100**

Q=Tot amount of 
cable run 600 600 400

VCM/4D UTP5

 m
VA/08

250 30

Q = Tot amount of 
cable laid 1000 120

VCM/1D VCM/2D UTP5

 m
VA/08 VA/01

 
250** 250** 250**

VA/01 VA/01 VA/01

DVC... DVC... DVC...DVC... DVC... DVC...

Opale Opale Opale

Agata VC Agata VC Agata VC

Main

Main Block 

Block 

VAS/100MH VAS/100MH
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DVC...

PERFORMANCE
Thangram entry panels and VA/08 power supply

... software programming with a PC connected via USB 
to the power supply module can be used.

... it is possible to create systems with 4 separate entry 
panels connected in 'star' configuration and 108 receivers.

... or systems with cyclic selection of 4/8/12 video 
cameras that can be viewed from the receivers.

DVC... DVC...

VA/08 VA/08

DVC... DVC...DVC... DVC...DVC... DVC...

FOR A GIVEN RISER WHOSE CHARACTERISTICS REMAIN UNALTERED, ...

A

C

B

VSC/08

VAS/100.30 VAS/100.30

VA/08 VA/08 RIR/08

.....or

VCM/1D

COAX

VCM/4D

2 wires

USB

XDV/304

VAS/100MH

PEV

Mitho

Opale

Agata VC
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... it is possible for access control to be programmed manually for smaller residential systems.

... it is also possible to create programmed access control systems using programming via software for large residential complexes with 
numerous users and access permits.

DVC/08DVC/08DVC/08DVC/08

VA/08

VA/08

DVC...

THE NUMBER OF POWER SUPPLY MODULES REQUIRED DEPENDS ON THE NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS AND 

INTERNAL RECEIVERS IN THE AUDIO OR AUDIO-VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM

Systems without access control with standard VA/08 power 
supply

NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS
1 2 3 4

From 1 to 64 
receivers

0 0 1 x VAS/100.30 
or 2 x VAS/101

From 65 to 
108 receivers

Also add 1 XAS/301.01 on the riser and 1 
VAS/101 for the number 1 entry panel as 
well as those indicated.

Systems without access control with standard VA/08 power supply

NUMBER OF ENTRY PANELS
1 2 3 4

From 1 to 64 
receivers

0 1 x VAS/100.30 
or 1 x VAS/101

2 x VAS/100.30 
or 2 x VAS/101

3 x VAS/100.30 
or 3 x VAS/101

From 65 to 
108 receivers

Also add 1 XAS/301.01 on the riser and 1 VAS/101 for 
the number 1 entry panel as well as those indicated.

D

E

DBAD

DBAD

DTAG

DTAG
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

Two-house system with access control and external vid-
eo-surveillance
In order to add the access control function to the system, it is sufficient to install an entry panel with a DRFID 
proximity key reader or the DNA access control keypad. The proximity keys or the access codes can be pro-
grammed manually in just a few seconds. To add the external video-surveillance function, it is necessary to 
install the cyclic selector for 4 video cameras (VSC/08) and then to connect B&W cameras (video standard 
CCIR/EIA) or colour cameras (video standard PAL/NTSC). The images can be displayed manually in sequence 
from the receivers using the "self-connection" function. Using the XDV/304 permits the “star” connection of the 
video receivers: it is possible not to use this if the video receivers are connected in “daisy-chain” configuration 
(max 5).

Alternative: Thangram with DNA access control keypad.

VCM/1D

COAX

VCM/4D
2 wires

DVC/08 
DPS 
DNA

DBAG

DTAG

XDV/304

VSC/08

COAX

Mitho

VA/08

VAS/100MH

PEV
VAS/100.30

DVC/08 
DPH 

DRFID
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

Apartment block with multiple entrances, multiple stair-
ways and porter switchboard
For this type of system, it is necessary to install the video entry panels (up to a maximum of four) and to fit 
one or more additional pushbutton panels depending on the number of lines that are required. The XDV/304A 
amplified video signal distributor distributes the signals towards the various stairways (up to a maximum of 
four outputs for four risers). A porter switchboard, too, can be installed and programmed at selected times of 
the day to intercept calls made to the receivers. The porter switchboard can also be used to call the receivers 
directly and to transfer calls made from the entry panels. Along the riser between this switchboard and the 
various apartments, it is necessary to utilise XDV/304 video signal distributors. Any of the receivers in our 
range may be selected for the apartments, with the exception of the NVMKIT/.. models.

VCM/1D

VCM/4D
2 wires

XDV/304

XDV/304

XDV/304A

VAS/100MH

VAS/100MH

PEV

PEV

XDV/304

XDV/304

PEV

Mitho

Mitho

Mitho

VAS/100.30VA/08

DP/0 
DPF AL 

10 x DPS

DP/0 
DPF AL 

10 x DPS

DP/0 
DPF AL 

10 x DPS

DP/0 
DPF AL 

10 x DPS

DVC/08 
4 x DPS

DVC/08 
4 x DPS

VAS/100MH

Mitho SB

XDV/304

VAS/100MH

Opale

Opale

Agata VC

Agata VC

Agata VC

Agata VC
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System devices codes

 POWER SUPPLY MODULES

VA/08 62700020 Video entry system power supply module for XIP systems
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022).   
Dimensions: 12 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete circuit board 
for control of entry panels (18V DC - 1.1 A max) and for control of the video entry system 
riser (20V DC - 0.8 A max). Electronic circuit-breaker for protection against overloads/
short-circuits. Terminals for control of riser bus and terminals for connection of an 
audio/video/bus for 4 entry panels. Open-collector outputs for auxiliary functions (AUX1 
and AUX2). RS232 serial ports (for future uses) and mini USB for programming from PC 
(with LED indicators for 'connection' and 'data being transferred'). Serial connector for 
network devices. Manual system programming button with indicator LED. Jumper for 
access to programming of access control devices (cards and keys). Powered by mains 
circuit 230V AC 50/60 Hz.

VAS/101 62700011 Supplementary power module
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels   
(EN50022). Dimensions: 4 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete 
circuit board for power supply to entry panels and receivers (18V DC - 1 A max). 
Electronic circuit-breaker for protection against overloads/short-circuits. Fitted with 
terminals for connection of the device power supply modules. Powered by mains circuit 
230V AC 50/60 Hz.

VAS/100.30 62703310 Supplementary power module
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels   
(EN50022). Dimensions: 8 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Electronic 
circuit-breaker for protection against overloads/short-circuits. Complete with output 
terminals for power supply to devices (17.5V DC - 1.7 A max). Powered by mains circuit 
230V AC 50/60 Hz.

XAS/301.01 62704701 Power supply module/repeater for audio, video and data 
signals  
Made in plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022). Dimensions: 
8 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete circuit board for device 
control (20V DC - 0.8 A max). Electronic circuit breakerfor protection against overloading 
or short-circuits. Complete with terminals for control of IN and OUT bus and 9 switch for 
compensation of signal according to distance. 2 LEDs for confirmation of connection and 
data transfer. Potentiometers for compensation of audio volume to and from the receiver. 
Powered by mains circuit 230V AC 50/60 Hz.

 VIDEO SIGNAL DISTRIBUTORS

XDV/304 62821300 4-output video signal distributor
Miniaturised housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions   
60x44x16 mm) or electrical control panels (EN50022), dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN 
module. Complete with 8 input terminals for 4 twisted pairs from the receivers and 
4 terminals for IN/OUT connection from the riser. Line impedance closure switch for 
each output (except output 1). Power supply directly from bus line.

XDV/304A 62825800 4-output video signal distributor, amplified
Plastic housing for installation in electrical control panels   
(EN50022). Dimensions 6 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete 
with 8 input terminals for 4 twisted pairs from the receivers and 4 terminals for IN/OUT 
connection from the riser. Line impedance closure switch for each output. Requires 
power supply (14 - 18V DC, 60 mA).
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 SELECTORS

VSE/301.01 62747401 Intercom receiver selector
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022).     
Dimensions: 6 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. Complete with 4 
terminals for IN/OUT to the bus line, as well as two switches for access to programming 
and resetting of the data stored in memory. Powered by mains circuit 230V AC 50/60 
Hz.

VSC/08 62740020 Manual cyclic selector for CCTV for XIP system
Miniaturised housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions    
85.5x60x21 mm) or electrical control panels (EN50022) dimensions 1 low-
profile DIN module. Complete with 8 input terminals for video signal from 4 standard 
B&W or colour video cameras (standard CCIR/EIA or PAL/NTSC) and three switches 
for programming of the number of video cameras connected. Key for access to 
programming mode. 7 LEDs indicating "video camera connected" and programming/
data status. Power supply module 12V DC 0.09 A max.

GCR/08 62740130 Interface on miniaturised case
Interface on miniaturised case for the connection of ACMR-VR/08 or  
ACMR-P/08 readers to the XIP video entry system; programming using PCS/XIP 
software. Each GCR/08 manages a maximum of 4 proximity readers. The device can 
be installed on a DIN rail (EN 50022), wall-mounted or recessed in a water-tight box.  
12-18V DC power supply (not included). Dimensions: 85.5x60x21 mm.

ACCESS CONTROL KEYPADS 

ACMR-VR 61800690 Mifare proximity reader with aluminium alloy integrated numeric keypad
Aluminium alloy body. Stand-alone operation. Wall-mounted installation. Power 
supply not included. Dimensions: 123x79x21 mm.

ACMR-P 61800710 Mifare proximity reader with plastic integrated numeric keypad
Plastic body. Stand-alone operation. Wall-mounted installation. Power supply not 
included. Dimensions: 120x76x22 mm.

ACMR-VR/08 61800720 Mifare proximity reader with aluminium alloy integrated numeric   
keypad
Aluminium alloy body. The device needs to be connected to the GCR/08 dedicated 
interface. Wall-mounted installation. Power supply not included. Dimensions: 
123x79x21 mm.

ACMR-P/08 61800730 Mifare proximity reader with plastic integrated numeric keypad
Plastic body. The device needs to be connected to the GCR/08 dedicated  
interface. Wall-mounted installation. Power supply not included. Dimensions: 
120x76x22 mm.

 PORTER SWITCHBOARD

MITHO SB BI 62940010 Table-top porter switchboard
Table-top porter switchboard with 4.3" 16:9 touch screen,  
hands-free audio and handset, colour: Ice White.

MITHO SB NF 62940020 Table-top porter switchboard 
Table-top porter switchboard with 16:9 4,3” display, touch screen,    
hands free and handset, colour: Fusion Black, table-top kit included. 
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 OTHER COMPONENTS

ETI/SER XIP V2 62740120 XIP server system
Allows software for porters, Soft Receivers on PC, video entry system   
Apps and third-party receivers to be used, and centralises the access control functions 
and the porter services. Is produced in a container 150x150x51 mm in size. IP40 
Protection rating: The server includes an RJ45 connector for 10/100/1000BaseT 
Ethernet networks, a DVI connector to connect a digital monitor (just for diagnostics), 
2 USB 2.0 ports for maintenance operations. The server has a default licence that can 
be used for the Porter software or the Soft-Receiver software. 12V DC power supply 
(power unit/transformer included).

ETI/miniSER 62740110 XIP server system
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022).  
Dimensions: 6 low-profile DIN modules. It manages calls and re-routing through 
analogue receivers and can centralise access control functions. Also, it allows 
interfacing with the system and management of the calls from mobile devices 
equipped with App XIP/Mobile or third-party devices (support of LIC/APP and LIC/GST). 
The server is equipped with two 10/100 Mbits Ethernet network interfaces with RJ45 
connectors that can be configured in "switch" or "dual-network" mode, a USB port for 
exporting event logs. Requires power supply (12-24V DC, 300 mA max).

VLS/101M 62800580 Relay unit for auxiliary services (control of lights, 
openings, ringtones etc.)  
Relay unit for auxiliary services (control of lights, openings, ringtones etc.). Manufactured 
in a miniaturised case dimensions 85.5x60x21mm, can be installed on DIN rails 
(EN50022) inside switchboards. The relay includes pulse-type switching contacts to 
control the electrical service requested (interruption power 5 A resistive - 2 A inductive, 
max voltage 250V AC) and can be controlled by direct/alternating currents from 10V to 
24V, or by low-level electrical signals coming from the system. Power supply 10/24V 
AC/DC, Maximum consumption 40 mA.

VLS/3 62800290 Triple-relay unit for auxiliary devices (lights, door opening, 
acoustic alarms etc.) 
Plastic housing for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022). Dimensions 4 
low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. The three relays, with a switching 
contact, are associated by default to the door opening and AUX2 commands from 
the receivers. Switching power 5A resistive (2A inductive) at a maximum voltage of 
250V AC. Complete with 2 active grounded inputs for connection of pushbuttons for 
local actioning of two of the three relays and a button for programming the method 
of activation of the receivers with LED to signal data reception from the BUS line. 
11/18V DC 200 mA power supply.

ETI/XIP 62740030 XIP gateway for Ethernet
The ethernet gateway makes it possible to use the data network for the
creation of an access control system.   
Plastic housing, for installation in electrical control panels (EN50022). Dimensions: 
8 low-profile DIN modules. Protection rating IP30. The circuit board includes a quick 
connector for VA/08 power supply modules, two RJ45 ports in "switch" configuration 
for Ethernet 10/100 and terminals for direct connection to an entry panel. Also features 
three configurable inputs and a serial port for maintenance and diagnostics. Three 
LEDs for signalling of communication and system status. The gateway supports the XIP 
and SIP protocols. It utilises H.264 video compression and ULAV audio compression and 
can handle up to two audio/video calls simultaneously. Also includes BDDE and access 
control functions. 18V DC 250 mA power supply.

DREAD 61800370 USB interface with emulation keypad for reading of RFID devices 
Used to read devices for entering codes in programming software    
(tools and web).

System devices codes
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XDV/303 62822600 Two-way video distributor, 8-unit slimline module with DIN guides
Distributor for the compensation and distribution of the balanced video    
signal.

RIR/08 62800330 Data line repeater for XIP system
Data line repeater for Bpt’s XIP digital video entry system.  
Designed for installation on DIN guides either on the wall or built into watertight 
embedding boxes.

XDV/300A 62822000 Device for restoring/regenerating modulated video signals
on X1 systems   
Miniaturised housing for installation in junction boxes (dimensions 60x44x16 mm) or 
electrical control panels (EN50022), dimensions: 1 low-profile DIN module. Complete 
with IN/OUT terminals for video signal and two switches for compensation of the signals 
for the method of connection. Power supply directly from X1 bus line. Absorption 20 mA 
max.

KDIN12 61800350 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 12 modules 
power supply  

KDIN8 61800480 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 8 modules 
power supply  

KDIN6 61800450 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 6 modules 
power supply  

KDIN4 61800430 Kit with DIN guide and terminal covers for 4 modules 
power supply  
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 PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE

PCS/XIP 62800310 Programming software for X1 and XIP systems 
for Windows XP (SP2) operating system (or later)  
System requirements: PC with PENTIUM III 700 MHz processor or better, 128 MB available RAM, minimum 
space on HD 40 MB, XVGA video card. Contents of box: 4 m USB cable, 2 GB pen drive. Disk includes software 
and user manual.

PCS/PORTER 62800320 Licence for concierge’s switchboard
  

 IP SOFTWARE RECEIVERS

LIC/SR001 62880050 Packet with single licence for 1 PC station
Enables the use of the Soft Receiver software.    

LIC/SR010 62880060 Packet with licences for 10 PC stations
Enables the use of the Soft Receiver software. 

LIC/SR050 62880070 Packet with licences for 50 PC stations
Enables the use of the Soft Receiver software. 

LIC/SR100 62880080 Packet with licences for 100 PC stations
Enables the use of the Soft Receiver software. 

 LICENCES FOR GENERIC SIP TERMINALS

LIC/GST001 62880010 Packet with single licence for one third-party device
Enables the interfacing of the device with the XIP system. 

LIC/GST010 62880020 Packet with licences for 10 third-party devices
Enables the interfacing of the device with the XIP system. 

LIC/GST050 62880030 Packet with licences for 50 third-party devices
Enables the interfacing of the device with the XIP system. 

LIC/GST100 62880040 Packet with licences for 100 third-party devices
Enables the interfacing of the device with the XIP system. 

 LICENCES FOR APP

LIC/APP001 62880090 Packet with single licence for 1 PC station
Enables the use of XIP Mobile app on iOS and Android devices. 

LIC/APP010 62880100 Packet with licences for 10 stations
Enables the use of XIP Mobile app on iOS and Android devices. 

LIC/APP050 62880110 Packet with licences for 50 stations
Enables the use of XIP Mobile app on iOS and Android devices. 

LIC/APP100 62880120 Packet with licences for 100 stations
Enables the use of XIP Mobile app on iOS and Android devices. 

System devices codes
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 CONNECTOR CABLES

VCM/1D 62828000 Cable with 1 mm2 twisted pair 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow.   
Twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colour: RAL 9001 white and RAL 5015 blue. 
Nominal impedance 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable 
curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment).
Supplied in 100m coils.

VCM/1D/500 62828100 Cable with 1 mm2 twisted pair 
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 7 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow.   
Twist pitch 10 twists/m. Tinned copper wires, colours: RAL 9001 white and RAL 5015 blue. 
Nominal impedance 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable 
curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment).
Supplied in 500 m coils.

VCM/2D 62823300 Cable with two 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and two 1 mm2 wires  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue for twisted pair - 
red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (f=1 
MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with 
CEI 46-6 (latest amendment), CEI 20-11 (latest amendment), CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 100 m coils.

VCM/2D/500 62823400 Cable with two 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and two 1 mm2 wires  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 8 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pair, 70mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: white/light blue and light blue for twisted pair - 
red and green for power supply wires. Nominal impedance of twisted pair 100 ohm (f=1 
MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum cable curvature 80 mm. Fully compliant with 
CEI 46-6 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-11 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 500 m coils.

VCM/4D 62823600 Cable with three 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and 2 wires (section 1.5 mm2)  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 11 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pairs, 70 mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: blue/blue-white, brown/brown-white, orange/
orange-white for twisted pairs and red and green for power supply wires. Nominal 
impedance of twisted pairs 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum 
cable curvature 150 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-11 
(latest amendment)/CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 150 m coils.

VCM/4D/500 62823700 Cable with three 0.28 mm2 twisted pairs 
and 2 wires (section 1.5 mm2)  
PVC insulating sheath, diameter 11 mm, colour: RAL 1021 yellow. Twisted pairs, 70 mm 
twist pitch. Tinned copper wires. Colour: blue/blue-white, brown/brown-white, orange/
orange-white for twisted pairs and red and green for power supply wires. Nominal 
impedance of twisted pairs 100 ohm (f=1 MHz), capacitance 50 pF (at 20°C). Minimum 
cable curvature 150 mm. Fully compliant with CEI 46-6 (latest amendment)/CEI 20-11 
(latest amendment)/CEI 20-37. 
Supplied in 500 m coils.
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COMPOSITION XIP SYSTEMS

Table of composition for systems with from 1 to 30 
apartments without porter switchboard  
EXAMPLE WITH THANGRAM METAL AND PERLA

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

WALL-MOUNTED ENTRY PANEL FOR RECESSED 
ENTRY PANEL POWER SUPPLY RECEIVER

PUSHBUTTON PANEL, BUTTONS AND COVERS EMBEDDING 
ACCESSORIES POWER SUPPLY MONITOR

+ + +

DVC/08 ME DP/0 DPF NF DPS DTS ME DSI DCI ME VA/08 PEV BI

62020030 60090080 60090070 61800030 61800070 60090050 61800020 62700020 62100180

1 1 - 1 1 3 1 1 1 1

2 1 - 1 2 2 1 1 1 2

3 1 - 1 3 1 1 1 1 3

4 1 - 1 4 - 1 1 1 4

5 1 1 2 5 9 2 2 1 5

6 1 1 2 6 8 2 2 1 6

7 1 1 2 7 7 2 2 1 7

8 1 1 2 8 6 2 2 1 8

9 1 1 2 9 5 2 2 1 9

10 1 1 2 10 4 2 2 1 10

11 1 1 2 11 3 2 2 1 11

12 1 1 2 12 2 2 2 1 12

13 1 1 2 13 1 2 2 1 13

14 1 1 2 14 - 2 2 1 14

15 1 2 3 15 9 3 3 1 15

16 1 2 3 16 8 3 3 1 16

17 1 2 3 17 7 3 3 1 17

18 1 2 3 18 6 3 3 1 18

19 1 2 3 19 5 3 3 1 19

20 1 2 3 20 4 3 3 1 20

21 1 2 3 21 3 3 3 1 21

22 1 2 3 22 2 3 3 1 22

23 1 2 3 23 1 3 3 1 23

24 1 2 3 24 - 3 3 1 24

25 1 3 4 25 9 4 4 1 25

26 1 3 4 26 8 4 4 1 26

27 1 3 4 27 7 4 4 1 27

28 1 3 4 28 6 4 4 1 28

29 1 3 4 29 5 4 4 1 29

30 1 3 4 30 4 4 4 1 30

Note: add 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers and 1 XDV/300A for every 10 XDV/304.
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Table of composition for systems with from 1 to 30 apartments 
with porter switchboard 
EXAMPLE WITH DIGITHA, MITHO SB B1 PORTER AND OPALE

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

WALL-MOUNTED 
ENTRY PANEL

RECESSED 
ENTRY 
PANEL

POWER 
SUPPLY RECEIVER PORTER SWITCHBOARD

EMBEDDING 
ACCESSORIES

POWER 
SUPPLY MONITOR

+ + + +

DDVC/08 VR DDSP VR DDSI VR VA/08 OPALE WHITE MITHO SB BI VAS/100MH XDV/304

62080010 60090550 60090540 62700020 62100270 62940010 67000701 62821300

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1

5 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1

6 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1

7 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 1

8 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 1

9 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 1

10 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1

11 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1

12 1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1

13 1 1 1 1 13 1 1 1

14 1 1 1 1 14 1 1 1

15 1 1 1 1 15 1 1 1

16 1 1 1 1 16 1 1 1

17 1 1 1 1 17 1 1 1

18 1 1 1 1 18 1 1 1

19 1 1 1 1 19 1 1 1

20 1 1 1 1 20 1 1 1

21 1 1 1 1 21 1 1 1

22 1 1 1 1 22 1 1 1

23 1 1 1 1 23 1 1 1

24 1 1 1 1 24 1 1 1

25 1 1 1 1 25 1 1 1

26 1 1 1 1 26 1 1 1

27 1 1 1 1 27 1 1 1

28 1 1 1 1 28 1 1 1

29 1 1 1 1 29 1 1 1

30 1 1 1 1 30 1 1 1

Note: add 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers and 1 XDV/300A for every 10 XDV/304.
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KIT:  
THE EASY AND FAST  
VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM
Bpt’s video entry systems with Thangram and Lithos entry panels offer a full range of simple and 

intuitive solutions designed to meet any installation requirement.

The Thangram and Lithos entry panels offer the highest level of flexibility and superlative perfor-

mance for every type of installation, from single homes – for which we have created the Lithos entry 

panel – to the largest residential complex, thanks to the infinite modularity of Thangram.
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KIT:  
THE EASY AND FAST  
VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEM

CAN BE INTEGRATED FOR INSTALLATION IN  
RESIDENTIAL BLOCKS OR LARGE-SCALE RESIDENTIAL 
COMPLEXES WITH THE EVOLUTION VERSION

READY FOR 
INSTALLATION

VAST RANGE OF SYSTEMS 
AVAILABLE

LOOKS

ENTRY PANELS IN THE RANGE 
INCLUDED IN THE KITS

VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS 

6

2

X1 AND XIP
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AGATA PERLA FUTURA OPALE
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LVKITOPL04
code 62620630

LVKITOPL14
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EVKITPEV01
code 62620430

EVKITPEV11
code 62620440

   

EVKITPEVDNA00
code 62620690

EVKITPEVDNA10
code 62620720 EVKITOPL11

code 62620590

EVKITOPL01
code 62620580
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KIT APP AGTVCB  
code 62620950

KIT APP PEV WH 
code 62620870

KIT APP PEV NF
code 62620880

KIT APP OPL WH
code 62620890

KIT APP OPLW WH
code 62620920

KIT APP OPL BK
code 62620910

KIT APP OPLW BK
code 62620930
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A
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O
B

IL
E KIT APP MOBILE 

code 62621050

  

A
P

P
 M

O
B

IL
E

AGATAKITVC01
code 62620760

AGATAKITVCB01
code 62620770

AGATAKITV01
code 62620780

CHOOSING THE KIT

AGATAKITVC04
code 62620820

AGATAKITV04
code 62620790

AGATAKITC04
code 61700320

AGATA2KITC04
code 61700330

LVKITPEV04
code 62620450

LVKITPEV14
code 62620460

LCKITPEC04
code 61700090

LCKITPEC04B
code 61700110
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AGATA PERLA FUTURA OPALE
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EVKITPEV01
code 62620430

EVKITPEV11
code 62620440

   

EVKITPEVDNA00
code 62620690

EVKITPEVDNA10
code 62620720 EVKITOPL11

code 62620590

EVKITOPL01
code 62620580
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P

KIT APP AGTVCB  
code 62620950

KIT APP PEV WH 
code 62620870

KIT APP PEV NF
code 62620880

KIT APP OPL WH
code 62620890

KIT APP OPLW WH
code 62620920

KIT APP OPL BK
code 62620910

KIT APP OPLW BK
code 62620930
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IL
E KIT APP MOBILE 

code 62621050

  

A
P

P
 M

O
B

IL
E

AGATAKITVC01
code 62620760

AGATAKITVCB01
code 62620770

AGATAKITV01
code 62620780

FUTURAKITVC04
code 62621160
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LITHOS KIT
The first Bpt kit designed for small systems with up to 4 lines, comes equipped with the intercom facility (without additional power supply). All available 
with the X1 video entry system, only two wires.

VCM/1D

2 wires

Codes and articles Lithos kit
 AGATA BASIC

AGATAKITVC04 code 62620820   

AGATA VC Video receiver with handset, 3.5" colour LCD display, colour: white.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

AGATAKITV04 code 62620790   

AGATA V Video receiver with handset, 3.5" black and white LCD display, colour: white.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

 AGATA BASIC AUDIO

AGATAKITC04 code 61700320   

AGATA C Audio receiver with handset, colour: white.

LC/01 Colour Lithos audio entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

AGATA2KITC04 code 61700330   

AGATA C 2 audio receivers with handset, colour: white.

LC/01 Colour Lithos audio entry panel, X1 System.

DPS 2 single pushbuttons.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.
two-family

PEV

XDV/304

LVC/01 
+2 DPS

LVC/01 
+1 DPH

VAS/101 VAS/101

PEV

PEV

EXAMPLES OF INSTALLATION

SINGLE-FAMILY SYSTEM TWO-FAMILY SYSTEM
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 PERLA

LVKITPEV04 code 62620450 

PEV BI Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Ice White.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

LVKITPEV14 code 62620460 

PEV NF Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Fusion Black.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

 PERLA AUDIO

LCKITPEC04 code 61700090 *available also with PEC receiver, colour Fusion Black, code 61700130. 

PEC BI Audio receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Ice 
White.

LC/01 Colour Lithos audio entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

LCKITPEC04B code 61700110 

PEC BI Two audio receivers with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, 
colour Ice White.

LC/01 Colour Lithos audio entry panel, X1 System.

DPS Two single DPS pushbuttons.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

 FUTURA

FUTURAKITVC04 code 62621160   

FUTURA X1 WH Hands-free colour video receiver with 7” LCD display. Colour white.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

two-family
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Codes and articles Lithos kit
 OPALE

LVKITOPL04 code 62620630 

OPALE WHITE Video receiver with hands-free intercom, recessed installation, colour Ice White.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

LVKITOPL14 code 62620640 

OPALE BLACK Video receiver with hands-free intercom, recessed installation, colour Fusion Black.

LVC/01 Colour Lithos video entry panel, X1 System.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

VAS/101 Power supply module 230V, 50 Hz, 60 VA, 4 low profile DIN modules.

Table of composition for systems from 1 to 4 apartments 

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

KIT PUSHBUTTON PANEL, 
PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS FOR RECESSED ENTRY PANEL RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER

PUSHBUTTON PANEL, PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS EMBEDDING ACCESSORIES MONITOR MONITOR MONITOR MONITOR

+ + + or or or

LVKIT.... DPS DPD LSI LCI PEV BI AGATA VC FUTURA X1 WH OPALE WHITE

61800030 61800050 60090640 61800420 62100180 62100370 62100520 62100270

1 1 1 1

2 1 2 - 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 1 - 2 1 1 2 2 2 2

4 1 - 2 1 1 3 3 3 3

Note: add 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers.
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Table of composition for systems from 1 to 4 apartments 

no
. a

pa
rt

m
en

ts

KIT PUSHBUTTON PANEL, 
PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS FOR RECESSED ENTRY PANEL RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER RECEIVER

PUSHBUTTON PANEL, PUSHBUTTONS, COVERS EMBEDDING ACCESSORIES MONITOR MONITOR MONITOR MONITOR

+ + + or or or

LVKIT.... DPS DPD LSI LCI PEV BI AGATA VC FUTURA X1 WH OPALE WHITE

61800030 61800050 60090640 61800420 62100180 62100370 62100520 62100270

1 1 1 1

2 1 2 - 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 1 - 2 1 1 2 2 2 2

4 1 - 2 1 1 3 3 3 3

Note: add 1 XDV/304 for every 4 video receivers.
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THANGRAM KIT
Bpt’s most extensive and complete range of products, designed to meet every possible installation requirement, from the single-family home to multiple-
block residential complexes, thanks to the infinite modularity of the Thangram entry panel.

 AGATA

AGATAKITVC01 code 62620760   
AGATA VC Video receiver with handset, 3.5" colour LCD display, colour: white.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

AGATAKITVCB01 code 62620770   
AGATA VC/B Video receiver with handset, 3.5" colour LCD display, colour: white, Building version.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

AGATAKITV01 code 62620780   

AGATA V Video receiver with handset, 3.5" black and white LCD display, colour: white.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

 OPALE

EVKITOPL01 code 62620580 
OPALE WHITE Video receiver with hands-free intercom, recessed installation, colour Ice White.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

EVKITOPL11 code 62620590 

OPALE BLACK Video receiver with hands-free intercom, recessed installation, colour 
Fusion Black

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.
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 PERLA

EVKITPEV01 code 62620430 

PEV BI Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Ice White.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

EVKITPEV11 code 62620440 

PEV NF Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour 
Fusion Black.

DVC/01 ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DTS ME 3 single covers, colour: Metal.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

EVKITPEVDNA00 code 62620690   

PEV BI Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Ice White.

DVC/01 Colour video entry panel, colour: Greyhound.

DPF AL Décor panel in anodized aluminium, colour Aluminium.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DNA Keypad in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.

EVKITPEVDNA10 code 62620720   

PEV NF Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour 
Fusion Black.

DVC/01 Colour video entry panel, colour: Greyhound.

DPF AL Décor panel in anodized aluminium, colour Aluminium.

DPS Single pushbutton.

DNA Keypad in grey PC/ABS thermoplastic.

VA/01 Power supply module 230V, 12 DIN module.
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KIT APP

 AGATA

KIT APP AGTVCB code 62620950   
AGATA VC/B Video receiver with handset, 3.5" colour LCD display, colour: white, Building 

version.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).

 PERLA

KIT APP PEV WH code 62620870   
PEV BI Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour Ice 

White.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).

KIT APP PEV BK code 62620880   
PEV NF Video receiver with hands-free intercom, wall-mount installation, colour 

Fusion Black.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).
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 OPALE

KIT APP OPL WH code 62620890   
OPALE WHITE Embedded hands-free video receiver with intercom, 3.5" 4:3 "Touch 

Sensitive" colour display, colour: Ice White.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).

KIT APP OPL BK code 62620910   
OPALE BLACK Embedded hands-free video receiver with intercom, 3.5" 4:3 "Touch 

Sensitive" colour display, colour: Fusion Black.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).
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 OPALE

KIT APP OPLW WH code 62620920   

OPALE W WHITE Embedded hands-free video receiver with intercom, 4.3" 16:9 Touch Screen 
colour display, colour: Ice White.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).

KIT APP OPLW BK code 62620930   

OPALE W BLACK Embedded hands-free video receiver with intercom, 4.3" 16:9 Touch Screen 
colour display, colour: Fusion Black.

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, colour: Metal.

DPF NF Décor panel in anodised aluminium, colour Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double-height pushbutton.

DTH ME Double-height cover, colour: Metal.

VA/08-K Power supply for XIP Systems, 230V, 12 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).
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KIT APP MOBILE

VIDEO KIT APP MOBILE

KIT APP MOBILE cod. 62621050   

DVC/08-K ME Colour video entry panel, Metal.

DPF NF Anodised aluminium front plate, Matt Black.

DSI Embedding box.

DCI ME Frame for recessed installation, colour: Metal.

DPH Double height button.

DTH ME Double height stopper, Metal.

VAS/100.30 230V power supply, 8 DIN module.

ETI/XIP APP XIP Gateway for Ethernet connection (3 mobile licenses included).
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PROJECTBPT
System in a click

Bpt gives you ProjectBPT, software that can be downloaded free 
and installed on your computer, which helps sort out the audio and 
video receiver systems that can be set up with the various systems. 
The program guides the user in drawing up the system they want, 
producing a list of the necessary equipment, a budget, the techni-
cal specifications, an installation diagram, a list of cables and a 
calculation of the dimensions. The prices of each piece of equipment 
and notes of Bpt dealers and service centres are easily updated.
The application makes it possible to draw up budgets for install-
ing audio and video entry systems with the option of seeing block 
diagrams too.

All of this makes use of a simple, intuitive graphic interface that 
means you can be operating to 100% after only a few minutes' use, 
without having to read manuals.
The application deals with a series of problems common to many 
dealers, ranging from managing a catalogue/price list, to client 
details, to handling company logistics to produce specific prod-
ucts, to managing discounts, promotions and foreign currency.
A new feature is that the software can be fully personalised and 
any number of languages can be used (in fact the product is sold 
worldwide).
The internal development architecture used is based on OOP, 
which facilitates maintenance and the expansion of the individual 
components as well as enabling them to be updated simply and 
easily. This is because of Bpt's requirements to constantly add 
new pieces of equipment to their catalogue, which may be differ-
ent in terms of product family or simply in the accessories offered.
Access to the database on ADO for future development and inte-
gration with the Internet, the first hint of which is evident in the 
HELP area present in the work interface. 
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Functions

 Management of mixed residential systems XIP, X1 THANGRAM 

 Graphic interface based on 32 bit programming

 Ability to create analogue and encoded audio receiver systems 200

 Integration of encoded call for video entry systems

 Integration of planning also for X2 technology systems

 Integration of planning also for System300

 Integration of planning also for X1 technology

 Management of residential systems 300

 Management of mixed residential systems 300, X2

 Management of mixed residential systems 300, X1

 Multilingual support of software

 Use of Kit in budgets

 Export of data in client details

 Multi-wire diagrams in pdf format to carry out project

 Management of new entry panels, LITHOS, THANGRAM series, modules DM and DMVC series, DIGITHA

 Integration of planning for X1 THANGRAM systems

 Integration of planning for X2 THANGRAM systems

 Integration of planning for XIP systems

 Integration of planning for X1 LITHOS systems

 Management of residential XIP systems (LAN)

 Management of mixed residential systems XIP, X1 LITHOS

 Management of separate video camera Brahms

 Importing/exporting of phone book in csv format

 New language Dutch

 Management of send feedback module

Ranges supported

 X1 THANGRAM 

 X2 THANGRAM 

 XIP

 X1 LITHOS

 X2 TARGHA

 X1 TARGHA

 SISTEMA 200

 SISTEMA 300
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INDEX BY ARTICLE
ARTICLE CODE page ARTICLE CODE page ARTICLE CODE page

A/01 61400010 106

ACMR-P 61800710 147

ACMR-P/08 61800730 147

ACMR-VR 61800690 147

ACMR-VR/08 61800720 147

AGATA C 60240050 27

AGATA C F 60240090 27

AGATA C/B 60240060 27

AGATA V 62100460 27

AGATA V BF 62100480 27

AGATA VC  62100370 27

AGATA VC BF 62100430 27

AGATA VC/B 62100380 27

AGATA VC/B BF 62100440 27

AGATA VC/B-L 62100580 27

AGATA2KITC04  61700330 158

AGATAKITC04  61700320 158

AGATAKITV01  62620780 162

AGATAKITV04  62620790 158

AGATAKITVC01  62620760 162

AGATAKITVC04  62620820 158

AGATAKITVCB01  62620770 162

BPAX/1 60090890 73

BPSH/1 60090910 73

BPVX/1 62020330 73

DBAD10 61800460 49-65

DC/01 60090010 60

DC/01 ME 60090020 60

DC/08 60090030 60

DC/08 ME 60090040 60

DC/IP ME 60091030 48

DCI 61800010 62

DCI ME 61800020 48-62

DCOMBO 61800760 49-65

DDC/08 VR 60080010 83

DDC/08 VR ELU 60080020 83

DDCI VR 61800380 84

DDSI VR 60090540 84

DDSP VR 60090550 84

DDSP VR ELU 60090690 84

DDVC/08 VR 62080010 83

DDVC/08 VR ELU 62080040 83

DDVC/08 VR ME1 62080030 84

DMC/01 60090660 69

DMC/08 60090670 69

DMI 61800440 49-64

DMRFID 61800490 69

DMVC/01 62020080 69

DMVC/08 62020090 69

DNA 61800320 65

DNA ME 61800360 49-65

DP0 60090080 49-64

DPD 61800050 43-49-64

DPF AL 60090060 48-63

DPF AR 60090610 63

DPF BI 60090580 63

DPF BL 60090570 63

DPF ME 60090530 48-63

DPF NF 60090070 48-63

DPF NL 60090620 63

DPF RS 60090560 63

DPF VD 60090590 63

DPH 61800040 43-49-64

DPS 61800030 43-49-64

DREAD 61800370 148

DRFID 61800290 49-65

DSI 60090050 48-62

DSM 60090630 48-62

DTAG5 61800470 49-65

DTH 61800080 64

DTH ME 61800090 49-64

DTP 61800390 48-62

DTS 61800060 64

DTS ME 61800070 49-64

DVC/01 62020010 61

DVC/01 ME 62020020 61

DVC/08 62020030 61

DVC/08 ME 62020040 61

DVC/IP ME 62020340 48

ETI/miniSER 62740110 148

ETI/SER XIP V2 62740120 148

ETI/XIP 62740030 148

EVKITOPL01  62620580 162

EVKITOPL11  62620590 162

EVKITPEV01  62620430 163

EVKITPEV11  62620440 163

EVKITPEVDNA00 62620690 163

EVKITPEVDNA10 62620720 163

FUTURA IP BK 62100570 31

FUTURA IP WH 62100560 31

FUTURA X1 BK 62100530 32

FUTURA X1 WH 62100520 32

FUTURA X2 BK 62100550 33

FUTURA X2 WH 62100540 33

FUTURA-SI 62800560 31-32-33

FUTURAKITVC04  62621160 159

GCR/08 62740130 147

HTI 60099600 77

HTS VR 60096600 77

KDIN12 61800350 108-149

KDIN4 61800430 108-149

KDIN6 61800450 108-149

KDIN8 61800480 108-149

KIT APP AGTVCB 62620950 126-164

KIT APP MOBILE 62621050 127-167

KIT APP OPL BK 62620910 126-165

KIT APP OPL WH 62620890 126-165

KIT APP OPLW BK 62620930 126-166

KIT APP OPLW WH 62620920 126-166

KIT APP PEV BK 62620880 126-164

KIT APP PEV WH 62620870 126-164

KT A 61800680 27-29

KT V 62800550 27-29-35

KT VXL 62800570 31-32-33

LC/01 60090650 42

LCI 61800420 43

LCKITPEC04  61700090 159

LCKITPEC04B  61700110 159

LIC/APP001 62880090 150

LIC/APP010 62880100 150
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ARTICLE CODE page ARTICLE CODE page ARTICLE CODE page

LIC/APP050  62880110 150

LIC/APP100 62880120 150

LIC/GST001 62880010 150

LIC/GST010 62880020 150

LIC/GST050 62880030 150

LIC/GST100 62880040 150

LIC/SR001 62880050 150

LIC/SR010 62880060 150

LIC/SR050 62880070 150

LIC/SR100 62880080 150

LSI 60090640 43

LTP 61800410 43

LVC/01 62020070 42

LVKITOPL04  62620630 160

LVKITOPL14  62620640 160

LVKITPEV04  62620450 159

LVKITPEV14  62620460 159

MHKT BI 62800250 37

MHKT NF 62800260 37

MITHO BI 62117500 37

MITHO NF 62117600 37

MITHO SB BI 62940010 37-107-147

MITHO SB NF 62940020 37-107-147

OPALE BLACK 62100280 35

OPALE KP WH BF 62800390 35

OPALE W BLACK 62100260 35

OPALE W WHITE 62100250 35

OPALE WHITE 62100270 35

OPALEKP BLACK 62800370 35

OPALEKP WHITE 62800360 35

OPALESI 62800380 35

PCS/PORTER 62800320 109-150

PCS/XIP 62800310 109-150

PEC BI 60540010 29

PEC NF 60540020 29

PEV BI 62100180 29

PEV BI BF 62100230 29

PEV NF 62100190 29

PEV NF BF 62100240 29

RIR/08 62800330 149

TARGHA GSMVR1 60090920 77

TARGHA GSMVR1K 60090950 77

TARGHA GSMVR2 60090930 77

TARGHA GSMVR2K 60090960 77

TARGHA GSMVR4 60090940 77

VA/01 62700030 106

VA/08 62700020 146

VAS/100.30 62703310 106-146

VAS/100MH 67000701 37

VAS/101 62700011 106-147

VCM/1D 62828000 109-151

VCM/1D/500 62828100 109-151

VCM/2D 62823300 109-151

VCM/2D/500 62823400 109-151

VCM/4D 62823600 151

VCM/4D/500 62823700 151

VLS/101M 62800580 108-148

VLS/2 62800470 108

VLS/3 62800290 148

VLS/300 62825400 108

VRAKX/1 60090810 73

VRAKX/2 60090820 73

VRAX/1 60090770 73

VRAX/2 60090780 73

VRAX/4 60090790 73

VRAX/DIGI 60090830 73

VRAX/DIGI-P 60090840 73

VRSH/1 60090850 73

VRSH/2 60090860 73

VRSH300/1 60090870 73

VRV300/1 62020320 73

VRVKX/1 62020240 73

VRVKX/2 62020250 73

VRVX/1 62020190 73

VRVX/2 62020210 73

VRVX/4 62020220 73

VRVX/6 62020230 73

VRVX/DIGI 62020260 73

VRVX/DIGI-P 62020270 73

VSC/01 62740060 107

VSC/08 62740020 147

VSE/301.01 62747401 107-147

XAS/301.01 62704701 106-146

XDV/300A 62822000 108-149

XDV/303 62822600 149

XDV/304 62821300 107-146

XDV/304A 62825800 107-146
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INDEX BY CODE
CODE ARTICLE  page CODE ARTICLE  page CODE ARTICLE  page

60080010 DDC/08 VR 83

60080020 DDC/08 VR ELU 83

60090010 DC/01 60

60090020 DC/01 ME 60

60090030 DC/08 60

60090040 DC/08 ME 60

60090050 DSI 48-62

60090060 DPF AL 48-63

60090070 DPF NF 48-63

60090080 DP0 49-64

60090530 DPF ME 48-63

60090540 DDSI VR 84

60090550 DDSP VR 84

60090560 DPF RS 63

60090570 DPF BL 63

60090580 DPF BI 63

60090590 DPF VD 63

60090610 DPF AR 63

60090620 DPF NL 63

60090630 DSM 48-62

60090640 LSI 43

60090650 LC/01 42

60090660 DMC/01 69

60090670 DMC/08 69

60090690 DDSP VR ELU 84

60090770 VRAX/1 73

60090780 VRAX/2 73

60090790 VRAX/4 73

60090810 VRAKX/1 73

60090820 VRAKX/2 73

60090830 VRAX/DIGI 73

60090840 VRAX/DIGI-P 73

60090850 VRSH/1 73

60090860 VRSH/2 73

60090870 VRSH300/1 73

60090890 BPAX/1 73

60090910 BPSH/1 73

60090920 TARGHA GSMVR1 77

60090930 TARGHA GSMVR2 77

60090940 TARGHA GSMVR4 77

60090950 TARGHA GSMVR1K 77

60090960 TARGHA GSMVR2K 77

60091030 DC/IP ME 48

60096600 HTS VR 77

60099600 HTI 77

60240050 AGATA C 27

60240060 AGATA C/B 27

60240090 AGATA C F 27

60540010 PEC BI 29

60540020 PEC NF 29

61400010 A/01 106

61700090 LCKITPEC04  159

61700110 LCKITPEC04B  159

61700320 AGATAKITC04  158

61700330 AGATA2KITC04  158

61800010 DCI 62

61800020 DCI ME 48-62

61800030 DPS 43-49-64

61800040 DPH 43-49-64

61800050 DPD 43-49-64

61800060 DTS 64

61800070 DTS ME 49-64

61800080 DTH 64

61800090 DTH ME 49-64

61800290 DRFID 49-65

61800320 DNA 65

61800350 KDIN12 108-149

61800360 DNA ME 49-65

61800370 DREAD 148

61800380 DDCI VR 84

61800390 DTP 48-62

61800410 LTP 43

61800420 LCI 43

61800430 KDIN4 108-149

61800440 DMI 49-64

61800450 KDIN6 108-149

61800460 DBAD10 49-65

61800470 DTAG5 49-65

61800480 KDIN8 108-149

61800490 DMRFID 69

61800680 KT A 27-29

61800690 ACMR-VR 147

61800710 ACMR-P 147

61800720 ACMR-VR/08 147

61800730 ACMR-P/08 147

61800760 DCOMBO 49-65

62020010 DVC/01 61

62020020 DVC/01 ME 61

62020030 DVC/08 61

62020040 DVC/08 ME 61

62020070 LVC/01 42

62020080 DMVC/01 69

62020090 DMVC/08 69

62020190 VRVX/1 73

62020210 VRVX/2 73

62020220 VRVX/4 73

62020230 VRVX/6 73

62020240 VRVKX/1 73

62020250 VRVKX/2 73

62020260 VRVX/DIGI 73

62020270 VRVX/DIGI-P 73

62020320 VRV300/1 73

62020330 BPVX/1 73

62020340 DVC/IP ME 48

62080010 DDVC/08 VR 83

62080030 DDVC/08 VR ME1 84

62080040 DDVC/08 VR ELU 83

62100180 PEV BI 29

62100190 PEV NF 29

62100230 PEV BI BF 29

62100240 PEV NF BF 29

62100250 OPALE W WHITE 35

62100260 OPALE W BLACK 35

62100270 OPALE WHITE 35

62100280 OPALE BLACK 35

62100370 AGATA VC  27

62100380 AGATA VC/B 27

62100430 AGATA VC BF 27

62100440 AGATA VC/B BF 27

62100460 AGATA V 27
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CODE ARTICLE  page CODE ARTICLE  page CODE ARTICLE  page

62100480 AGATA V BF 27

62100520 FUTURA X1 WH 32

62100530 FUTURA X1 BK 32

62100540 FUTURA X2 WH 33

62100550 FUTURA X2 BK 33

62100560 FUTURA IP WH 31

62100570 FUTURA IP BK 31

62100580 AGATA VC/B-L 27

62117500 MITHO BI 37

62117600 MITHO NF 37

62620430 EVKITPEV01  163

62620440 EVKITPEV11  163

62620450 LVKITPEV04  159

62620460 LVKITPEV14  159

62620580 EVKITOPL01  162

62620590 EVKITOPL11  162

62620630 LVKITOPL04  160

62620640 LVKITOPL14  160

62620690 EVKITPEVDNA00 163

62620720 EVKITPEVDNA10 163

62620760 AGATAKITVC01  162

62620770 AGATAKITVCB01  162

62620780 AGATAKITV01  162

62620790 AGATAKITV04  158

62620820 AGATAKITVC04  158

62620870 KIT APP PEV WH 126-164

62620880 KIT APP PEV BK 126-164

62620890 KIT APP OPL WH 126-165

62620910 KIT APP OPL BK 126-165

62620920 KIT APP OPLW WH 126-166

62620930 KIT APP OPLW BK 126-166

62620950 KIT APP AGTVCB 126-164

62621050 KIT APP MOBILE 127-167

62621160 FUTURAKITVC04  159

62700011 VAS/101 106-146

62700020 VA/08 146

62700030 VA/01 106

62703310 VAS/100.30 106-146

62704701 XAS/301.01 106-146

62740020 VSC/08 147

62740030 ETI/XIP 148

62740060 VSC/01 107

62740110 ETI/miniSER 148

62740120 ETI/SER XIP V2 148

62740130 GCR/08 147

62747401 VSE/301.01 107-147

62800250 MHKT BI 37

62800260 MHKT NF 37

62800290 VLS/3 148

62800310 PCS/XIP 109-150

62800320 PCS/PORTER 109-150

62800330 RIR/08 149

62800360 OPALEKP WHITE 35

62800370 OPALEKP BLACK 35

62800380 OPALESI 35

62800390 OPALE KP WH BF 35

62800470 VLS/2 108

62800550 KT V 27-29-35

62800560 FUTURA-SI 31-32-33

62800570 KT VXL 31-32-33

62800580 VLS/101M 108-148

62821300 XDV/304 107-146

62822000 XDV/300A 108-149

62822600 XDV/303 149

62823300 VCM/2D 109-151

62823400 VCM/2D/500 109-151

62823600 VCM/4D 151

62823700 VCM/4D/500 151

62825400 VLS/300 108

62825800 XDV/304A 108-146

62828000 VCM/1D 109-151

62828100 VCM/1D/500 109-151

62880010 LIC/GST001 150

62880020 LIC/GST010 150

62880030 LIC/GST050 150

62880040 LIC/GST100 150

62880050 LIC/SR001 150

62880060 LIC/SR010 150

62880070 LIC/SR050 150

62880080 LIC/SR100 150

62880090 LIC/APP001 150

62880100 LIC/APP010 150

62880110 LIC/APP050  150

62880120 LIC/APP100 150

62940010 MITHO SB BI 37-107-147

62940020 MITHO SB NF 37-107-147

67000701 VAS/100MH 37
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Came NordEst
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Came Sud
Napoli - ITALY
 
Came United Kingdom
Nottingham - UK
 
Came France
Paris - FRANCE
 
Came Spain
Madrid - SPAIN
 
Came Portugal
Lisbon - PORTUGAL
 
Came GmbH
Berlin - GERMANY
 
Came GmbH
Stuttgart - GERMANY
 
Came Benelux
Lessines - BELGIUM
 
Came Nederland
Breda - NETHERLANDS

Came Poland
Warszawa - POLSKA

Came Americas Automation
Miami - USA
 
Came Adriatic
Kastav - CROATIA
 
Came do Brasil Serviços de Automaçao 
São Paulo - BRAZIL
 
Came Automatismos de Mexico
Mexico City - MEXICO
 
Came Rus
Moscow - RUSSIA
 
Came Gulf
Dubai - U.A.E.
 
Came India Automation Solutions
New Delhi - INDIA
 
Came Bpt South Africa
Germiston - SOUTH AFRICA

Came S.p.A.

Via Martiri della Libertà, 15 
31030 Dosson di Casier 
Treviso - Italy

Tel. (+39) 0422 4940
Fax (+39) 0422 4941 
info@came.com - www.came.com 

Came S.p.A. has certified 
Quality, Environment and Safety

management systems in 
compliance with the following 

standards:
UNI EN ISO 9001
UNI EN ISO 14001
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